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Introduction

In this chapter we introduce the context of the research described throughout
this thesis. Then, we present the four research questions addressed in the
thesis, and we describe the methods and methodologies adopted to tackle
them. We present an overview of the state of the art and we conclude with
a list of the publications on which this thesis is based and a description of
the thesis structure.

This chapter is based on an extended version of the paper entitled Trusting
Web Data, presented at the Doctoral Symposium at the 10th Extended
Semantic Web Conference (ESWC2013), held in Montpellier, France.

Context
The Web represents an inestimable source of knowledge. Every day, huge volumes
of data are published or are being created by users, for instance, by means of their
tracked behavior or of their involvement in crowdsourcing activities. Can we really
trust whatever piece of data we might collect on the Web? Maybe, but probably not.
This problem may heavily affect the value of these data. There exist several well-
known trusted sources, but not all Web data originate from them and Web users are
not always aware of the trustworthiness of the sources they refer to. When we observe
an unknown data source exposing potentially useful data, can we safely use them? A
similar issue regards the use of data which are known to have been crowdsourced. If
we want to be able to use that vast amount of data, we must first trust it.

The goal of this thesis is to describe research about methods and techniques that
address this kind of problem. We restrict our attention to semi-structured data, mean-
ing that we do not analyze the reliability and trustworthiness of pieces of free text, but
rather want to determine the reliability of pieces of data which have, at least, some
defined structure. The analyses and the methods that we propose make use of this
knowledge about the data structures and their related meta-information at our dis-
posal to estimate their trustworthiness. For this reason, we focus on specific domains
where data are collected either from the crowd or from specific Web sources in order
to address professional tasks.

Our case studies are situated in specific domains. One of these is the maritime do-
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main. Here, we analyze two kinds of data: information about ships, as emerged from
specific messages that ships mandatorily send to coast guard authorities, and informa-
tion about piracy attacks that happened all around the world. These are two examples
of data which are at the same time potentially useful and potentially unreliable (be-
cause the producers might have several reasons to disguise them). These investigations
are made in the larger contexts of Poseidon1 and Poseidon Plus2 projects, two na-
tional Dutch research projects which researched on systems of systems suitable for the
naval domain.

Another project where our research situates is the United Kingdom SOCIAM: The
Theory and Practice of Social Machines project3. In the context of this project, we
investigate how to estimate the reliability of open government data, in particular of
police open data. Here, the reliability of these data represents the basis for deciding
whether or not to trust them, and hence, it is considered as a component of the
multifaceted belief that is trust.

Another domain that we focus on is professional tagging. Here, crowds of users,
professionals and volunteers, annotate pictures, videos and other artifacts in order to
provide useful information about their content, information that would not be available
otherwise. Professional annotations are used for several important tasks by institu-
tions collecting these artifacts, like classification, cataloging, and information retrieval,
hence, it is important that these annotations are reliable. In this context, we collab-
orate with the EU FP7 PrestoPRIME4 project, the SEALINC Media project, part
of the COMMIT research program in The Netherlands, the Netherlands Organization
for Scientific Research (NWO) Catch5 programme and the The Netherlands Centre
for Biodiversity Naturalis (Naturalis) [116] . These collaborations provide us with use
cases where annotations in the video, cultural heritage and natural history domains are
respectively collected. These domains, and these projects in particular, share the need
for tools to assess the trustworthiness of the tags and annotations of their artifacts,
although these present different characteristics: these might be pictures in the cultural
heritage domain or video (and hence multi-layered) in the media domain. Moreover,
all these use cases share, among each other and with the case studies we investigate
in the maritime domain, the following peculiarities:
• the impossibility to determine the annotations reliability from an analysis of
their content;

• the availability of meta-information about the data (e.g., the annotation author);
1The Poseidon project was carried out under the responsibility of the Embedded Systems Institute

(ESI) in Eindhoven, The Netherlands. This project is partially supported by the Dutch Ministry of
Economic Affairs, under the BSIK03021 program.

2The Poseidon Plus project is a follow-up project of the Poseidon project, carried out under the
responsibility of the Embedded Systems Institute (ESI) in Eindhoven, The Netherlands. This project
is partially supported by the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs, under the BSIK03021 program.

3The SOCIAM: The Theory and Practice of Social Machines is funded by the UK Engineering
and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) under grant number EP/J017728/1.

4The PrestoPRIME project was funded by the European Commission under ICT FP7 (Seventh
Framework Programme), Contract No. 231161.

5The CATCH programme, is funded by NWO, grant 640.004.801.
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• the availability of at least some known structure in the data;

• the need for the institution that owns the data that they comply with some
correctness requirements;

• the fact that these data are almost all categorical. Only in one case we an-
alyze the trustworthiness of numerical data, but this represents an analysis of
meta-trustworthiness, because these numerical values represent confidence scores
resulting from a georeferencing process.

This explains why we make use of these apparently diverse use cases for tackling our
research questions.

State of the Art
We present here a literature review about the topics tackled in this thesis. We start by
defining trust based on the definitions we found in literature, properly adapted to our
context. Then, we describe related work for each of the topics touched in this thesis.

The Oxford English Dictionary defines trust as:

the firm belief in the reliability, truth and or ability of someone or some-
thing [128].

Such a definition has been borrowed and formulated in more precise terms to adapt
to different fields of computer science and artificial intelligence. We refer the reader
to the three comprehensive surveys of Sabater and Sierra [139], Golbeck [64] and Artz
and Gil [4] that regard trust in computer science, in the Web and in the Semantic Web
respectively. Also the extensive overview presented by Thirunarayan et al. [152] rep-
resents an important point of reference about trust in computer science, in particular
about Bayesian approaches like the ones we adopt in this thesis.

In multi-agent systems, trust management is handled by means of models based on
the interactions between agents. In particular, agents decide whether they can trust
other agents by observing their behavior and, possibly, other evidence. After having
inferred their reputation, they decide whether the reputation is high enough to trust an
agent. This basic idea is then implemented and reinterpreted in different manners and
nuances depending also on the specificity of the domain where it applies. In particular,
we make use of the definition of trust of Castelfranchi and Falcone reported by Sabater
and Sierra, that is:

the decision that an agent x (trustor) takes to delegate a task to agent
y (trustee) is based on a specific set of beliefs and goals, and this mental
state is what we call trust.

In part, we reinterpret this definition, as we do not delegate a task to an agent, but we
decide whether the task that has been delegated to a given agent (data creation) has
been carried out satisfactorily enough. Or, otherwise, whether the piece of data that
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we analyze adheres to specific conditions, that is, whether it is trustworthy. We borrow
the definition of trust we make use of from the multi-agent systems domain because:
(1) in our approach the reputation of an agent is crucial to assess the trustworthiness
of the piece of data that she produced and we adopt a uniform approach to model
both assessments (about the trustworthiness of the data and of the agent); (2) we
decide whether to trust or not a piece of data based on an indirect observation of its
metadata, and not on its content, and we see in this a similarity with what one does
when she has to trust an agent based on indirect observations.

The above definition describes the meaning we give to our trust estimates. With
respect to the process of trust management, we take inspiration from the theory defined
by O’Hara [121], with some distinctions.

• We distinguish between a process of trustworthiness estimation and one of trust
placement (or decision strategy). However, the targets of the trust and trustwor-
thiness assessments might be either physical agents or pieces of data, as stated
before.

• The theory proposed by O’Hara defines trustworthiness and trust as established
in a context. We follow the same way of reasoning, but implicitly. Our trust esti-
mates are made within well-defined areas, although the rules for the assessments
are implicit. For instance, in the cultural heritage domain a given cultural her-
itage institution defines its own trust policies, which we aim to mimic with our
models, but these are not explicit (neither is the context definition). Only when
we evaluate the trustworthiness of cultural heritage collections annotations, we
explicitly restrict the context of our assessments to the topic of the annotation.

• O’Hara, in his “Trustworthiness versus reliability” section states that “elaborat-
ing the distinction is not the purpose of this paper, so I shall not explore this
thought in much detail, except to point out that the distinction is not a sharp
one, and so one should expect the two concepts to blur into each other. It may
be that trustworthiness is a species of reliability, in which case everyone/thing
that is trustworthy is ipso facto reliable”. In this thesis, since we focus mainly
on the estimation of the trustworthiness of data, we consider their reliability
as an essential and tightly related (if not coincidental) characteristics of their
trustworthiness.

Related to this latter point, Camp [16] discerns trust in the following three over-
lapping facets:

Security. The act of disclosure and sharing of sensitive information directly implies
that enough guarantees should be offered regarding the security level of these
data. Security is a broad term. In this context it refers mainly to the intentional
damage that the trustor may suffer from taking part in the process of trusting.
This damage may be inflicted by either the trustee or a third party being able
to somehow interfere in the process.
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Privacy. While security focuses on intentional damage, privacy centers on unwanted
disclosure of sensitive information beyond the boundaries of the trust process.

Reliability. Beyond the sharing needs, delegation plays a key role within trust. Dele-
gation of tasks is needed when the trustor is not able, for many possible reasons,
to deliver the task. These reasons may include the particular skills needed to
deal with the tasks, or the workload implied, for instance. A reasonable belief
in the trustee’s reliability is therefore essential to allow the trustor to trust.

As stated before, we focus mainly on the reliability aspect of trust. Our goal is
to correctly trust or distrust data that result from past interactions (e.g., ex-post
analysis of tags created by users playing a video-tagging game), so given the point of
view taken here, privacy and security become secondary aspects because these inhere
mainly present interactions.

Related to the definition of trust, is the one of reputation. The Oxford English
Dictionary defines reputation as:

The beliefs or opinions that are generally held about someone or some-
thing. [129]

We specialize such a definition, because the opinions and beliefs we are interested
in are those regarding the trustworthiness of people (e.g., data creators), behavioral
stereotypes, etc. So, our definition of reputation can be outlined as follows.

The beliefs or opinions that are generally held about someone’s or some-
thing’s trustworthiness. [129]

The reputations we make use of are general estimates. Depending on the case study
analyzed, we can also specialize them in order, for instance, to determine someone’s
expertise about a given subject. Nevertheless, the reputation is meant to represent
the estimate about the general trustworthiness of somebody or something.

We use uncertainty reasoning to make sense of the evidence at our disposal about
the data to be trusted. We make use of subjective logic [83] because of its flexibility
and its ability to cope with partial or uncertain data. Uncertainty reasoning techniques
are often used to make trust assessments, like in the work of Fokoue et al. [57]. It is
important to investigate further the possibility of representing these data by means of
multiple layers of probabilities, because of their adequateness to deal with vast amounts
of heterogenous data. Other approaches are possible as well, like the trust metrics for
recommender systems collected by Massa and Avesani [108], the possibilistic approach
proposed by Ceravolo and Fugazza [32] or the belief-based approaches proposed, for
instance, by Richardson et al. [134], and Vu and Aberer [167]. We take inspiration from
these latter examples, but we do not need simply to estimate one value representing
the trustworthiness of a piece of data alone. Rather, we prefer to be able to estimate
probability distributions of these trust values, to account for the uncertainty in these
estimates and to be able to evaluate aggregated datasets. Thus, our approach differs
from the one of Golbeck et al. [66], that use binary (Boolean) scale for trust values and
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from the one of Guha et al. [70] and Kamvar et al. [89], that use binomial values (i.e.,
the probabilities of two mutually exclusive values, which range between zero and one).
In fact, one of the shortcomings we identified is the analysis of the distribution of Web
data. Thus we provide some analyses about the use of probability distributions for
representing Web data and, consequently, representing the foundation for reasoning
probabilistically over them.

To make trust estimates, we make use of the metadata at our disposal. These
consist of provenance information, that is, recordings of how, by whom and when
the data have been created. We start by studying the possibility of assessing the
trustworthiness of data on the basis of the reputation of their author, hence, reputation
systems are an important source of inspiration for our work. The works collected by
Masum and Tovey [109] provide a remarkable overview about the subject. Then
we extend the range of provenance metadata considered for our estimates. The link
between provenance and trust, mentioned in the survey of Artz and Gil, has been
explored by Golbeck [63] but mainly for addressing socio-related issues, while our
focus is on the data trustworthiness estimation. We use provenance data to learn the
peculiarities of trustworthy and non-trustworthy pieces of data, according to a given
trustor. Bizer and Cyganiak [12], Hartig and Zhao [73] and Zaihrayeu et al. [182], use
provenance and background information expressed as annotated or named graphs [18]
to produce trust values. The provenance information we make use of is expressed in
terms of provenance graphs (e.g., using the PROV Ontology [9]), and we use them
as machine learning features for classifying the trustworthiness of artifacts. The same
difference is valid also with respect to two works of Rajbhandari et al. [131, 130], where
they quantify the trustworthiness of scientific workflows and they evaluate it by means
of probabilistic and fuzzy models. Despite the work of Ebden et al. [49], we do not
make network analysis on the provenance graphs we make use of, but when we deal
with provenance graphs that represent the behavior of the users who produced such
data, we group them in “stereotypes” (i.e., aggregations of provenance information
that summarize user behaviors) and we aim to estimate the data trustworthiness from
the reputation of these stereotypes, by means of support vector machines [38] and
subjective logic. By using provenance for trust estimation we aim at overcoming the
limitations of reputation-based approaches to be able to estimate the trustworthiness
of data even if the reputation of their author is unknown or uncertain. Also, by
adopting provenance stereotypes, we address a limitation we identified in the use of
provenance for making trust estimation, that is the impossibility to identify patterns
in the provenance traces because of the fine granularity of such traces.

Lastly, in our analyses, we employ semantic similarity measures to improve our
estimations. On the one hand, we can not tell whether a piece of data is trustworthy on
the basis of its content. On the other hand, we can use semantic similarity measures to
measure the semantic distance between contents. The link between trust and semantic
similarity measures has already been explored, for instance by Ibrahim et al. [77],
who use semantic similarity measures to estimate the trustworthiness of websites, by
Sensoy et al. [142] who combine semantic similarity measures with subjective logic
to model the trustworthiness of information sources within specific contexts and by
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Tavakolifard et al. [149], who infer new trust connections between entities (users,
etc.) given a set of trust connections known a priori. We explore this link further,
by integrating more the two techniques, for example extending subjective logic with
semantic similarity measures and providing a theoretical definition and demonstration
of such an extension. The connection between uncertainty reasoning techniques with
semantic similarity measures for trust estimation is one of the gaps we have identified
in the literature and that we have aimed at filling.

We employ subjective logic in combination with semantic similarity to evaluate the
trustworthiness of crowdsourced cultural heritage annotations. Crowdsourcing tech-
niques are widely used by cultural heritage and multimedia institutions for enhancing
the available information about their collections. Examples include the Tag Your
Paintings project [51], the Steve.Museum project [155] and the Waisda? video tagging
platform [119]. The Socially Enriched Access to Linked Cultural (SEALINC) Media
project investigates also in this direction. In this project, Rijksmuseum [135] in Ams-
terdam is using crowdsourcing on a Web platform selecting experts of various domains
to enrich information about their collection. Trust management in crowdsourced sys-
tems often employs classical wisdom of crowds approaches [147]. In our scenarios we
can not make use of those approaches because the level of expertise needed to anno-
tate artifacts in the domains we consider (e.g., the cultural heritage domain) restricts
the potential set of users involved, thus making this kind of approach inapplicable
or less effective. Gamification is another approach that leads to an improvement of
the quality of tags gathered from crowds, as shown, for instance, in the work of von
Ahn et al. [165]. Our work can be considered orthogonal to a gamified environment,
as it allows us to evaluate the user contributed annotations and, hence, to incentivize
them. In folksonomy systems such as Steve.Museum project, traditional tag evaluation
techniques such as comparing the presence of the tags in standard vocabularies and
thesauri, determining their frequency and their popularity or agreement with other
tags (see, for instance, the work of Van Damme et al. [157]) have been employed to
determine the quality of tags entered by users. Such mechanisms focus mainly on the
contributed content with little or no reference to the user who authored it. Medeylan
et al. [110] present algorithms to determine the quality of tags entered by users in
a collaboratively created folksonomy, and apply them to the dataset CiteULike [35],
which consists of text documents. They evaluate the relevance of user-provided tags
by means of text document-based metrics. In our work, since we evaluate tags, we
can not apply document-based metrics, and since we do not have at our disposal large
amounts of tags per subject, we can not check for consistency among users tagging the
same image. Similarly, we can not compute semantic similarity based on the avail-
able annotations, like in the work of Cattuto et al. [19]. In open collaborative sites
such as Wikipedia [176], where information is contributed by Web users, automated
quality evaluation mechanisms have been investigated (see, for instance, the work of
De La Calzada et al. [41]). Most of these mechanisms involve computing trust from
article revision history and user groups (see the works of Zeng et al. [183] and Wang et
al. [172]). These algorithms track the changes that a particular article or piece of text
has undergone over time, along with details of the users performing the changes. In our
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case studies, we do not have the revision history for the tags. Another approach to ob-
tain trustworthy data is to find experts amongst Web users with good motivation and
intentions (see the work of De Martini et al. [42]). This mechanism assumes that users
who are experts tend to provide more trustworthy annotations. It aims at identifying
such experts, by analyzing the profiles built by tracking users’ performance, similar to
what we do (especially in the media and cultural heritage domains), although we do
not look for experts interactively, rather we evaluate annotations ex-post. Modeling of
reputation and user behavior on the Web is a widely studied domain. Javanmardi et
al. [82] propose three computational models for user reputation by extracting detailed
user edit patterns and statistics which are particularly tailored for wikis, while we fo-
cus on the annotations domain. Both we and Lange and Lange [99] address the quality
of crowdsourced annotations, but we focus on annotations of professional media (and
cultural heritage artifacts in particular), while Lange and Lange assess the quality of
product ratings, that are more constrained and structured than the data that we deal
with. Finally, also the works of Aroyo and Welty [3], Inel et al. [78] and Soberon et
al. [145] address the problem of assessing the quality of crowdsourcing tasks, of mi-
crotasks in particular. Despite them, however, we do not deal with natural language
processing tasks and we do have a gold standard at our disposal, and these are two
remarkable differences. Nevertheless, our work can be considered as complementary
to theirs and the results they provide may act as a viaticum for applying our research
in the natural processing domain.

Additional specific literature references will be provided in each separate chapter.

Research Questions and Thesis Statement
Here we present the research questions we investigate in order to address the problems
mentioned before and the approaches we propose to address them. The key focus of
this thesis can be summarized by the following research question:

How can the trustworthiness of semi-structured Web data be adequately
estimated?

Our position with respect to this research question can be summarized by the
following thesis statement:

The trustworthiness of semi-structured Web data can be adequately esti-
mated by making use of uncertainty reasoning, possibly assisted by prove-
nance analysis and semantic similarity measures.

So, we hypothesize that trustworthiness estimations for semi-structured Web data
can be effectively obtained by applying uncertainty reasoning, possibly assisted by
provenance analysis and semantic similarity measures. This leads us to the follow-
ing four research questions, that are aimed at investigating different aspects of this
hypothesis: data, metadata and reasoning techniques useful to make adequate trust
estimates.
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Research Question 1
The first problem that we focus on is the usage of trusted semi-structured Web data
to make trust evaluations of semi-structured data, not necessarily coming from Web
sources. This gives a first insight into the possibility of using Web data for assessing
the trustworthiness of data. So, the first research question is:

Can Web data help the trust evaluation of semi-structured data?

We propose a quantitative empirical approach for this research question, by using
uncertainty reasoning to make sense of Web data to trust unknown data. This has
merely explorative goals (proving the possibility of using Web data to make trust
assessments).

The Naturalis Museum in The Netherlands holds a collection of annotated bird
specimen, which includes information like the species these specimens belong to, and
the authors of the annotations. These annotations are not fully trustworthy, either
because of their inaccuracy or because of the obsolescence of the taxonomy. In Chap-
ter 1 we map these annotations to trusted Semantic Web sources to check them and,
based on a gold standard, we estimate their trustworthiness using subjective logic (see
Chapter Preliminaries), that allows us to cope with uncertainty about the represen-
tativity of the sample observed. We use these trust values combined with a range of
decision strategies to decide whether to trust the annotations, and we measure the
accuracy of the different combinations. This approach is reprised and extended in
Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8.

Moreover, in Chapter 2, subjective logic is employed to aggregate a series of heuris-
tics adopted to measure the trustworthiness of a series of confidence scores about the
estimated geolocation of a collection of specimen also owned by Naturalis. We esti-
mate the confidence in an (estimated) piece of data by means of uncertainty reasoning.
These techniques are further explored in Chapter 4.

So, by tackling this research question, we also need to investigate the reasoning
techniques necessary to properly handle Web data. By addressing the following re-
search question, we tackle this topic more in depth.

Research Question 2
Web data present peculiar characteristics that have to be taken into account when
using them to make trust evaluations. For instance, they are often accessed incremen-
tally (e.g., by crawling) so we do not always know how representative the data that
we observe are. Moreover, their reliability varies, and their source reputation is not
always known. Proper reasoning techniques have to be employed to cope with this,
and they will be investigated by addressing the following research question:

How can uncertainty reasoning be effectively used to estimate the trustwor-
thiness of semi-structured data?
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The approach proposed for this question is quantitative and empirical, and aims
at producing a description of how categorical Web data fit higher-order probability
distributions.

In Chapter 3, we show how it is possible to provide extensions of subjective logic
that serve the purpose of calculating the trustworthiness of Web data. In particular,
these extensions comprise the possibility of using semantic similarity measures, partial
observations and Dirichlet Processes within the logic, and its correctness is proven
either theoretically or statistically. These extensions follow from the experiments
introduced in Chapters 1 and 2, where we show the usefulness of subjective logic, and
are aimed at further extending the applicability of subjective logic and its statistical
foundations for the goals of this thesis. In fact these extensions are largely employed
especially in Chapters 7 and 8. In Chapter 3 we also use second-order probability
distributions and stochastic processes to model the data from the Linked Open Piracy
dataset [163], which contains a partial collection of piracy attacks descriptions. We
focus on categorical data, which are among the most popular kind of data on the
Web (URI). We model the data by means of Dirichlet-multinomial distributions and
Dirichlet Processes, i.e., higher-order probabilistic models for categorical data (see
Chapter Preliminaries for further details about these models), and we compare their
ability to cope with the lack of a full view on the data with multinomial probability
distributions based on the evidence at our disposal.

In Chapter 4 we provide two procedures based on statistical techniques and sub-
jective logic to estimate the reliability of police open data. The first procedure is
aimed at measuring the quality of the open data given the corresponding closed data,
from different points of view by means of different tests (for instance, by measuring
the absolute and the relative error in the open data). The second procedure is aimed
at predicting the reliability of open data based on analysis of open data only, and it
achieves this result by running different statistical tests on consecutive open datasets,
and by aggregating the results obtained by means of subjective opinions. Both pro-
cedures take advantage of the use of uncertainty reasoning techniques adopted in
Chapters 1 and 2. The second procedure handles the tests on the open data similar
to the georeferencing heuristics analyzed in Chapter 2.

In all the other chapters, uncertainty reasoning is used extensively, either in terms
of subjective logic, or of statistical reasoning and machine learning, or both.

Research Question 3

The Web also offers a meta-level of data-related information that is useful when dealing
with trust, namely provenance information, that represents by whom and how data
have been produced, manipulated and exposed. Reasoning over data providing this
kind of information is important because this can provide indirect evidence about
the reliability of a target object. Moreover, in general, this kind of data possibly
enlarges our availability of reliable sources of evidence. This subject will be explored
by addressing the following research question:
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How can provenance information be used for making accurate trustworthi-
ness estimations of semi-structured data?

This research question is tackled empirically. We analyze the relationships between
provenance information and the trustworthiness of pieces of data in two different man-
ners.

First, we build a Bayesian network using subjective logic on top of provenance
graphs, to derive a trust value for a data artifact from the analysis of how it has been
produced, thus extending the model introduced in Chapter 1. This is validated over a
set of messages (AIS) sent by ships to coast guard authorities to communicate manda-
tory information (e.g., their nationality), for which we compute the corresponding
trust values. This is described in Chapter 5.

Second, in Chapter 6, we use machine learning techniques to make trust predic-
tions based on the provenance graph of the target artifacts. In particular, we pre-
dict the trustworthiness of a collection of video tags provided by the gaming platform
Waisda? [119] using support vector machines [38] and we combine this prediction with
one reputation-based (that is computed using a model similar to the one introduced
in Chapter 1). Accuracy, precision and recall of the predictions are computed.

Third, in Chapter 8, we use uncertainty reasoning to assess the trustworthiness
level of cultural heritage annotations based on their “provenance stereotypes”, that
are aggregations of provenance information that summarize a given behavior of the
user who generated them. The model adopted in Chapter 8 represents an extension
of the one presented in Chapter 7, that addresses the following research question.

Research Question 4
Also the Web as such can be exploited for the computation of meta-information that
facilitates the estimation of trust values. Web-based semantic similarity measures can
be used to weigh data and metadata at the disposal of the uncertainty reasoning tech-
niques adopted to estimate the trustworthiness of a given subject, hence the following
research question:

Can semantic similarity measures improve the accuracy of trust estimates
of semi-structured data based on uncertainty reasoning?

We employ a quantitative approach to tackle this question. Before doing so, we adopt
a theoretical approach to incorporate semantic similarity measures in uncertainty rea-
soning techniques.

Semantic similarity measures (in particular, the Lin [104] and the Wu & Palmer
similarity [178], see also Chapter Preliminaries) are used to improve the precision
of the uncertainty reasoning techniques adopted for trustworthiness estimation. The
advantage of combining these two techniques is twofold: first, their combination allows
us to improve the accuracy of the estimation of trustworthiness; second, they allow
to make trust assessments on probabilistic bases, that is, without the need to set an
arbitrary threshold for the trustworthiness levels of artifacts. A method to decide
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whether or not to trust something is to set a value (threshold); we trust only artifacts
having a trustworthiness level higher than that. Such a value is often arbitrarily
set; the probabilistic approach we propose avoids this arbitrariness. This method is
evaluated against two datasets from the cultural heritage, as described in Chapters 7
and 8. The models proposed in these two chapters extend the models proposed in the
previous chapters, especially in Chapter 1 and 6, and take advantage of the extensions
of subjective logic introduced in Chapter 3.

Contributions
We outline here the main contributions presented in this thesis.

Procedures for Trustworthiness Estimation We provide a range of procedures
for the estimation of the trustworthiness of semi-structured data. Starting from Chap-
ters 1 and 2, where we provide a series of basic algorithms for applying uncertainty
reasoning to estimate the trustworthiness of semi-structured Web data, we extend
those procedures in order to fit with the use cases described in the other chapters and
to incorporate advances earned along the way. The procedures introduced in Chap-
ter 4 allow estimating the reliability of police open data by making use of a large set
of uncertainty reasoning analyses. The procedures proposed in Chapters 5, 6 and 8
combine uncertainty reasoning with provenance analysis, while in Chapters 7 and 8,
we add the use of semantic similarity measures to weigh the evidence at our disposal.
The novelty of these contributions resides in the systematization of the use of evi-
dential reasoning in combination with Web data (provenance and semantic similarity
measures in particular) for making trust assessments.

Web Data Modeling We provide a first description of Web data in terms of higher
order probabilities in Chapter 3. This represents a novel approach for modeling Web
data. This modeling supports our uncertainty reasoning choices, since the evidential
reasoning techniques that we adopt (in particular, subjective logic), rely on these high
order probabilities. Hence, if at least some Web data are correctly representable by
means of these distributions, we can safely reason upon them.

Subjective Logic Extensions In Chapter 3 we propose three extensions of subjec-
tive logic tailored for Web and Semantic Web data handling. These extensions are the
combination of subjective logic with semantic similarity measures, the possibility to
handle partial observations and the so-called “open world opinions” that is, subjective
opinion based on a partially defined amount of categories. These extensions allow
covering issues that are specifically related to Web data, like the fact that these are
accessed incrementally (partial evidence observations, open world opinions), and allow
also taking advantage of useful information derived from the analysis of Web data, like
semantic similarity measures. These extensions of subjective logic represent a novel
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contribution. The combination of subjective logic with semantic similarity measures
is used in Chapters 7 and 8.

Provenance Analysis for Trustworthiness Estimation We have already men-
tioned above that one of the contributions of this thesis is represented by a series of
procedures for estimating the trustworthiness of semi-structured Web data. Some of
these procedures make use of provenance analysis in combination with uncertainty
reasoning and semantic similarity for producing the estimates.

Another contribution regards the so-called “provenance stereotypes”. These are
classes of user behaviors identified by discretizing and coarsening the information
contained in provenance traces, in order to group traces and identify behavioral classes
(e.g., early morning weekend annotators). This is another novel contribution and,
although we aim at investigating it further in the future, Chapters 6 and 8 provide two
examples of uses of provenance stereotypes as a basis for trustworthiness estimation.

Trusting Web Data Website The code that implements the procedures described
above is collected at the website http://trustingwebdata.org/phdthesis/dceolin.
We created the website http://trustingwebdata.org with the goal to collect soft-
ware, publications and other kinds of resources about the topic of trusting (semi-
structured) Web data, and we aim to contribute to it also in the future.

Publications
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Thesis Structure
This thesis is structured as follows. First, in Chapter Preliminaries, we introduce
some techniques that have not been developed by us, but that are extensively used
throughout the thesis, namely subjective logic, conjugate priors and semantic simi-
larity measures. In Part I, Chapters 1 and 2 describe two preliminary works on the
use of Web data to make trustworthiness estimations and provide some insights about
which reasoning techniques to use and which metadata to rely on. Part II regards
deeper investigations about the use of uncertainty reasoning for making trustworthi-
ness estimations. In particular, Chapter 3 presents subjective logic extensions aimed
at improving the handling of Web data and investigates the use of probability distri-
butions to represent categorical Web data, while Chapter 4 presents two procedures
for analyzing the reliability of Web data and applies them on police open data while
dealing with the inner uncertainty of these estimates. Part III focuses on the use
of provenance metadata as a basis for making trust assessments. Chapters 5 and 6
present two analyses of provenance using uncertainty reasoning techniques to estimate
the trustworthiness of semi-structured Web data. In Part IV we focus on the use of
semantic similarity measures for making trust assessments. In Chapter 7 we present
applications of the combination of subjective logic and semantic similarity for making
trust assertions of cultural heritage annotations through the estimation of the reputa-
tion of their author. Chapter 8 makes use of similar techniques in the same context,
but based on the estimation of the reputation of provenance stereotypes. Lastly, Chap-
ter Conclusion and Discussion provides a final discussion and indication of future work
perspectives.





Preliminaries

This chapter introduces a series of definitions, methods and tools that will
be extensively used throughout the rest of the thesis. This chapter aims to
group descriptions and references of all the methods that are used in the
thesis, but are prior to my research and were developed by others.

Introduction
The goal of this chapter is to lay the foundations for the rest of the thesis. We
describe subjective logic, which is a probabilistic logic that constitutes one of the
leitmotifs of this thesis, conjugate priors, that represent the statistical background of
subjective logic, and semantic similarity, that is employed as a weighing factor for
evaluating annotations using, again, subjective logic. The reason why this logic is so
relevant for the purposes of the research presented here is at least threefold. First, this
logic allows us to represent the truth value of propositions in probabilistic terms, and
allows us also to account for uncertainty in the estimation of such a value. This is an
important feature, because in a Web environment, we often estimate the truth value
of a proposition based on small samples of observations that may be representative of
the entire data population, but may also be misleading. Thus when estimating the
truth value of a proposition based on evidence, subjective logic reserves part of the
probability mass for the “uncertainty” value (that represents probability mass that is
assigned neither to the true nor to the false value). As long as new evidence is collected,
part of the uncertainty probability mass is assigned either to the probability of the true
or of the false value, depending on the evidence collected (positive or negative pieces,
respectively). The second reason why we employ this logic is that it allows us to keep
track of the subject that made an assertion about the truth value of a proposition.
This is important because we make trust estimations by using data being provided by
several Web sources having different trust levels. Being able to track the provenance
of a given assertion helps us to adequately estimate trust. As a consequence, data or
proposition evaluations provided by unreliable sources can be tracked and their weight
reduced when reasoning. Lastly, the logic is important for our needs because it offers
us a wide range of operators for combining proposition arguments (called “opinions”).
These operators comprise a probabilistic extension of Boolean logic operators that
allow us to logically combine propositions along with their estimated probability to
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be true. Moreover, the logic offers operators to weigh opinions provided by sources
with different trust levels (so as to take into account also the trustworthiness of the
source when using the opinion it provides) and operators to merge opinions provided
by different sources, so as to aggregate opinions despite of their possible disagreement.

In particular, we refer to “crisp” propositions (as opposite to “vague” ones). We do
not consider propositions that contain linguistically vague statements (such as “tall” or
“hot”). We consider propositions reporting arbitrary crisp and exact measures about
facts (such as how tall somebody is or how hot something is). In fact, despite fuzzy
logic [181] that allows assigning graded truth values to propositions, subjective logic
allows propositions to have only a Boolean truth value, i.e. to be either true or false.
Nevertheless, it allows us to express the belief that somebody has about a proposition
being true, and this belief can be graded and uncertain. A typical proposition we
focus on is “Annotator xyz is trustworthy” as stated by an institution (e.g. museum)
by relying on a series of observations about xyz. This has to be interpreted in a “crisp”
manner, since if that proposition is true, the contributions of that annotator will be
always accepted by the institution. Despite the fact that the interpretation of the
proposition is not vague or fuzzy, the institution can estimate the truth value of that
proposition in probabilistic terms (to express its belief in the proposition being true, its
disbelief and its uncertainty). Based on this estimate, the institution can, for instance,
decide to accept only part of the contributions of xyz (proportional to the belief in xyz
being trustworthy) or accept contributions from xyz only if the belief of the institution
in xyz is high enough (depending on the policy adopted by the institution).

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. First we introduce subjective logic,
its elements and the rationale behind them. Then, we describe the subjective operators
that are relevant for the rest of this thesis. The third section regards the most relevant
probability distributions employed in this thesis, together with an important property
that connects them, that is conjugacy. These distributions are deeply analyzed in
Chapter 3 and constitute the probabilistic foundation of subjective logic. Lastly, we
introduce semantic similarity measures, that are mostly used in the last part of this
thesis as a means to manipulate the evidence used in our statistical reasoning.

Subjective Logic

Subjective logic [83] is a type of probabilistic logic, that is, a formalism that combines
Boolean logic with probability theory to express uncertainty about the truth value
of proposition. This logic allows us to represent the fact that the truth value of
propositions may be uncertain and that different sources may disagree about the truth
value of a given proposition. Therefore, in subjective logic, arguments are represented
by means of so-called “opinions” that are tuples composed by the belief owner (or
“source”), the proposition (or “target” or “object”) and the truth value assigned by
the source to the proposition. Propositions are assumed to belong to a “frame of
discernment” (or “frame” or “state space”, represented, for instance, as X). All the
propositions that belong to the same frame are assumed to be mutually disjoint and
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exhaustive. Subjective opinions are represented as:

ωAx (1)

where ω is the generic symbol used to denote subjective opinions, A is the belief owner
and x is a proposition. An alternative notation is:

ω(A : x) (2)

The first notation is the one we adopt throughout the thesis, since it is the one most
commonly used. In some cases we want to represent also the context c in which the
agent A expresses his opinion. We can represent this case as follows:

ωAx:c (3)

ω(A : x : c) (4)

It is also possible to represent a subjective opinion about a whole frame of discernment
X, that is an opinion about the whole set of all the mutually exclusive and exhaustive
propositions we focus on as:

ωAX (5)

Estimated truth values of propositions are expressed in terms of beliefs (owned by
the source with respect to the proposition). Beliefs specify the distribution of the
probability mass over the set

R(X) = P(X) \ {∅, X} . (6)

where P(X) represents the power set of X. R(X) is called “reduced power set of
X”. Beliefs are compatible with Dempster-Shafer belief assignment functions [43, 143],
that are represented as m(x). Since m(∅) = 0, then ∅ is excluded from R(X). Also,
beliefs are intended to represent the probability mass that is assigned to the plausible
propositions. Since the frame of discernment is assumed to be exhaustive, it is not
possible that some probability mass is assigned to none of the propositions belonging
to the frame. X is excluded from R(X) because the probability mass to that par-
ticular element is represented by means of a specific value, called “uncertainty”. The
separation between belief and uncertainty allows us to represent the uncertainty in
the opinion, and this representation facilitates a mapping between the opinion and a
Beta (or Dirichlet) probability density function representation.

If |X| > 2 and beliefs are attributed only to singleton elements of X, opinions are
called “multinomial”. If beliefs are attributed to all the proper subsets of X, opinions
are called “hyperopinions”. We focus now on the case when |X| = 2, that is the case
of binomial opinions that are the main type of opinion employed in this thesis.

The value of a subjective opinion that an agent A has about a single proposition
x is represented as follows:

ωAx = (b, d, u, a) (7)
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where b, d, u and a represent the belief, disbelief, uncertainty and a priori value (or
“base rate” or “prior probability”) owned by A with respect to x. For brevity, the
opinion is represented also as

ωAx (b, d, u, a) (8)

or
ωy(b, d, u). (9)

In these cases, we assume the source to be unknown or implicit, and the base rate a
equal to 1

2 which, as we will see, is a neutral value for this parameter. When referring
to one of the belief elements individually, we can refer to them as indexed elements.
For instance, as bAx .

The four numeric elements (b, d, u, a) are constrained as follows:

b ∈ [0, 1] d ∈ [0, 1] u ∈ [0, 1] (10)

b+ d+ u = 1 (11)

a ∈ [0, 1]. (12)

The a priori value (or base rate) represents the prior probability that x owns about y,
while belief and disbelief represent the probability mass that x attributes to y being
true or false respectively. The uncertainty represents unassigned probability mass
(due, indeed, to uncertainty motivated, for instance, by the fact that a given opinion
is determined by observing little evidence).

Considering X, i.e. the whole frame x belongs to, we can also represent the opinion
that A owns about all the propositions of X as:

ωAX(
−→
b , u,−→a ) (13)

where beliefs are grouped in a vector (
−→
b ), as well as base rates (−→a ). There is one

belief and one base rate for each proposition in the frame of discernment. In this case,
the belief elements are constrained as follows:

Σibxi
+ u = 1 (14)

Σiaxi
= 1 (15)

The disbelief is not present in the opinion over the whole frame because it is a pecu-
liarity of the opinions about single propositions: the disbelief of a single proposition
corresponds to the sum of the beliefs in all the other propositions belonging to the
same frame.

Let us illustrate this by means of an example. Suppose that a museum M wants
to model and reason upon whether one of its annotator is trustworthy or not. Then,
M can define a frame of discernment as:

X = {x1, x2} (16)
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where:
x1 = Davide is a trustworthy annotator (17)

x2 = Davide is an untrustworthy annotator (18)

These two propositions are exhaustive and mutually exclusive, since we assume that
Davide can only be either trustworthy or not (propositions are interpreted as “crisp”;
we will see later how it is possible to attribute partial belief in them). Hence, if we
compute the opinion that M holds with respect to x1, then we will have a belief, a
disbelief, an uncertainty and a base rate. The same we will have if we compute an
opinion on x2 but the disbelief on x1 actually corresponds to the belief in x2 and
vice versa. Therefore, if we compute the opinion on the whole frame, we do not have
disbeliefs, but we have a vector of beliefs corresponding to the beliefs in each of the
propositions that form the frame. In symbols:

ωMx1
(bx1 , dx1 , u, ax1) (19)

ωMx2
(bx2 , dx2 , u, ax2) (20)

Since
Σibxi

+ u = 1 (21)

bx1 + dx1 + u = 1 bx2 + dx2 + u = 1 (22)

then
bx1 = dx2 bx2 = dx1 (23)

so
ωMX ({bx1 , bx2} , u, {ax1 , ax2}) (24)

Subjective Logic Compatibility with Boolean Logic
If either b = 1 (and d = u = 0) or d = 1 (and b = u = 0), then the corresponding
opinion represents the case when x has full belief or disbelief in y. In these cases,
the subjective opinions are equivalent to Boolean propositions (see Table 1) and the
logical operators of subjective logic behave, in this case, equivalently to Boolean logical
operators (see Table 2 for an example about the conjunction operator).

ωAx
ωAx (1, 0, 0)
ωAx (0, 1, 0)

x
1
0

Table 1: Equivalence between Boolean logic and subjective logic

This fact is important for our needs because it allows us to rely on logical reasoning,
when necessary. Throughout the thesis, we do make a rather limited use of this kind
of reasoning. We employ it mainly in Chapters 1 and 5. Nevertheless, given that we
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ωxy ωxz ωx(y∧z)
ωxy (1, 0, 0) ωxz (1, 0, 0) ωx(y∧z)(1, 0, 0)
ωxy (1, 0, 0) ωxz (0, 1, 0) ωx(y∧z)(0, 1, 0)
ωxy (0, 1, 0) ωxz (1, 0, 0) ωx(y∧z)(0, 1, 0)
ωxy (0, 1, 0) ωxz (0, 1, 0) ωx(y∧z)(0, 1, 0)

x y x ∧ y
1 1 1
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0

Table 2: Equivalence between the conjunction operator of subjective logic and the one
of Boolean logic.

P (x) P (y) P (x)× P (y) = P (x ∧ y)
0.4 0.3 0.6× 0.3 = 0.12
ωx ωy ω(x∧y)

ωx(0.4, 0.6, 0) ωy(0.3, 0.7, 0) ω(x∧y)(0.6×0.3, 0.6+0.7−0.6×0.7, 0)=
ω(x∧y)(0.12, 0.88, 0)

Table 3: Equivalence between the conjunction of propositions in probabilistic logic
and in probability theory (above), and in subjective logic (below).

focus on semi-structured data, which comprise, for instance, also semantic web data,
having the possibility to use this kind of reasoning may reveal to be useful to make
use of logical and ontological [7] relations between data in future work.

Subjective Logic Compatibility with Probability Theory and
Probabilistic Logic
In some cases, source A may want to express some uncertainty about the possibility
of proposition x to be true. For instance, A may believe that x has 60% probability
to be true (and hence 40% probability to be false). In subjective logic, such a fact is
easily represented by assigning the corresponding values to b and d, respectively, as
follows:

ωAx (0.6, 0.4, 0) (25)

This is equivalent with the following probability theory statements:

P (x) = 0.6 P (¬x) = 0.4 (26)

This exemplifies the compatibility of subjective logic with probability theory and other
probabilistic logic (see, for instance, the work of Nilsson [120] and of Hájek [2] for
examples of other probabilistic logics). In this case subjective logic behaves like other
probabilistic logic, as exemplified in Table 3.

This peculiarity of subjective logic is important for our needs because in a Web
environment we have to deal with propositions which are believed to be true (up to
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a certain extent) and that are neither fully believed nor fully disbelieved. Having the
possibility to apply a sound reasoning over such kind of proposition is crucial for our
needs because in many situations we are not able to derive Boolean truth values about
propositions from Web data. In all the cases where the truth value of propositions
can only be estimated probabilistically, we employ the power of probabilistic reasoning
provided by subjective logic.

Peculiarities of Subjective Logic
We described in the previous sections how subjective logic is compatible with both
Boolean and probabilistic logic. However, subjective logic extends Boolean and prob-
abilistic logic in two manners. First, it keeps record of the belief owner, thus allowing
different sources to provide different opinions on the same proposition, and allowing
us to take into account the provenance of each opinion. Second, it allows to account
for the uncertainty in the estimation of the probability of a given proposition to be
true or false.

The first peculiarity is necessary to reason over data coming from different Web
sources that present different reliability levels. By using the PROV Ontology [9], we
can model the provenance of Web data, and subjective logic offers a means to make
sense of these metadata by applying logical and evidential reasoning over them.

Also the second peculiarity is crucial in an open Web environment. In fact, we
know that the amount of data available from the Web is huge, and we also know
that often times we base our estimates on a small portion of these data. On the one
hand, this is often our best choice to rely on, but on the other hand, these samples
have to be carefully treated because they may not be representative of the entire data
population. We saw in Section that subjective logic addresses this issue by assigning
part of the probability mass to the uncertainty value. Here we describe more in detail
how the probability mass is assigned to the possible truth values of a proposition given
the evidence observed. Recall that the uncertainty value represents probability mass
that is neither assigned to the true nor to the false value. Moreover, it is inversely
proportional to the size of the sample set: as long as the set of observations grows,
the uncertainty decreases, and vice versa. Also, the rest of the probability mass is
still divided between belief (probability that the proposition is true) and disbelief
(probability that the proposition is false), proportionally to the ratio between positive
and negative evidence.

A proposition can be either true or false, and two propositions belonging to the
same frame cannot be true at the same time, so the probability mass assigned to
the uncertainty has to be divided between belief and disbelief in order to obtain an
expected truth value for the proposition. This is done using the a priori value. This
helps compensating with the possible lack of representativity of small samples: in these
cases, in fact, part of the probability mass is assigned according to the composition
of the evidence, but a relevant part (the one corresponding to the uncertainty), is
allocated to belief and disbelief (to obtain the expected probability) according to the
prior. If the sample is large, it is possible to safely rely on it, so the probability mass
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assigned using the prior is very small.

E = b+ a · u (27)

We claimed before that 1
2 is a neutral value for the a priori value. Here we explain

why this is the case: by setting the a priori value to 1
2 , we split equally the probability

mass assigned to the uncertainty between belief and disbelief, with no bias towards
one of them. If a = 1, then all the probability mass assigned to the uncertainty would
be put in the expected probability (bias toward the belief), and vice versa if a = 0.

In the previous subsections we showed that subjective logic is compatible with
Boolean and probabilistic logics. The examples analyzed there assume that the belief
owner assigns his own truth value in a “dogmatic” way. In fact those opinions are called
also “dogmatic opinions” since they do not imply any uncertainty in the probability
value (or Boolean value) assigned to the opinion. There may be some uncertainty due
to the fact that the truth value of a proposition is expressed in terms of a probability,
but that probability is certain. This is the kind of certainty we are focusing on here.

In some situations, the belief owner is not in a position to express a dogmatic
opinion about a proposition. Rather, he can only estimate the truth value of the
proposition based on a set of observations. In case the belief, disbelief and uncertainty
of an opinion are based on a set of evidence, then they are computed as follows:

b = p

p+ n+W
d = n

p+ n+W
u = W

p+ n+W
a = 1

2 (28)

where p and n represent the count of positive and negative observations in the set of
evidence. The weighing factor W is usually set equal to |R|, since this implies the
useful consequence that the probability distribution that is equivalent to a subjective
opinion based on zero observations is a uniform distribution. So, in the case of binomial
opinions, we obtain:

b = p

p+ n+ 2 d = n

p+ n+ 2 u = 2
p+ n+ 2 a = 1

2 (29)

In this case, we see how the uncertainty is always higher than zero, and its value is
inversely proportional to the amount of evidence observed.

Recall the example of an annotator (Davide) being evaluated by a museum M .
We want to estimate the belief of the museum in Davide being trustworthy based
on the evaluation of a set of annotations provided by Davide. Suppose that the
set comprises only five good annotations, that is, five positive observations. This
is the only knowledge at the disposal of the museum M , so it has to rely on these
observations. On the other hand, this evidence set is so small that fully relying on it
would be risky: what if these five positive pieces of evidence are followed by three (not
yet known) negative ones? A museum that considers an annotator as fully trustworthy
accepts all his contributions, but if the trustworthiness estimation is fallacious, the
authoritative position of the museum could be affected by a wrong annotation of its
artifacts, resulting in a wrong cataloging, retrieval, etc. Following the formulas above,
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we can estimate an opinion about the trustworthiness of Davide in a prudent manner,
that is, by accounting the fact the estimation is partially uncertain.

ωM(Davide is a trustworthy annotator)(0.71, 0, 0.29) (30)

The resulting expected probability for the trustworthiness of Davide is then:

E = 0.71× 0.29× 1
2 = 0.86 (31)

So the museum puts a high trust level on Davide, although it does not fully trust him
yet.

A subjective opinion is equivalent to a Beta probability distribution (binomial
opinion) or to a Dirichlet distribution (multinomial opinion). The expected probability
(E) is indeed the expected value of such a probability distribution. In fact, such a
distribution represents the probability for each of the values in the interval [0, 1] to
represent the right probability for a given proposition.

A subjective opinion can be graphically represented as one of the two represen-
tations in Figure 1. First, we explain the triangular representation. Later in this
section we will explain the Beta distribution representation of opinions, together with
a clarification about the statistical implications of this probabilistic representation.
The triangle depicted in Figure 1(a) is not a triangle in a Cartesian space, rather it
represents the space of all the possible opinions. Each of the dashed axes that connects
a vertex with the mid point of the opposite edge represents the geometric dimension
of that vertex. The value of that dimension is zero in the edge and one in the vertex.
For instance, an opinion with uncertainty 0.5 is positioned halfway between the vertex
“u” and the edge “b-d”. The values of belief and disbelief determine the exact position
of the opinion. An opinion that has uncertainty one (and hence belief and disbelief
zero) is positioned in the “u” vertex. If we take opinion ω(0.4, 0.1, 0.5), this opinion
will be situated at distance 0.4 from the edge “d-u”, since its belief value is 0.4. It will
be at distance 0.1 from “b-u” and 0.5 from “b-d”. The intersection of all these three
distances determines the position of the opinion.

The lower edge, that links belief and disbelief, represents also the interval of ex-
pected probabilities for a given proposition since it is the edge where opinions with
zero uncertainty situate. Given an opinion, it is possible to determine the expected
probability of the proposition by projecting the opinion onto the lower edge of the
triangle. The inclination of the projection is determined by the base rate a. If a = 0.5,
the projection is orthogonal with respect to the lower edge, because there is no bias.
If a > 0.5, there is positive bias, so the projection will be inclined towards the “b”
vertex of the triangle, and vice versa if a < 0.5.

The equivalence between the subjective opinions and the corresponding probability
distribution is determined by the following formulas. In particular, we focus on the
equivalence between binomial opinions and Beta distributions, that are the opinions
(and distributions) we adopt throughout the thesis.

α = 2∗b
u + 2× a

β = 2∗d
u + 2× (1− a) (32)
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Figure 1: ω is an opinion based on four positive pieces and one negative piece of
evidence. Figure (a) represents ω in the triangular space. Figure (b) represents the
corresponding Beta distribution (Beta(4+1,1+1) = Beta(5,2)). The parameters of the
Beta are equal to the amount of positive and negative evidence respectively, increased
by one.

With respect to the evidence counts, the two parameters of the Beta distribution are
computed as follows:

α = p+ 2× a
β = n+ 2× (1− a) (33)

The meaning of this interpretation is the following. When uncertainty is zero, we
assign a probability to a proposition as to say that its truth value is implied by a
Bernoulli distribution:

ωx(b, d, 0) ≡ P (x) = b ≡ x ∼ Bern(b) (34)

But what happens if uncertainty is higher than zero? In that case the expected
probability of the proposition is still determined by the belief and the disbelief, but
the higher is the uncertainty, the more this probability is, in fact, uncertain. In other
words, this probability is yet to be determined (given the evidence observed), and the
variance of the distribution of this probability is proportional to the uncertainty of the
opinion.

ωx(b, d, u) ≡ x ∼ Bern(p), p ∼ Beta(α, β) (35)

var(Beta(α, β)) ∝ u (36)

The fact that the Bernoulli and the Beta distribution (as well as the Multinomial and
the Dirichlet distributions for the case of multinomial opinions) belong to the same
exponential family simplifies our computations. Given a prior distribution, we obtain
the posterior distribution based on our evidence by just updating the parameters of
the prior. The third section of this chapter explains this fact more in depth. Figure 2
and 3 show how two opinions based on observations with the same ratio (4:1) but with
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(b) Beta distribution

Figure 2: ω1 is an opinion based on four positive pieces and one negative piece of evi-
dence, while ω2 is based on four hundred positive and one hundred negative pieces of
evidence. The left picture locates the opinions in the triangular space. The right pic-
ture shows the two distributions describing the opinions. Opinion ω2 has less variance
than opinion ω1, since it is based on more evidence.

two different observation set sizes (500 vs. 5) are affected by 50 new observations, still
keeping the same ratio. Of course, the opinion based on the smaller set of data is the
most susceptible, since it is more uncertain. This explains also why opinions based on
fewer observations are more susceptible to the influence of a biased prior: if we base
our opinion only on few observations, then we rely more on our prior knowledge.

Subjective Logic Operators for Combining Opinions
In several situations, single opinions are not enough to answer questions that involve
many atomic facts related to each other in disparate manners. We saw before that,
thanks to the compatibility of subjective logic with Boolean logic, we can combine
opinions by logically combining the corresponding propositions. Also, we hinted at how
it is also possible to manipulate opinions with respect to the belief owner. In particular,
we can merge opinions provided by different sources and weigh them according to the
trust level of the source, when this is known. Here we describe the operators of
subjective logic we make use of in the rest of the thesis: the fusion, the discounting
and the conjunction operator.

Fusion Operator
Suppose that we collect different disagreeing opinions about the same proposition
from different independent Web sources. We do not have any prior knowledge about
the proposition, nor about the reliability of sources. To handle these conflicts, we
can merge all the opinions into a global one, trusting that if the amount of opinions
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Figure 3: ω1 and ω2 after update. Now ω1 is based on 44 positive and 11 negative
pieces of evidence. ω2 is now based on 440 positive and 110 negative pieces of evidence.
ω1 is much more affected by this change than ω2.

considered is large enough, the majority of the opinions will provide us a reliable result
(wisdom of the crowd [147]). If the amount of opinions considered is not large, then
the uncertainty in the “merged” opinion is high. This merge is done by means of the
“cumulative fusion operator” (⊕):

ωAx ⊕ ωBx = ωA�Bx =



bA�Bx = uB
x ×b

A
x +bB

x ×u
A
x

uA
x +uB

x −uA
x×uB

x

dA�Bx = uB
x ×d

A
x +dB

x ×u
A
x

uA
x +uB

x −uA
x×uB

x

uA�Bx = uB
x ×u

A
x

uA
x +uB

x −uA
x×uB

x

aA�Bx = 2×aA
x×a

B
x

aA
x +aB

x

(37)

This operator merges two opinions by treating them as independent. The resulting
opinion is equivalent to an opinion based on the union of the sets of evidence of the
two input opinions. The belief owner of the resulting opinion is an imaginary agent
that binds together the believed owners of the fused opinions. The beliefs (and also
disbeliefs and uncertainty) are averaged with respect to the mutual uncertainties. In
this way, the operator lets the contribution of the opinion with lower uncertainty count
more on the aggregated opinion. The precise name for this operator is “cumulative
fusion operator” (represented by the symbol ⊕). There exists also a so-called “aver-
aging fusion operator”, that averages the evidence counts instead of cumulating them
(hence assuming dependence between opinions). We do not make use of the averaging
fusion operator. For the sake of simplicity, we often refer to the “cumulative fusion
operator” as the “fusion operator”. Note that the merged opinion is exactly equivalent
to an opinion based on the amount of evidence used to build the input opinions. This
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fact allows us to compute opinions in an incremental and possibly distributed way. If
we get opinions from different sources, we do not need to look for the evidence that led
to these opinions in order to obtain a global opinion that takes all this evidence into
consideration. It is possible to combine the opinions that we see and obtain an opin-
ion that is equivalent to an opinion based on that evidence. The same holds in case
evidence is not all available at the same time, but rather, is collected progressively.

Discounting Operator
Suppose that a Web source provides us with an opinion about something we do not
know. Suppose, also, that we know that such a source is not always reliable. The
discounting operator allows us to weigh the received opinion in order to take into
account the opinion about the source that provided it. If the source is known to be
malicious, then we can make use of the so-called “opposite belief favoring” operator.
In the case studies analyzed in this thesis, we did not have explicit indication of
malicious behaviours, so we refer to two other discounting operators: the “uncertainty
favoring” discounting and the “base rate sensitive” discounting. Both operators favor
the uncertainty in the resulting opinion, as a consequence of the uncertainty in the
source that provides us the opinion. So, in both cases we start from an opinion we
(we are represented by means of A in the opinion) own with respect to a source B:

ωAB = (bAB , dAB , uAB , aAB) (38)

and with an opinion that B provides us about a proposition x:

ωBx = (bBx , dBx , uBx , aBx ). (39)

The operator is denoted by the same symbol in both cases, because the symbol ⊗
denotes generically the discounting operation. Case by case, we will make explicit the
kind of discounting operator we consider. We see now how the two operators allow us
to weigh the opinion provided by the third party, by taking into account the opinion
on it. A small note regarding the resulting, weighed opinion regards its notation ωA:B

x .
Recall from Equation 2 that opinions can be represented also as ω(A : x). The fact
that the subject of the discounted opinion is A : B stands exactly for the fact that the
belief owner of this opinion is A through its opinion on B.

Uncertainty Favoring Discounting

The uncertainty favoring discount operator computes the discounted opinion as follows:

ωAB ⊗ ωBx = ωA:B
x =



bA:B
x = bAB × bBx

dA:B
x = bAB × dBx

uA:B
x = dAB + uAB + bAB × uBx

aA:B
x = aBx

(40)
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This operator is designed in such a manner that in the resulting opinion, belief
and disbelief in x are the same as the belief owned by B, but in both cases they
are weighed with respect to the belief in B. In case the belief in B is less than 1,
bA:B
x + dA:B

x < bBx + dBx . The remaining mass is assigned to the uncertainty, that is
thus favored.

Base Rate Sensitive Discounting

The base rate sensitive discounting works as follows:

ωAB ⊗ ωBx = ωA:B
x =



bA:B
y = E(ωAB)bBy

dA:B
y = E(ωAB)dBy

uA:B
y = 1− E(ωAB)(bBy + dBy )

aA:B
y = aBy

(41)

At first glance, this operator looks natural since it relies on the expected probability
about the trust level of the source. Nevertheless, it has to be adopted with caution.
In fact, recall that

E = b+ u× a

and suppose that the base rate about the source is high (e.g. because the source
belongs to a class of trustworthy sources, even if we do not know if actually the source
is trustworthy). Paradoxically, opinions based on very few observations, and thus
highly uncertain, have a high expected value, thanks to the high base rate. So, in
this case, the opinion provided by B would be highly weighed, despite the very few
observations about B’s trustworthiness. Therefore, usually we prefer the uncertainty
favoring discounting operator.

Conjunction Operator
Another operator that we use is the conjunction operator, also called “product” or
“multiplication”, which is an extension of the Boolean logical AND operator and is
represented by means of the symbol ·. Recall from Equations 11 and 27 that

b+ d+ u = 1

and
E = b+ u× a

Now, following Table 3
bx∧y = bx × by

dx∧y = dx + dy − dx × dy
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Given the constraints above, we obtain the so-called “simple multiplication”:

ωAx · ωAy = ωAx∧y =



bAx∧y = bxby

dAx∧y = dx + dy − dxdy

uAx∧y = bxuy + uxby + uxuy

aAx∧y = bxayuy+axuxby+axuxayuy

bxuy+uxby+uxuy

(42)

However, this operator has the unpleasant consequence to let the prior ax∧y be
dependent on the belief, disbelief and uncertainty of ωAx and ωXy . In other words, the
derived prior is dependent on the actual observations. In order to correct this problem,
we change our constraints, and we set:

ax∧y = ax × ay

dx∧y = dx + dy − dx × dy

In this way we obtain the so-called “normal multiplication” operator:

ωAx · ωAy = ωAx∧y =



bAx∧y = bxby + (1−ax)aybxuy+ax(1−ay)uxby

1−axay

dAx∧y = dx + dy − dxdy

uAx∧y = uxuy + (1−ay)bxuy+(1−ax)uxby

1−axay

aAx∧y = axay

(43)

When uncertainty is zero, this operator preserves the compatibility with the boole-
an conjunction operator. Because of this, and because of the reason introduced above
(prior of the conjuncted propositions dependent only on the priors of the two propo-
sitions), we prefer this operator over the “simple” one introduced before.

One last remark regards the formula for computing bAx∧y. This is similar to the
product of the two probabilities of x and y that is adopted in probability theory to
obtain the probability of two independent events, but there is an additional addend.
This addend is due to the uncertainty, since in probability theory all the probability
is attributed to the events or their negation, while here we reserve some probability,
indistinguishably attributable to the belief and the disbelief. So that additional addend
compensates this fact by partially attributing this probability mass.

For more details about the logic, its foundations and its operators, see the works
of Dempster [43], Shafer [143], Jøsang [83], and Jøsang et al. [88].
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Conjugate Priors
Conjugate priors provide one of the probabilistic foundations of this thesis. In par-
ticular, in subjective logic it is possible to easily update subjective opinions exactly
because the prior distribution (e.g. Beta) is conjugated with the distribution describing
the actual observations (e.g. Bernoulli).

The basic idea of conjugate priors starts from the Bayes theorem (44): given prior
knowledge and our data, we update the knowledge into a posterior probability.

P (A | B) = P (B | A) ∗ P (A)
P (B) (44)

This theorem describes how it is possible to compute the posterior probability, P (A |
B), given the prior probability of our data, P (A), the likelihood of the model, given
the data, P (B | A), and the probability of the model itself, P (B).

When dealing with continuous probability distributions, the computation of the
posterior distribution by means of Bayes theorem can be problematic, due to the need
to possibly compute complicated integrals. Conjugate priors allow us to overcome this
issue: when prior and posterior probability distributions belong to the same exponen-
tial family, the posterior probability can be obtained by updating the prior parameters
with values depending on the observed sample (see also the work of Fink [56]). Expo-
nential families are classes of probability distributions having their density functions
that share the form f(x) = ea(q)b(x)+c(q)+d(x), with q a known parameter and a, b, c, d
known functions. Exponential families include many important probability distribu-
tions, like the Normal, Binomial, Beta, etc. (see the work of Andersen [52] for further
details about the exponential family of probability distributions). So, if X is a random
variable that distributes as defined by the function P (p) (for some parameter or vector
of parameters p) and, in turn, p distributes as Q(α) for some parameter (or vector of
parameters) α called “hyperparameter”, and P belongs to the same exponential family
as Q,

p ∼ Q(α), X ∼ P (p) (45)
then, after having observed obs,

p ∼ Q(α′) (46)
where α′ = f(α, obs), for some function f .

For example, the Beta distribution is the conjugate of the Binomial distribution.
Suppose we observe pos positive pieces of evidence and neg negative ones. We want
to estimate a probability distribution that allows us to predict whether the next ob-
servation will be positive or negative, so we use a Bernoulli distribution (which is a
special case of the Binomial distribution)

Bernoulli(p)

and suppose that we derive its parameter from the sample observed:

p = pos

pos+ neg
(47)
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That would be quite risky, because the sample we observe is small, and we have no
assurance about its representativity. Thus, we refer to conjugacy, and since the Beta
distribution is conjugated with the Binomial (and hence with the Bernoulli), we let the
parameter p of the Bernoulli distribution be determined by the prior Beta distribution.

p ∼ Beta(α, β)

With no observations and no prior bias, our Beta is:

p ∼ Beta(1, 1)

and, the posterior will be

p ∼ Beta(α+ pos, β + neg)

that is,
p ∼ Beta(1 + pos, 1 + neg)

This means that the Beta, shaped by the prior information and by the observations,
defines the range within which the parameter p of the Bernoulli is probably situated,
instead of directly assigning to it the most likely value. This is exactly how a binomial
subjective opinion handles the evidence observed. Other examples of conjugate priors
are: Dirichlet distribution, which is conjugate to the Multinomial distribution, and
Gaussian distribution, which is conjugate to itself. Conjugacy guarantees ease of
computation, which is a desirable characteristic when dealing with very big data sets
as Web data sets often are. Moreover, the model is incremental, and this makes it fit
the crawling process with which Web data are obtained, because crawling, in turn, is
an incremental process. Both the heterogeneity of the Web and the crawling process
itself increase the uncertainty of Web data. The probabilistic determination of the
parameters of the distributions adds a smoothing factor that helps to handle this
uncertainty.

In this thesis we focus mainly on categorical distributions because these are in-
tended to represent categorical data, that comprise also the semi-structured Web data
that constitute the focus of the research here presented. Being able to estimate the
data distribution is crucial for our trust estimates because, based on an estimate of
the data distribution, we can decide whether the data we face are trustworthy or not.
In Chapter 3 we show that using conjugated priori we obtain a better approximation
of the data distribution than relying only on the sample observed.

Dirichlet Process
Dirichlet processes [55] are a generalization of Dirichlet distributions, since they corre-
spond to probability distributions of Dirichlet probability distributions. In Chapter 3
we show that it is possible to use Dirichlet processes to model Web data, and we pro-
vide an extension of subjective logic that makes use of Dirichlet processes (“open world
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opinions”). In fact Dirichlet processes extend the conjugated Beta-binomial distribu-
tions and Dirichlet-multinomials by letting the amount of categories to be potentially
infinite, and by allocating part of the probability mass for categories that have not yet
been observed.

From the formal point of view, Dirichlet processes are stochastic processes, that
is, sequences of random variables (distributed as Dirichlet distributions) which value
depends on the previously seen ones. Using the so-called “Chinese Restaurant Process”
representation (see the work of Pitman [125]), a Dirichlet process can be described as
follows:

Xn =
{

X∗k with probability numn−1(X∗k )
n−1+α

new draw from H with probability α
n−1+α

(48)

where H is the continuous probability measure (“base distribution”) from which new
values are drawn, representing our prior best guess. Each draw from H will return
a different value with probability 1. α is an aggregation parameter, inverse of the
variance: the higher α, the smaller the variance, which can be interpreted as the
confidence value in the base distribution H. So, the higher the α value is, the more
the Dirichlet process resembles H. The lower the α is, the more the value of the
Dirichlet process will tend to the value of the empirical distribution observed. Each
realization of the process is discrete and is equivalent to a draw from a Dirichlet
distribution, because, if

G ∼ DP (H,α) (49)

is a Dirichlet process, and {B}ni=1 are partitions of the category set S, we have

(G(B1), . . . , G(Bn)) ∼ Dirichlet(αH(B1), . . . , αH(Bn)) (50)

If our prior Dirichlet process is distributed as in Equation (49), given (50) and
the conjugacy between Dirichlet and Multinomial distribution, our posterior Dirichlet
process (after having observed n values θi) can be represented as one of the following
two representations:

(G(B1), . . . , G(Bn)) | θ1, . . . , θn ∼ Dirichlet(αH(B1) + nθ1 . . . αH(Bn) + nθn
) (51)

G | θ1 . . . θn ∼ DP
(
α+ n,

α

α+ n
H + n

α+ n

Σni=1δθi

n

)
(52)

where δθi
is the Dirac delta function (see [45]), that is, the function having density only

in θi. The new base function will therefore be a merge of the prior H and the empirical
distribution, represented by means of a sum of Dirac delta’s. The initial status of a
Dirichlet process posterior to n observations, is equivalent to the nth status of the
initial Dirichlet process that produced those observations (see De Finetti theorem,
[98]).

The Dirichlet process, starting from a possibly non-informative “best guess”, as
long as we collect more data, will approximate the real probability distribution. Hence,
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it will correctly represent the population in a prudent (smoothed) way, exploiting con-
jugacy like the Dirichlet-Multinomial model, that approximates well the real Multino-
mial distribution only with a large enough data set. The improvement of the posterior
base distribution is testified by the increase of the α parameter, proportional to the
number of observations. It is evident that the mechanism of update of the Dirichlet
process based on a series of observations is the same of the conjugate priors described
before. In Chapter 3 we show that this model is useful to model uncertain categorical
Web data.

Semantic Similarity Measures
We use semantic similarity measures to increase the availability of evidence when eval-
uating the trustworthiness of tags and annotations, especially in the cultural heritage
domain. Semantic similarity measures quantify the likeness between the meaning of
two given terms. Whenever we evaluate a tag, we take the evidence at our disposal,
and tags that are more semantically similar to the one we focus on are weighed more
heavily. There exist many techniques for measuring semantic relatedness, which can
be divided into two groups. First, we have so-called “topological” semantic similarity
measures, which are deterministic measures based on the graph distance between the
two words examined, based on a word graph (e.g., WordNet [112]). Second, there is
the family of statistical semantic similarity measures, which includes, for instance, the
Normalized Google Distance [34]. These latter measures are characterized by the fact
that the similarity of two words is estimated on a statistical basis from their occurrence
and co-occurrence in large sets of documents.

We focus on deterministic semantic relatedness measures based on WordNet or its
Dutch counterpart Cornetto [166]. In particular, we use the Wu and Palmer [178]
and the Lin [104] measure for computing semantic relatedness between tags, because
both provide us with values in the range [0, 1], but other measures are possible as
well. WordNet is a directed and acyclic graph where each vertex is an integer that
represents a synset (set of word synonyms), and each directed edge from vertex v to
vertex w implies that w is a hypernym of v. In other words w shares a “type-of”
relation with v. For instance, if v is the word “winter” (hyponym), w can be the
word “season” (hypernym). If a synset is a generalization of another one, we can
measure the depth, that is the distance between the two. The first ancestor shared by
two nodes is the Least Common Subsumer. The Wu and Palmer measure calculates
semantic relatedness between two words by considering the depths between two synsets
in WordNet, along with the depth of the Least Common Subsumer, as follows:

score(s1, s2) = 2 ∗ depth(lcs(s1, s2))
depth(s1) + depth(s2) (53)

where s1 is a synset of the first word and s2 of the second.
We compute the similarity of all synsets combinations and pick the maximum

value, as we adopt the upper bound of the similarity between the two words. The Lin
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measure considers the information content of the Lowest Common Subsumer and the
two compared synsets, as follows:

2 ∗ IC(lcs(s1, s2))
IC(s1) + IC(s2) (54)

where IC is the information context, defined as:

IC(s) = −log
(

freq(s)
freq(root)

)
(55)

and freq is the frequency of the synset in a given document corpora.
By choosing to use these measures we limit ourselves in the possibility of evaluating

only single-word tags and only common words, because these are the kinds of words
that are present in WordNet. However, we choose these measures because almost all
the tags we evaluate fall into the mentioned categories and we validate the use of these
similarity measures together with subjective logic in Chapters 3, 7 and 8. Moreover,
almost all the words used in the annotations that form the datasets we use in our
evaluations are single-word tags and common words, hence, this limitation does not
affect our evaluation significantly.



Part I

Using Web Data to Make
Trust Assessments



This part collects the chapters that address the first research question (Can Web
data help the trust evaluation of semi-structured data?). As a consequence of the need
to process Web data for making trust assessments, also the second research question
(How can uncertainty reasoning be effectively used to estimate the trustworthiness of
semi-structured data?) is touched here, although it will be deeper addressed in Part II.
Chapter 1 introduces a trust model that makes use of Web data that will be adopted
and extended in several other chapters of this thesis, namely Chapters 3, 5, 6, 7, 8.
Chapter 2, instead, proposes a statistical approach to validate the use of (Web-based)
heuristics to validate semi-structured data, that lays the foundations for the work pre-
sented in Chapter 4.



1
Estimating Trust in Annotations using Web
Data

A Bird Specimen Annotations Case Study

This chapter presents a research about the use of Web data to make trust
assessments about uncertain semi-structured data, thus addressing the first
research question (Can Web data help the trust evaluation of semi-struc-
tured data?). In particular, we focus on professional semi-structured data:
annotations of a collection of bird specimen held by the Naturalis Museum
in the Netherlands. Web data are used to enrich the internal data and
since subjective logic (see Chapter Preliminaries) is used to reason upon
the enriched data to obtain a trust value for each annotation, we partially
address also the second research question (How can uncertainty reason-
ing be effectively used to estimate the trustworthiness of semi-structured
data?). We propose five strategies for trust assessments, based on different
use of the sources and of the subjective operators at our disposal, and we
evaluate them against a gold standard provided by the Naturalis Museum.
The work presented here provides an exploration that is further extended in
the following chapters. In fact, the enrichment of internal data is one of
the possible gains deriving from the use of Web data: the Web offers a vast
amount of data and, especially when we are able to choose authoritative
data sources like in this case, we can benefit from data that would be un-
available otherwise. In Chapters 6, 7 and 8 we extend the reasoning model
proposed here, and we benefit from the use of Web data in other manners
as well, like the possibility to crowdsource data. In Chapter 2, instead, we
tackle the problem of using Web data to make trust assessments from a
different point of view, i.e., instead of enriching the data to be evaluated,
we evaluate them by making use of heuristics based also on Web data.
The work presented in this chapter refers to the paper A Trust Model to Es-
timate the Quality of Annotations using the Web coauthored with Willem
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Robert van Hage and Wan Fokkink and presented at the Web Science Con-
ference 2010 (WebSci10) in Raleigh, USA.

1.1 Introduction
Professional media include all digital media, such as images, video and audio used for
professional purpose. The term “professional” refers to all media used for business
(both profit and non-profit) such as in entertainment, culture, science and product
catalogs. In professional media there is a strong supplier point of view. Typical
suppliers are TV broadcasters, museums and digital libraries. In this chapter we focus
on examples of museums as professional media providers. In Chapters 6, 7 and 8 we
encounter other datasets from the media and the cultural heritage domain, and the
work presented here is further extended in those chapters.

Authority and quality are two key issues for professional media. Museums invest
heavily in building expertise on the items in their collection. Metadata creation is
therefore a core and knowledge-intensive activity in the management of professional
media. A museum plays the role of authority within its field of competence. This
means that it has the responsibility to keep and protect the artifacts it owns (including
digital representations of the work), to guarantee their preservation over time.

However, museums often have large collections which are only partly properly
catalogued. They do not have the resources to cover the complete collection. For
this reason museums are looking with great interest at the current Web 2.0 trend of
“tagging”. An example is the Steve.Museum [155]. But tagging of museum artifacts
is a different ball game when compared to tagging of say family photos. Tagging of
museum artifacts is a task that requires a high level of skill for the annotator, because
of the precision and quality needed for tags. In this context, quality of the tags is what
ensures the authority to keep its authoritative position. Both the selective amount of
skills needed to annotate properly and the consequences of a low-quality tagging are
important issues for professional media.

We situate the trust definition adopted in Chapter Introduction within the context
of professional media. The role of the trustor is played by the authority, that is, the
museum or the TV broadcaster. This authority owns the media and wants to share it
with the public, without running the risk of compromising its authoritative position.
Situated between the trustor and the public is the trustee: the actor who allows the
delivery of content, for instance by properly annotating it. Reliability evaluation is
necessary because the trustor’s authoritative position may be seriously damaged by
wrong annotations. For instance, museums could use annotations (provided by internal
or external experts) to manage artifacts and present them to the public. Their high
reputation is achieved through the delivery of trustworthy information, in particular
trustworthy metadata, so they must avoid using low quality annotations. Therefore,
museums need to focus on trust modeling and to evaluate trust levels of annotations
before delivering them. However, because of the workload and specific skills required,
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it may turn out to be infeasible. So, we introduce a model which aims to automatically
assess these trust levels.

As we saw before, quality is a key feature within a professional media environment.
Precision of the terms that are used plays a crucial role in determining the quality of
annotations. Its achievement is mainly due to two factors: the annotator, who needs
have the necessary skills, and the thesauri or knowledge repository from which the in-
formation for annotating is chosen, which should ensure a minimum level of reliability.
Although a high reputation of the expert and of the source of information can be an
important assurance about the correctness of the annotation, we still need to talk of
trusted instead of correct annotations, since these evaluations are made by reasonably
confident inference and not by a direct manual check, which implies the possibility
that the annotation is not really correct. So, before deciding whether a piece of data
is trusted or not, we compute a “reputation” or “trust value” (also “trustworthiness
level”) also for the piece of data itself. This value reflects the reputation of the data
creator and possibly other information, as described in the following sections.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 1.2 presents an
overview of the approach and related work; Section 1.3 describes a trust model; Sec-
tion 1.4 describes the application of the trust model in a concrete case study, while
Section 1.5 presents a final discussion.

1.2 Approach and Related Work

Our approach is to use RDF [171]/OWL [7] in association with subjective logic (see
Chapter Preliminaries). RDF/OWL is a family of languages that is commonly used for
metadata management and we use it to uniformly represent our data and metadata
and hence facilitate their aggregation in a unique graph. By means of RDFS [168]
reification we can easily refer to the single data items that compose such a graph, and
refer to each annotation separately. For each annotation, we consider the metadata
associated with it, we estimate their reputation and, from this reputation, we estimate
the trustworthiness of the annotation.

We use subjective logic to reason on the evidence about the metadata at our
disposal. We refer the reader to Chapter Preliminaries for an introduction to this
probabilistic logic. Moreover, in Chapter Introduction is presented a description lit-
erature relevant for this work, from trust models for the Semantic Web, to the use of
uncertainty reasoning for making trust assessments.

1.3 Trust Model
We propose a model based on semantic web technology for the representation and
ontological reasoning part, and subjective logic for the probabilistic reasoning part.

The aim of the model is to provide a tool for the automatic estimation and evalua-
tion of trust levels of annotations, by pursuing to objectives. The first goal is connected
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to the primary need which the model tries to satisfy: try to avoid or at least reduce
the amount of human work needed to accept annotations. If the authority would have
to manually validate each annotation, this would imply a great overhead. As a con-
sequence, one aim of the model is try to make use of the smallest amount of manual
work to safely evaluate the annotations. “Safely” means with a low margin of error.
The second goal is to have a trustworthy model. Clearly, the model becomes useless if
its accuracy is very low, because its evaluations become completely unreliable. There-
fore, although this may imply an increase of the manual work needed, we also need
to achieve a maximum overall accuracy to ensure the usability of the model. Indeed,
we need to gather a significant sample of data to use it to create reliable predictions.
Thus, our overall goal is to find a good balance between these two different needs.

1.3.1 Data Representation and Ontological Reasoning
Trust data is, in fact, a special form of metadata. As said before, we therefore use
RDF/OWL for the representation of trust data. In particular, annotations are repre-
sented in RDF, and through RDFS we reify them in order to record metadata. Typical
examples of metadata are the author of the annotation, which is linked to the reified
annotation, or the author of a taxonomy used in the annotation, which is linked to the
object of the annotation, in case of an annotation using taxonomies. When possible,
we use standard ontologies like FOAF [15] and Dublin Core Metadata Terms [46] to
represent these metadata. However, to fulfill all our requirements, we developed also
the “annotationTrust ontology”1. For instance, we need to represent specific anno-
tations which make use of taxonomies, and this implies the need both to represent
meta-information regarding the taxonomy itself and to reason about the connection
between the annotated object and the taxonomy elements (since, e.g., genus may be
correct but species not, we avoid treating the taxonomy as a unique entity). The main
classes included in the ontology are the following ones:

• Annotation

• AnnotatedObject

• EstimateValue

• Thesaurus

• AnnotationCreation

– InternalThesaurus
– ExternalThesaurus

• TrustValue

– SLTrustValue
1The ontology is available at http://trustingwebdata.org/phdthesis/dceolin.

http://trustingwebdata.org/phdthesis/dceolin
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∗ BeliefValue
∗ DisbeliefValue
∗ UncertaintyValue

• Annotator

and the following properties:

• hasAnnotation

• hasAuthor

• hasBelief

• hasTrustLevel

• hasBeliefLevel

This small ontology is aimed at cover the main concepts regarding annotations and
their trust levels. It extends the Simple Event Model [162], because it aims at modeling
both annotations, trust values, and the moments when these are created (e.g., for
allowing to determine whether a trust value may or may not be outdated). This
ontology has been superseded by the Open Annotation Model [14] (that is adopted,
for instance, in Chapter 7 that is based on a most recent publication). However, this
ontology models directly trust values and beliefs, while in the Open Annotation Model
those elements are modeled by using annotations of annotations.

Moreover, by exploiting Linked Open Data [153], we can enlarge the availability of
metadata and, therefore, increase the number of possible sources of information about
the trustworthiness of annotations. For example, if we consider the annotation of an
artwork or an animal specimen, then meta-information about the term or taxonomy
used to annotate could be limited when simply relying on data internal to the authority.
With Linked Open Data we can gather information regarding the painter used to
annotate the artifact or the taxonomy used to annotate the specimen. Using this
additional evidence, we can more confidently check the correctness of the annotation.

1.3.2 Evidential Reasoning
Once we have gathered enough semantically significant metadata, we can merge all
contributions in order to obtain a single value representing the probability that the
evaluated annotation is correct. Subjective logic is the method we choose to tackle this
issue. Chapter Preliminaries provides an introduction to subjective logic. This logic
can also be used to control the behavior of the system. By sampling and controlling
the reliability of the system, we can build an opinion about its reliability and weight
opinions on annotations according to these opinions. This can be seen as a web of
trust, since by adding this layer, we build a reputation for the system that is returning
us reputations about annotations.
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ann:Annotation

foaf:Person
bio:Genus

bio:Taxonomy

foaf:Person

dc:creator

ann:AnnotatedObject

rdf:object

rdf:subject

aves:hasGenus

rdf:property
bio:hasTaxonomy

dc:creator
aves:Genus

ann=http://trustingwebdata.org/annotationTrust.rdf#
aves=http://trustingwebdata.org/avesAnnotationTrust.rdf#
bio=http//ontology.es/biol/zoology#
dc=http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1
foaf=http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1

Figure 1.1: Annotation representation with RDF. By the reification of the annotation,
that is, by the treatment of the annotation as an object, we can easily enrich it with
the meta-information we collect.

1.3.3 Implementation

For data manipulation we use the SWI-Prolog Semantic Web package [174]. We also
developed trust-management procedures in Prolog. The model has been developed
according to the following structure:

Subjective logic module: This module has been developed as a generic subjective
logic module and leaves aside any domain-related issues. This module, therefore,
contains all the tools needed to represent subjective logic opinions, merge and
discount them and record evidence. Moreover, it includes a set of predicates
that allows different kinds of evidence management. For instance, these include
the possibility of counting all the evidence available, or to give more importance
to the most recent ones, by giving less weight to the less recent ones, and the
usage of a so-called sliding window. The sliding window allows one to take into
consideration only the last pieces of evidence when evaluating a reputation. This
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module is available online2.

Domain-related module: This file collects all the domain-related predicates. Here
are defined the conditions for positive and negative evidence, as well as more
generic strategies for evidence management and error handling. Finally, within
this module the implementation choices are taken regarding evidence manage-
ment, by choosing a suitable strategy among those offered by the subjective logic
module.

1.3.4 Decision Strategies
Our model aims at calculating the probability that a certain annotation is correct.
Taking a decision always implies a degree of error, but errors may not always have
the same importance. For instance, within some contexts a false positive can be less
desirable than a false negative. Different strategies are suitable for different application
domains. We propose some decision strategies:

Fixed threshold: Once we have decided the maximum level of error acceptable, we
will accept all annotations with a trust level above it. Clearly, there may be two
kinds of threshold, one for acceptance and one for refusal. In the latter case,
annotations are refused only when the trust level is below such a threshold. In
case these different thresholds coexist, we have to take into account the fact that
they outline a middle section, below the threshold of acceptance, but above the
threshold of refusal, where our model is not able to evaluate annotations. For
instance, we could decide that we can accept a maximum level of error of 10%
due to acceptance of false positives. Therefore, we will accept all annotations
with a trust level above 0.9. Since a trust level of 0.9 means that on average no
more than one annotation out of ten is wrong (but we do not know which one),
our false positive rate should be at most 10%.

Probability distribution simulation: The previous strategy guarantees a certain
maximum error rate, but on the other hand, it does not leave room for improv-
ing the error rate, since it accepts any annotation which trust level is beyond
the threshold without trying to discover wrong annotations among those with a
sufficiently high trust level (which may exist since their trust level is still lower
than 1). In order to try to do this, we can simulate the probability distribution
determined by the trust level and use such a simulation to take decisions. Sup-
pose that an annotator has a reputation of 0.9. This means that, on average, he
will make one wrong annotation out of ten. If our function accepts one anno-
tation out of ten, when they are made by this author, then our error rate may
reach 0%, in case we are able to match the wrong annotation with the refusal
by the function, or diverge otherwise. By running this function multiple times,
checking the expected value and variance of the results, and by trying to limit

2The code is available at http://trustingwebdata.org/phdthesis/dceolin.

http://trustingwebdata.org/phdthesis/dceolin
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its deviation, we can at least infer useful information on which we can base our
decisions.

Speed of variation: Within certain domains, positive opinions coming from differ-
ent sources “sustaining” each other may lead to a decision, although the final
opinion resulting from their merge may be slightly different from 0 or 1. In
particular, when we face an opinion which is positive or negative, but still far
from acceptance or refusal, and by merging it with another one regarding the
same subject our total opinion moves rapidly to one extreme value, this may be
enough to take a decision.

Another important aspect that has to be taken into account is the choice to reuse
evaluations made by the model as evidence. On the one hand, this may be an optimal
choice looking at the dependency of the data, since it allows us to reinforce the strength
of opinions without the need for more manual evaluations by the authority. On the
other hand, this may also be a risky choice, since in case we make evaluations based
on a not completely sure reputation, this increases the error rate.

These are the approaches analyzed so far, but clearly, this is not an exhaustive
selection. However, the decision strategy prescinds from the calculation of the trust
levels, which is the primary aim of the model, unless we do not reuse evaluations as
evidence.

In the case study presented in Section 1.4, we will use only the fixed threshold
strategy.

1.3.5 Usage of the Model
The model can uniformly deal with heterogeneous metadata about the annotations.
This uniform representation of trust evaluation leads to two important advantages.
The first is clearly the possibility of merging all these various contributions into a
unique value. The second is reusability of this value. By clearly defining the context,
the authority creating it, the metadata used and the methods applied, we facilitate
their reuse. Another authority needing to evaluate the handiwork of the same author
may directly make use of such evaluations, taking into account the reputation of the
assessing authority and the methods used for the assessment. This way we implicitly
allow the creation of a so-called “web of trust” [84]. A concrete implementation of such
a web is something we will investigate in the future. Besides the uniform representation
of trust assessments, we will also need to keep track of which authority made such
statement, when it made them and how. These provenance information will be easily
tracked by means of the PROV Ontology [9] or of a similar model.

1.4 Case Study: Naturalis Data
The case study we face regards the annotation of bird specimens curated by the Na-
tional Museum of Natural History in Leiden, Naturalis. Here we implement and apply
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the model we propose to a concrete use case. The museum has to deal with a vast
amount of annotations, and their quality and trustworthiness are crucial for its busi-
ness. In principle, these annotations can be subject to imprecision, inaccuracy or, in
general, errors, because of the high expertise needed to produce them. The vastness
of the annotations that the museum deals with makes an automated approach to the
annotation evaluation particularly valuable. Such a model overcomes also the need
for highly specialized knowledge that is required to review these annotations. The
model learns from previously evaluated annotations their peculiar characteristics and
uses the knowledge acquired to assess the trustworthiness of other annotations. In
fact, the model implements a supervised machine learning approach. In this way the
museum is also relieved from the burden of having to explicitly define the policy for
the annotation acceptance or rejection.

After having introduced the dataset and the case study setup, we describe a list of
alternative strategies for deciding on the evaluated annotations, using the trust values
produced, and we present the results obtained with these.

1.4.1 Dataset
The Naturalis Museum has at its disposal a database of annotations of its bird speci-
mens. This database records information about taxonomies, specimens, and how these
are classified using taxonomies. Experts annotated each specimen using a taxonomy
recorded in the database. The result of such a linking is a “one-to-many” relation
since, in general, more specimens of the same species are present. However, these an-
notations are not always correct, and this may be due to many reasons: for instance a
mistake by the annotator, or the fact that the taxonomy became obsolete after a cer-
tain period. Therefore, in such a database, in a second moment, the museum experts
created a second set of annotations which, because of their recent creation and because
of additional checks, are considered as correct by the museum, and hence treated as a
gold standard in this case study. Since the museum is the authority we refer to, this
series of annotations is our landmark: our model should assign a high trust value to
annotations produced by an annotator and confirmed by the museum, and a low trust
value to the others. From a comparison between the trust values and the judgement
by the museum, we are therefore able to evaluate our model. For reasons of confi-
dentiality, we cannot expose this dataset in full detail. However we can outline the
structure and basic information contained in the three tables that form the database
as follows:
AvesRegister Main table of the database. Contains data about the specimen (age,

sex, collection date, etc.), its classification, by means of an external code referring
to table AllNames, and its recorder (i.e., annotator creator).

AllNames Table describing the taxonomies adopted. It reports the values for genus,
species, subspecies, etc. of each taxonomy.

AdditionalInfo Table collecting additional information about the specimens, like
color, weight, etc.
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At the “Netherlands Biodiversity Information Facility” portal [118], it is possible
to see examples of correct annotations exposed by Naturalis Museum.

1.4.2 Case Study Setup
Data are provided in the form of a classical relational database. Through the use
of D2RQ [13], these are easily converted into RDF. Once converted into RDF, we
reify annotations, in order to associate also the creator with the annotations them-
selves. The same process is performed when enriching the taxonomy with additional
information. Since taxonomy authors are not recorded in a homogeneous way in the
Naturalis dataset, we refer instead to the U.S. National Biological Information In-
frastructure [115] to collect this kind of information. This infrastructure exposes an
authoritative and exhaustive database of taxonomies which, once converted into RDF,
has been used to annotate the annotations we are evaluating. In order to improve the
representation of reified bird annotations, we developed a small ontology available
online3, called “avesAnnotationTrust ontology”, which extends the one cited in Sec-
tion 1.3.1 in order to accurately represent taxonomic annotations of bird specimens.
This ontology contains the following classes and subclasses:

• AvesAnnotation

– AvesGenusAnnotation
∗ NewAvesGenusAnnotation
∗ OldAvesGenusAnnotation

– AvesSpeciesAnnotation
∗ NewAvesSpeciesAnnotation
∗ OldAvesSpeciesAnnotation

The AvesAnnotation class is a subclass of the Annotation class defined in the Anno-
tationTrust ontology presented before. Also the following properties are defined:

• hasGenus

• hasSpecies

These properties are used to link respectively the value of the genus and of the species
to a given specimen. This ontology can be seen as a specialized and smaller precursor
of the Open Annotation Model [14], that is currently used as a standard model for
representing annotations. To represent taxonomies, we use the Biological Taxonomy
Vocabulary [79].

Figure 1.2 shows the overview of the case study. We start by joining four tables
in our database (Aves register, Unchecked annotations, Correct Annotations and Tax-
onomies). Then, we enrich the data at our disposal, we refer to the NBII database, and

3The ontology is available at http://trustingwebdata.org/phdthesis/dceolin.

http://trustingwebdata.org/phdthesis/dceolin
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in order to maintain a uniform representation of our data, we make use of RDF and
of specific ontologies, as described above in this section, in Section 1.3.1 and shown in
Figure 1.1.

Aves 
Register

Unchecked 
Annotations

Correct 
Annotations

Taxonomies

NBII
Database

ann1 rdf:type aves:avesUncheckedGenusAnnotation
ann1 rdf:subject s1
ann1 rdf:predicate bio:genus
ann1 rdf:object g1
ann1 dc:author foaf:p1
foaf:p1 aves:trustLevel L2
ann1 ann:TrustLevel L

ann1 rdf:type aves:avesCorrectGenusAnnotation
ann1 rdf:subject s1
ann1 rdf:predicate bio:genus
ann1 rdf:object g2

tax rdf:type bio:Taxonomy
tax bio:genus g1
tax dc:author foaf:p2
p2 ann:trustLevel L1

Naturalis Database

D2RQ

D2RQ

RDF representation of the annotations

RDF representation of the taxonomies

ann=http://trustingwebdata.org/annotationTrust.rdf#
aves=http://trustingwebdata.org/avesAnnotationTrust.rdf#
bio=http//ontology.es/biol/zoology#
dc=http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1
foaf=http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1
rdf=http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#

determines

determines

Figure 1.2: Case study overview. We represent in RDF the annotation and taxonomies
available in the initial databases. Then, we compute and merge the corresponding trust
values, to obtain one trust value per annotation.

Once the data are prepared, we create a series of Prolog procedures, available
online4, which allow us to build reputations for each kind of information source and
compute trust levels of annotations. We aim at estimating whether the value of the
properties “hasGenus” and “hasSpecies” is trustworthy. These values are entities from
controlled vocabularies (e.g., NBII), so here we estimate the correct association be-

4The code is available at http://trustingwebdata.org/phdthesis/dceolin.

http://trustingwebdata.org/phdthesis/dceolin
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tween specimen and genus or species value. Different implementation strategies are
adopted and the results are reported in Section 1.4.3. The subjective logic predicates
used by these procedures are those contained in the module described in Section 1.3.3.
The data thus obtained are then split into a training and a test set. We use the
training set to build a subjective opinion from a given point of view (e.g., an opinion
about the author trustworthiness), and whenever we find a matching entry in the test
set, we apply a decision strategy based on the value of the opinion. Splitting strat-
egy, opinion subject and decision strategy can be implemented in several ways. The
following subsection describes five joint strategies and implementations.

1.4.3 Results and Analysis
We analyzed a set of 65,600 annotations made by ten authors. We adopted different
implementation strategies both to compare them and to simulate different scenarios.
The results are presented in Table 1.1. We report only the accuracy as a metric for
evaluating our estimates. By adopting this metric, we want to measure the ability of
the system to produce correct results, without attributing a higher weight either to
the positive (trustworthy annotations) or to the negative (untrustworthy annotations)
estimates. False positive estimates, in fact, imply that the museum accepts annotations
that are wrongly classified as trustworthy, and this would affect its authoritativeness.
False negative estimates would mean that the museum would discard trustworthy
annotations, hence implying a waste of effort and an increase of the workforce demand
for this task. The reason why the museum may want to adopt this automated method
for analyzing annotations is exactly because of the workforce needed to do it manually.
Both scenarios are equally undesirable for the museum, and the accuracy takes both
of them into account.

Nr. Training set Information Error Accuracy
sources handling

1 30% Data Author No 43%
2 10 per source Author No 53%
3 10 per source Author ⊗ Taxonomy No 60%
4 10 per source Author ∧ Taxonomy No 76%
5 10 per source Author ∧ Taxonomy Yes 82%

Table 1.1: Results with different strategies. The information source is the object of
the subjective opinion computed in each strategy.

Each strategy works on the same data, splitting them in a training set and a test
set, but the way these subsets are built changes for each strategy: for instance, some
strategies take the first 30% of data as training set, others consider a fixed amount
of data for each information source. This, and the other differences explained in the
following paragraphs, lead us to different results.
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Strategy 1 The first solution adopted is the simplest one: a fixed threshold (see
Section 1.3.4). The strategy is presented as follows.

1. Order the annotations by creation date.

2. Use the first 30% of the ordered dataset as a training set.

3. Build an opinion per author in the training set.

4. Use the opinions to evaluate the annotations in the test set: every time we find
an annotation created by a given author, we accept it if the author’s reputation
passes a threshold.

This leads to a poor result, that is, an accuracy of 43%, mainly due to two reasons.
First, considering only one kind of metadata and a fixed threshold, once it is established
where the author is situated (above or under the threshold, that is, accepted or not),
there is no way to adjust his evaluation, since no different point of view is taken into
account. Second, since authors are not uniformly distributed in the dataset (some
authors started working on the dataset earlier, some later), we cannot gather enough
evidence for all annotators. This leads to a conservative consequence: since we have
no information to evaluate such annotations, these will always be refused (since false
negatives are preferred to false positives), decreasing accuracy.

Strategy 2 The second solution solves one of the previous problems, that is, the
non-homogeneous distribution of the authors over the dataset. Here we collect a fixed
amount of evidence before using reputations to evaluate the annotation. The strategy
can be described as follows.

1. Collect n annotations and their evaluations for each author and compute an
opinion about the author.

2. Collect all the remaining annotations of each author.

3. Evaluate the remaining annotations using the opinion computed.

This means that each reputation is used only after having collected a reasonable
amount of evidence (all the reputations now have the same uncertainty), and clearly
this helps to improve the results. The improvement is quite significant (accuracy 53%)
but, although the performance is slightly better than what we would have obtained
by tossing a coin, we are still far from a positive result.

Strategy 3 The third solution uses two sources of information, the reputation of
the author of the annotation and the reputation of the author of the taxonomy. This
second source of information is chosen because a typical reason for refusing this kind
of annotation is that the taxonomy used may have become out of date. By looking
at the author of the taxonomy, we implicitly take into account the period when the
taxonomy was created and the methods used for assessment, which are important
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indicators whether the taxonomy is out of date. Moreover, it incorporates the previous
improvement and takes a fixed amount of evidence for each source of information. This
strategy is implemented as follows.

1. Collect n annotations and their evaluations per annotation author.

2. Collect m annotations and their evaluations per taxonomy author.

3. For each annotation left, build an opinion by merging the opinion about the
author with the opinion about the taxonomy author, and accept it if the expected
value of the resulting opinion passes a given threshold.

These improvements lead us to an accuracy of 60% which, although far from an optimal
result, again shows a substantial improvement. This solution is important because it
shows how it is possible to successfully merge contributions from different sources in
order to obtain a more precise result.

Strategy 4 The fourth solution reaches 76% of accuracy. This variant builds opin-
ions based on the performance of each author with each taxonomy. Compared to the
previous version, which took the two reputations and merged them, this is more pre-
cise, since it evaluates the contribution given by these reputations, taking also into
account the existing relation between the subjects to which these reputations belong.
This strategy is implemented as follows.

1. Collect n annotations and their corresponding evaluations for each combination
(annotation author, taxonomy author).

2. For each annotation left, build an opinion based on the evidence available about
the author of the annotation intersected with the taxonomy author, and accept
it if the expected value of the resulting opinion passes a given threshold.

So, when an author a1 has a certain reputation, this is computed according to his
behavior over time. The same can be said about the taxonomy t1. By analyzing the
annotation made by a1 using t1, in the previous strategy we merged their reputations,
which were considered two distinct inputs. This approach is quite realistic, since
it simulates the case when we collect opinions coming from different sources about
different metadata of the same annotation. But using this strategy we can be more
precise, by looking at the reputation of the author with a particular opinion, that is,
the reputation of a1 ∧ t1.

Strategy 5 The fifth solution gives the best result: 82% of accuracy. It starts from
the improvement achieved with the previous strategy and adds an error handling pro-
cedure. This procedure monitors the behavior of the system, and checks if annotations
accepted by the model are really correct annotations and vice-versa. So, beyond evi-
dence about authors of annotations and taxonomies, the procedure collects also this
kind of evidence and, in case the accuracy goes below a certain threshold, then it firstly
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improves the reputation of the considered sources by collecting new evidence about
them and secondly collects new evidence about the behavior of the system, in order to
see if the more accurate reputations did actually improve the system behavior. This
strategy is implemented as follows.

1. Collect n annotations and their corresponding evaluations for each combination
(annotation author, taxonomy author).

2. Evaluate k annotations created by a given author using the taxonomies created
by a given taxonomy author using the opinion based on the evidence of the
intersection of the two (annotation author ∧ taxonomy author, as in Strategy
4).

3. Evaluate the performance of the algorithm (using some spare evaluations): if
the accuracy is above a given value, then continue to point 2, else go to point 1
(and hence collect new evidence and improve the accuracy of the opinion).

1.5 Discussion
This work represents a first investigation on the issues related to the estimation of Web
data trustworthiness. Because of this explorative nature, the conclusions we can draw
from it are rather limited. We can note that the main focus of the analyses is, given a
subject and a property, the value of the object of RDF triples, in particular when this
value is a categorical value (URI). Also, another important aspect is the relevance of
metadata in the estimation process, in particular the identity of the annotator creator.
These are basic elements of the method proposed that will be further investigated in
the next chapters, and that constitute founding elements of the methods for trustwor-
thiness estimation developed throughout the thesis. We propose a series of strategies
for trustworthiness estimation and decision strategies, because we consider it as an
open problem, and we propose different plausible solutions for this. In particular in
Chapters 6, 7 and 8 we address these issues again, and we propose a decision strategy
that reduces to one the amount of arbitrary parameters to set. In general, although
in this chapter we evaluate the procedures proposed in one specific domain (natural
history), throughout the thesis we propose variations of these procedures and we apply
them on disparate domains (e.g. cultural heritage and naval). Lastly, we can suggest
best practices which could help to reason about trust and to represent it.

1.5.1 Best Practices
From the Naturalis Museum case study, we see how our model could be improved by
the adoption of some best practices by the authority. These may include:

• The use of RDF as a standard language for metadata representation. Although
any database can be easily “triplified” (using, for instance, D2RQ [13] and
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Triplify [1]), since RDF is the standard technology for metadata representation,
its usage is desirable.

• The usage of references (URIs) to standard knowledge repositories for annota-
tions. Instead of building an internal knowledge repository for annotations, if
possible, it is preferable to refer to repositories offered by authorities in the field.
For instance, a taxonomy used to annotate may frequently be taken from stan-
dard authorities. In the case of biological taxonomies, for instance, the U.S.
National Biological Information Infrastructure offers an authoritative database
of known taxonomies. This helps to keep the meta-information about annota-
tions consistent and uniform.

• Keep a log and profile for each annotator. From the profile, for instance, we
can retrieve information useful to assess a precise a priori probability for an
annotator’s ability to annotate.

• Record physical information about the annotated object. Any kind of evidence
useful to assess the correctness of annotations should be recorded and evaluated.
In particular, this kind of data can reveal a direct link between an annotated
object and its annotation, by the coincidence of e.g., shape, color or dimensions
of the object and, for instance, the species represented by the taxonomy.

1.6 Conclusion
This chapter introduces a model for deciding whether to trust museum annotations.
The model uses Web sources to enrich the data to be evaluated and makes use of
Semantic Web technologies to uniformly represent the enriched data. By enriching
the data we obtain meta-information that allows us to discover regularities in the data
that can be used as a basis for trustworthiness estimations. The model relies on a
combination of data enrichment with subjective logic: Web data offer the information
needed to find the missing links in the internal dataset (e.g., the fact that two records
share the same taxonomy author), and subjective logic allows us to easily apply prob-
abilistic reasoning over it, while taking into account the fact that, possibly, the set of
observations at our disposal is limited. We propose a series of strategies for data selec-
tion, opinion computation and opinion handling. We also propose an error handling
strategy, and our model reaches up to 82% accuracy.
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Estimating Trust in Confidence Heuristics

Analyzing Georeferenced Animal Specimens

This chapter continues the exploratory work started in Chapter 1 and an-
alyzes the use of (Web-based) heuristics for estimating the confidence in
georeferenced animal specimen entries. We saw in Chapter 1 that a Web
source can be used to derive data trustworthiness. Here we analyze the re-
liability of different heuristics, part of which are Web-based, as confidence
indicators, thus further addressing the first research question (Can Web
data help the trust evaluation of semi-structured data?). Like in Chap-
ter 1, here we use subjective logic to handle the evidence available. We
extend the set of statistical techniques adopted (tackling the second research
question, How can uncertainty reasoning be effectively used to estimate
the trustworthiness of semi-structured data?), as to include statistical hy-
pothesis tests to evaluate the reliability of the scores computed by means of
subjective logic. We use these tests also in Chapters 4 and 6.
This chapter is based on the paper Georeferencing Animal Specimen Data-
sets coauthored with Marieke van Erp, Robert Hensel from the VU Uni-
versity Amsterdam and Marian van der Meij from the Naturalis Museum
in The Netherlands and accepted for publication in the journal Transac-
tions in GIS. I report a significant part of that paper, and in Section 2.7 I
extend the analysis of the heuristics for determining the confidence in the
georeferencing process that was the main contribution I provided in that
paper.

2.1 Introduction
In a previous work [159] we proposed a method for georeferencing the location of a
collection of specimen findings of The Netherlands Centre for Biodiversity Naturalis
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(Naturalis) [116] and, together with it, we present an analysis of the confidence in the
results of the geodisambiguation process. Here we report the main findings of that
work, we further extend such analysis, and we evaluate it. The majority of objects in
the Naturalis collection were collected a long time ago, often in countries that were
previously colonies of the Netherlands. As the oldest parts of the Naturalis collection
date back to the 18th century, most collection records consist of a textual description
indicating location(s) and offset(s) such as “Anti-Atlas, 10-20 km S. Ait-Baha, Mo-
rocco” rather than precise geographical coordinates. With semi-automatic approaches
such as the MaPSteDI method [114], georeferencing a record reportedly takes approx-
imately five minutes per record. As Naturalis harbours 37 million objects with each
their own record, manually georeferencing each record would be a time-consuming
and costly undertaking. This is an important similarity with the problem faced in
Chapter 1. To address this challenge, we have developed an automatic georeferencing
approach that uses domain knowledge about species, that is, their geographical distri-
bution from the online Global Biodiversity Information Facility [61]. This approach
has been realized in a prototype currently being tested at Naturalis. Moreover, we
also developed a series of heuristics aimed at quantifying the reliability of the results
of the georeferencing process. This chapter aims at determining the trustworthiness
of these heuristics and, for this purpose, it presents an extensive analysis of their
trustworthiness, separately and combined with each other. In Chapter 1 we use Web
data as a basis for estimating the trustworthiness of semi-structured data. Here we
progress on that direction and we analyze the trustworthiness of different heuristics
(including Web data-based ones) and their combination as confidence indicators for
semi-structured data. To do so, we make use of subjective logic as we do in Chapter 1
and of statistical methods that are analogue to the statistical hypothesis tests that we
use in Chapters 4 and 6.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we de-
scribe the challenges in georeferencing biodiversity data, followed by previous work
in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4, we describe the datasets we used. Our georeferencing
approach is described in Section 2.5, followed by the results in Section 2.6. Our confi-
dence measure is described and analyzed in Section 2.7. Conclusions are discussed in
Section 2.9.

2.2 Georeferencing Challenges
The problem of georeferencing natural history collections is not new: the different
types of challenges have been categorised and described by Beamann and Conn [6].
In Table 2.1, we illustrate each of the challenges by an example from the Naturalis
collection. It is not possible to georeference all types of localities with equal precision.
Vague localities, such as “Southeast Michigan”, simply contain too little information
to pinpoint a spot within a small range (<5 km) of the actual finding location, but
for localities containing for example linear feature measurements such as “16 km N of
Murtoa” this is feasible. However, although the result of the georeferencing process
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can be of higher or lower precision, it can be accompanied by a confidence score that
facilitates to understand how precise the measure is. Since the confidence score is
estimated using the same data used for georeferencing in combination with Web data,
the challenge here is to determine how trustworthy such a score is. The georeferencing
process is based on the analysis of several geographical types of information (the name
of a region, of a city, the distance from a point, etc.). See Table 2.1 for a complete list of
possible geographical information at our disposal. The confidence score can be based
on estimations of the availability and the quality of this information. Understanding
which of them or which combination of them is the most trustworthy as a basis for
computing a confidence score is the challenge we tackle in this chapter.

Challenge posed Example textual locality
Two or more locations that share
the same name

“Amsterdam”

Two or more location descriptors “Wakarusa, 24 miWSW of Lawrence”
Topological nesting “Moccasin Creek on Hog Island”
Complex interpretative description “Bupo [?Buso] River, 15 miles [24 km]

E of Lae”
Linear feature measurement “16 km (by road) N of Murtoa”
Linear ambiguity “On the road between Sydney and

Bathurst”
Vague localities “Southeast Michigan”
Political borders change over time “Yugoslavia”
Historical place names “British North Borneo”

Table 2.1: Georeferencing challenge and example of corresponding geographical infor-
mation from the Naturalis collection.

2.3 Related Work
There is a fair body of research on georeferencing both outside and inside the domain
of natural history. Within the natural language processing community georeferencing
is treated as follow-up task to named entity recognition [100, 105], or possibly as
complementary to it [62]. However, these approaches assume full text, whereas the
datasets in the natural history domain are part of structured database records, making
them suboptimal for this domain.

Most approaches for structured data use some sort of gazetteers combined with
some form of reasoning to disambiguate and ground location names [92, 101, 103].
These assume that the location names have been identified, skipping the step of
recognizing the location name and possible extra locality information. Other ap-
proaches derive toponyms disambiguation from combining the analysis of events with
a gazetteer [137]. In our case study we do not have at our disposal event descriptions,
but the procedure of information extraction, gazetteer lookup and geodisambiguation
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is very similar to the one described in that work.
Another emerging relevant research thread regards the use of crowsourcing for ac-

quiring information useful for georeferencing [44, 91]. This kind of approaches assumes
the availability of a crowdsourcing platform and of a population of information contrib-
utors we do not have at our disposal. However, these approaches are complementary
to the procedure described in this chapter, since the crowdourced information might
help in improving the disambiguation heuristics. Hence, we will possibly investigate
their integration in the future.

Within the natural history domain, several attempts have been undertaken to auto-
matically assign coordinates to textual descriptions of locations in specimen datasets,
with BioGeoMancer [72] as its most well-known application [6, 72]. BioGeoMancer
provides an application for text processing, interpreting, gazetteer querying (using
a variety of sources [10]), intersecting spatial descriptions and as a result returning
a standardized geographical reference including uncertainty levels. The initial ver-
sion of BioGeoMancer supported interpretation of localities in English, Spanish and
Portuguese. However, the latest available version of BioGeoMancer supports English
queries only.

Also developed for georeferencing natural history data is GeoLocate [136]. It uses
similar gazetteer data as the BioGeoMancer project1. GeoLocate uses different georef-
erencing heuristics as well as additional linear features to its gazetteer such as rivers,
road, legal land descriptions and river miles. These additional information sources can
lead to more accurate results, but are only available for the United States, Canada,
and Mexico. A comparison of automated georeferencing tools found that, at the time,
GeoLocate was the best software tool to efficiently georeference large datasets [114].

Although both focused on the biodiversity domain, neither BioGeoMancer nor
GeoLocate makes use of domain-specific knowledge, such as species occurrence data.
Also neither can deal with non-English data.

The use of heuristics has been widely employed for trust estimation. In Chapter 1
we show an example of heuristics-based trust estimation, and others are presented in
the next chapters. Trust itself, and trustworthiness estimation in particular, can be
seen as a heuristics supporting a decision rule. In fact, if one decides to accept or
reject something based on trustworthiness estimations, she actually takes a decision
by relying on an experience-based technique, that is, a heuristic. Chapter Introduction
presents an extensive review of computational trust models, that covers in particular
approaches related to those used in this thesis.

2.4 Data

In this section, we describe our primary dataset as well as the resources used for
georeferencing and the development of the gold standard.

1Since 2006, GeoLocate is part of the BioGeoMancer Workbench, but the current status of the
integration of the projects is unclear.
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2.4.1 Reptiles and Amphibians Database
Several large datasets of animal specimen datasets are maintained at Naturalis. The
information in these datasets comes from the field logs and registers in which biologists
who made these finds recorded them manually, usually during expeditions. Part of
the information from these sources has been converted to electronic datasets over the
course of time by many different biologists working with the specimens. Creating
these databases was not a top-down organized undertaking, but rather taken up by
the researchers themselves to improve access to the data for themselves.

For our case study, we used the reptiles and amphibians database containing 29,752
records, each referring to a specific animal find. Among the information in these
records, one typically finds locality information indicating where these specimens were
found, its species, the name of the collector, information about when it was entered
into the database and by whom it was entered into the database. The location find
information is divided over several different database fields, namely “Town/City”,
“Province/State”, “Country”, “Location”2, “Altitude”, and “Coordinates” (only filled
in 3.4% of the records). In this contribution, we shall mostly focus on the information
from the Town/City, Province/State, Country and Location fields.

Gold Standard

To test our system, we created a gold standard consisting of 200 records, from which
we kept 50 records for development and 150 records for final testing. Records were
selected with two aspects in mind: common challenges and internal representativeness.
The first aspect ensures that the different types of locality information present in the
database are represented in the gold standard. The second aspect balances for the
fact that some types of locality descriptions are more frequent than others.

Due to the limited resources for annotating the gold standard dataset, we decided
to focus on four categories from the initial nine categories in Table 2.1 (presented in
Section 2.2). These four categories were selected because they are mostly influenced
by the use of background information and thus provide the most suitable types of
challenges for the research at hand. In Table 2.2, we show our categories, as well as an
example, the distribution of records pertaining to this category in the gold standard
and in the entire database.

2.4.2 Gazetteers and Biodiversity Resources
Two geographical gazetteers were used to look up place names: GeoNames [60] and
Google Maps [67]. GeoNames contains about 10 million place names and informa-
tion about those places, such as coordinates, alternative names, elevation levels and
population numbers.

2This sometimes contains the town or city value, but more often it is used to describe offsets or
particularities of the find, such as that the specimen was found under a branch or in a puddle.
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Category Example #in gold # in full set
standard

A. Single Place “Maastricht” 90 (45%) 10,750 (42,7%)
B. Single Place
with offset

“18 mls. E. of Kumasi” 20 (10%) 2,363 (9.4%)

C. Two or more
places

“Sibil, Sterrengebergte” 62 (31%) 9,150 (36.4%)

D. Two or more
places with off-
set

“Alachua Co., 10 mi S. Gai-
nesville on Wachahoota rd.”

28 (14%) 2,856 (11.3%)

Total - 200 25,119

Table 2.2: Categories for different types of textual descriptions. For each type of
textual description, we report also its relative frequency in the gold standard and in
the overall dataset.

For biodiversity background data, we use The Global Biodiversity Informa-
tion Facility (GBIF) [61]. GBIF is the largest online portal for biodiversity data.
As of November 2011, the portal contains 312 million records, of which 271 million
also contain coordinates. These records come from the combination of many individ-
ual datasets provided by institutions from around the world. A study on the accuracy
of geographical data in GBIF records [180] showed that the majority of the records
were annotated with correct coordinates (83%), but the relatively large amount of
incorrectly georeferenced records is something that has to be taken into account when
using this data.

2.5 Georeferencing Approach
Our georeferencing approach consists of five automatic, rule-based modules that form
the pipeline through which each record from the gold standard is processed:

1. Record Retrieval. This module filters the database record to include only those
database fields used by the system, that are: “Town/City”, “Province/State”,
“Country”, “Location”, “Altitude”, “Collection Date”, “Genus”, and “Species”.

2. Text Parsing In the parsing module, sentences are split and tokenized. Then
tokens are matched against patterns and keywords to recognize indicators for
offsets (such as cardinal directions and units of measurement), place names and
common words in Dutch and English.

3. Gazetteer Lookup. Identified location name candidates from the text parsing
module are looked up in GeoNames [60] and Google Maps [67].

4. Offset Calculation. If an offset, such as “112 km S El Dorado”, is encountered,
coordinates retrieved from the gazetteer for the place of reference (“El Dorado”)
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need to be combined with the offset (“112 km South”) to calculate the final co-
ordinates. For the calculations of the coordinates we use the Perl Geo::Calc [126]
module.

5. Disambiguation Heuristics. As many place names share the same name (“Ams-
terdam, the Netherlands” vs. “Amsterdam, MO, USA”) or similar names (“York,
UK” vs. “New York, USA”), several disambiguation heuristics were selected to
disambiguate location names.

In the remainder of this section, we will detail each of our disambiguation heuristics.

Spatial Minimality The spatial minimality heuristic is a fairly standard statistic
in georeferencing and relies on co-occurrence of geographic entities within the same
discourse. This heuristic assumes that, in a text which mentions more than one lo-
cation, the cluster of physical locations in the world that are most closely related by
distance are the most likely candidates to be actually referred to. We start with a
list of potential candidates for each place name and their corresponding coordinates
and match each candidate to every possible combination of candidates from the other
place names. For each of these combinations the system creates a polygon that encloses
these candidates. The system selects the smallest polygon, and the set of candidates
used to create that polygon are seen as the most likely candidates.

Expedition Clusters The spatial minimality heuristic uses only information from
within individual records. However, specimen database records are not independent.
The Expedition Clusters heuristic assumes that information from similar records can
be used to aid georeferencing. Work on this same dataset by van Erp [158] shows that
it is possible to use information available in the dataset to rediscover expeditions from
a dataset. Information about which expedition a record belongs to is only explicitly
available in a small number of records, but it is “re-discovered” by using data such
as collection date and country. Enriching the data in such a way enables comparison
between records which would otherwise not be possible. For example, it is very unlikely
that two records from the same expedition are in entirely different locations. Thus,
if such an anomaly was to be detected it would be a clear signal that one of the
records is incorrectly georeferenced. Furthermore, the information can be used for
disambiguation of place names as also suggested in the work of Guo et al. [71], to
increase confidence in the outcome of the georeferencing process. A candidate for
a place name that is close to the previous georeferenced location record (when that
record belongs to the same expedition) will be assigned a higher confidence measure.

Species Occurrence Data Occurrence data from existing specimen finds can be
used to check if new data fits the currently known locations for species. In the current
implementation, this data is retrieved solely from GBIF as, at the time of writing, this
is the only openly available resource containing such information. This information is
used to disambiguate location descriptions and validate results in much the same way
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Accuracy
@5km

Accuracy
@25km

Accuracy
@100km

Mean
distance

off

Not
Found

Baseline 38.9% 47.0% 58.4% 251.1km 26.2%
+ Google Maps &
Fuzzy match

53.0% 65.1% 74.5% 244.1km 8.7%

+ Spatial Heuristics 59.1% 71.8% 77.2% 171.1km 7.4%
+ Expeditions 59.1% 71.8% 77.2% 171.1km 7.4%
+ GBIF 61.7% 74.5% 79.9% 114.5km 7.4%

Table 2.3: Accuracy of the georeferencing heuristics within 5 km, 25 km and 100 km
of the gold standard coordinates, compared to baseline in percentages. The table also
shows the mean distance the different heuristics were off, as well as the percentage of
cases for which no coordinates were found by the system.

Precision Recall F1

Baseline 64% 47% 54%
+ Google Maps & Fuzzy match 71% 65% 68%
+ Spatial Heuristics 78% 72% 75%
+ Expeditions 78% 72% 75%
+ GBIF 80% 74% 77%

Table 2.4: Precision, recall and F-measure of the different heuristics at 25 km from
the coordinates in the gold standard.

as the expedition heuristic. By querying GBIF data, coordinates are retrieved for all
currently known finds of the species in the record. Each coordinate for a previously
found specimen find is then compared to each place candidate, and based on the closest
specimen find to a candidate a confidence measure is assigned to the candidate; the
smaller the distance to a candidate the higher the confidence. The confidence measure
is detailed in Section 2.7. Note that GBIF can only be used to give approximate
locations, as species’ localities may change over time. However, together with the geo-
information within the database record, it helps the system disambiguate between, for
example, different continents.

2.6 Geodisambiguation Results and Discussion

All presented results are measured by applying the heuristics in our knowledge-driven
georeferencing approach to the 200 records that were manually georeferenced for the
gold standard (see Subsection 2.4.1). We computed a baseline score to compare our
approach to a simple look-up approach by retrieving the coordinates of the first lo-
cation name found in the record, looking up this name in the GeoNames gazetteer,
filtering by country and province and returning coordinates of the first candidate. Ta-
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ble 2.3 presents the accuracy results of the different modules on the test set. Table 2.4
presents the precision, recall and F-measure of the best system at 25 km. Application
of the t-test shows that all modules provide significant improvement over the baseline
at p-value < 0.005.

The spatial minimality heuristic improves results for records that contain more
than one place name (50%), but with some caveats. The first implementation included
each location found in the record (Place, Location and Province/State). Because the
location field is a free text field, it contains long sentences in a number of records,
negatively affecting the rule-based system to recognise location names. However, in
many other cases the location field does contain useful information, so it was decided
not to parse any location fields with a length exceeding 60 characters. Also, the spatial
minimality heuristic performs better if the Province/State field is not considered.
Provinces and states generally cover larger areas, but the gazetteer will return only
one single point that does not represent this fact. As such, these points do not add
much information on a smaller scale and pollute the created polygons. Since the
country is usually known, this already dramatically decreases the area that has to be
searched. As a result, the heuristic mainly improves results that were not too far off
to begin with.

As our data are in Dutch, we could not run our data in BioGeoMancer and Ge-
oLocate. For GeoLocate it is also the case that only georeferencing in the USA is
supported. We could also not get hold of the data they tested their systems with.
Therefore, an exact comparison of our system to BioGeoMancer and GeoLocate is
not possible, but we have strived to set up our experiments in a similar fashion. We
therefore assume that our results for the spatial heuristics are in the same ballpark as
those reported in the work of Murphey et al. [114].

Although the results in Tables 2.3 and 2.4 seem to indicate that the expedition
heuristic does not improve the results, manual inspection of the records showed that
the heuristic does add valuable information. For now this information mostly affects
the confidence score (see Section 2.7), and we attribute the lack of improved scores to
the configuration of our gold standard dataset. As our gold standard contains a sample
of random records from across the entire dataset, the number of records belonging to
the same expedition in this sample is small, and as such these small clusters add little
evidence to support the disambiguation process. However in this chapter we focus on
measuring the trustworthiness of the heuristics, and in the future we will address the
issue of improving this and possibly other heuristics (e.g., by increasing the number
of records belonging to the same expedition in our gold standard).

The use of GBIF Species Occurrence Data is especially useful in situations for
disambiguation of location names in a large geographical area (notice that this is why
the mean distance off improves more than the percentages of correctly georeferenced
localities). If a specimen find is only annotated with the place name “Sibil”, a list of
20 possible candidates would be retrieved from the GeoNames gazetteer in different
continents. By cross-referencing these candidates with existing finds of the species
(“Sphenomorphus schultzei”), only two likely candidates remain: “Ok Sibil, Papua,
ID” and “Sibil, Papua New Guinea”, greatly decreasing the search space.
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Accuracy Accuracy Accuracy Mean Distance No
Category @5km @25km @100km Off Result
A: Single Location (67) 58.2% 64.7% 68.7% 140.1 km 16.4%
B: Single Location +
offset (15)

86.7% 100% 100% 1.7 km 0%

C: Multiple Locations
(46)

60.9% 73.9% 82.6% 146.4 km 0%

D: Multiple Locations
+ offset(s) (21)

57.1% 85.7% 95.2% 54.9 km 0%

Table 2.5: Results split out per category based on best results from Table 2.3 (GeoN-
ames + Google Maps + fuzzy search + spatial heuristics + expeditions + GBIF). The
numbers behind the categories indicate the number of records in that category.

Care needs to be taken however that on a smaller scale, the heuristic should not be
used too rigorously, since it will only favour locations that fit within the existing data
model and many species occurrences are spread out across an area. Furthermore, a
significant part (16%) of the geographical data in GBIF records was found to contain
errors, as demonstrated by Yesson et al. [180]. Species occurrence records for “Sphe-
nomorphus schultzei” show that the species was found on multiple locations across the
island “New Guinea”, in an area of almost 600,000 km. In this case, the occurrence
data should not be used for disambiguation of the two remaining candidates on this
island.

The results for different categories presented in Table 2.5 show that records that are
annotated with one single location name and an offset (category B) are georeferenced
with a much higher accuracy than other categories. Obviously, the textual complexity
of these records is limited, but there are two other points of interest. In each of
these cases, there is no problem with the distinction between administrative areas
(provinces, states) and populated places (cities, villages) since it is obvious that an
offset will always be from a populated place and not from a province. Secondly,
the offsets usually appear to be from a well-known (or important) place. A major
difficulty in geo-referencing biological collections is the use of place names that are only
locally known. The location of place names such as “Meyers’ farm” or “Base Bivouac”
might be very well known during expeditions and to local inhabitants. However, it is
nearly impossible to use this information on its own without the use of very specific
information sources such as the field logs and maps created for specific expeditions. In
specific implementations, one could consider manually creating an additional gazetteer
for such places.

As can be seen in the third column, the other categories (A, C and D) have an
almost similar score for correct matches within 5 km. However, results for single loca-
tion names (category A) show that the number of additional places found within 25 or
100 km is limited, whereas records with more than one location show improvements.
The georeferencing process produces more precise results if records that are annotated
with more than one location are provided with contextual information. For example,
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when encountering a description such as “Lake Jaroe, Kampong Gariau, Indonesia”,
“Lake Jaroe” does not occur in any generic gazetteer. The record can still be geo-
referenced using the more generic location “Kampong Gariau”, but this means the
record is georeferenced to a location several kilometres away from the correct location,
decreasing accuracy.

2.7 Measuring Georeferencing Confidence and Heu-
ristics Trustworthiness

There is a large number of potential uncertainties in the georeferencing process. These
stem from the data itself, external data-sources used, and the process of linking data to
these external sources. It is important that these sources of uncertainty are identified
and recorded, so as to be able to calculate a confidence score (CS) for the resulting
georeferenced locality. Although Graham et al. [69] found that “species distribution
modeling approaches in general are fairly robust to locational error”, not having infor-
mation about the uncertainty of georeferenced localities makes it impossible to know
if this geospatial data is suitable for a specific purpose and it may thus be of little use
as also suggested in the work of Wieczorek et al. [173] and of Guo et al. [71].

Inspired by a manual confidence value system used in the MaPSteDI method [114],
a scale from -12 to 12 is used to automatically indicate the confidence in a georeferenced
locality (12 indicating the highest degree of confidence, -12 lowest). This automatic
measure represents the confidence that the returned coordinates for a georeferenced
location are accurate. The confidence measure is based on several different indicators
presented in Table 2.6. Each heuristic can increase or decrease the confidence. For
example, based on the spatial minimality heuristic, the confidence will be increased if
the polygon describing the area of co-occurring place names is very small or decreased if
very large. If a record belonging to the same expedition is georeferenced to a location
that is close to other specimen finds from that same expedition, the confidence is
increased. For instance, in our dataset we have a record for which: the country is
known (+2), the province is unknown (0), the location description contains unknown
words (-1), the place description is found in GBIF (+1), but a fuzzy search in the
gazetteers does not return a positive result (-3) and the place description is found only
in Google Maps (-3), gets a confidence score of -4. The fact that the distance of the
georeferenced location of this entry from its actual location is 1,204.72 meters, confirms
the indication given by the low confidence score. In the rest of this section we analyze
the trustworthiness of the heuristics in depth. In principle, a high confidence score may
not indicate a high georeferencing error, but just a georeferencing entry that is certainly
correct. Still, we assume that there should exist a negative correlation between error
and confidence score because in many situations the result of the geodisambiguation
process is an approximation (we always return a georeferenced value, also when the
confidence is low), and the confidence score derives the quality of the georeferencing
from the degree of approximation adopted.
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Level Indicator Points
Record Country known +2
Record Province known +1
Record Unknown parts in description −1
GeoNames Result Place not part of province −1
GeoNames Result Fuzzy string search −3
Candidate (SM) Close together +x, x ∈ [0, 2]
Candidate (OD) Close to GBIF +x, x ∈ [−1, 2]
Candidate (EXP) Close to previous find +x, x ∈ [−2, 2]
Candidate GeoNames Candidate +x, x ∈ [0, 2]

very close to Google Maps
Candidate Only found on Google Maps −3
Candidate GeoNames first candidate +1
Candidate Administrative area -1

Table 2.6: Calculation of the Confidence Score. SM denotes the spatial minimality
heuristic, EXP denotes the expedition heuristic, and OD indicates the use of species
occurrence data. Each heuristic contributes to the final score based on the points
indicated. These values have been determined manually. The final, aggregated score
ranges between -12 (low confidence) and +12 (high confidence) and, therefore, the
average confidence score is zero.

2.7.1 Confidence Heuristics as Subjective Opinions

The most important component of the confidence score is the amount of information
available in a record. A single place name with structured additional information about
the province and country such as “Santa Bárbara, Amazonas, Brazil” can usually be
retrieved with a higher confidence than a single description such as “Forest between 20-
10 km from Ambohaobe”. Therefore, the latter record receives a lower confidence score
based on absence of country and province information. Secondly, the confidence score
is based on the consistency and type of input data from gazetteers and biodiversity
resource. For example, if no direct match in a gazetteer is found but a result is found
using fuzzy matching, that result will still be used but with decreased confidence. If
a georeferenced location is consistent with existing occurrence data from GBIF, this
will increase the confidence.

The extent to which certain variables influence the accuracy cannot always be de-
termined and, as such, makes the method fallible. In some cases, there is simply not
enough information to determine an indicative confidence measure. To estimate the
reliability of our confidence measure, we treat it as an estimated observation about the
correctness of the corresponding georeferenced entry. Similarly to the work described
in Chapter Preliminaries, this estimated evidence is used to build a Beta probability
distribution (represented by means of a “subjective opinion”) that describes the prob-
ability of each confidence score in the interval [0, 1] to represent the trustworthiness
of the entry.
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The contribution of each heuristic has a different weight on the computation of
the final confidence score. We treat each heuristic as a subjective opinion for three
reasons:

• Each heuristic can be seen as an opinion from a different point of view about
the quality of the disambiguation process. If, for instance, a location description
contains unknown words, then it will probably be hard to geolocate it. The same
holds for all the other heuristics. An aggregation of all the points of view hope-
fully provides a comprehensive view about the geodisambiguation confidence.

• Each heuristic weighs differently to the final aggregated confidence score. This
fact is easily encoded by a subjective opinion, as opinions from heuristics that
have a heavier weight will provide less uncertain and hence stronger opinions.

• By representing the heuristics as subjective opinions we take into account the
fact that the heuristics base their score on the presence or lack of specific evidence
(e.g., the presence of unknown words in the description). However, the lack of a
specific evidence constitutes a piece of evidence per se (since, for instance, it is
easier to disambiguate descriptions that do not contain unknown parts).

For the conversion to subjective opinions we adopt the procedure described below.

Mapping 1 The representation of a heuristic score as a subjective opinion is made
as follows. Given a heuristic, we consider its value and its range: if the value of the
heuristic equals the upper bound of the heuristic, then the heuristic provides only
positive evidence, if it is equal to the lower bound only negative evidence. That is
straightforward. Two issues are left open: how many pieces of evidence does each
heuristic provide and how are the heuristic scores between the two bounds converted.
This issue is solved by considering that the heuristics provide only integer results and,
therefore, we interpret them as “counts of evidence” and we compute the corresponding
evidence as follows:

positive_evidence = h−min

negative_evidence = max− h

where min and max are the lower and upper bound respectively, and h is the actual
value of the heuristic. So, the opinion expressed by a heuristic h about a given item
is:

ωhitem

(
h−min

max−min+ 2 ,
max− h

max−min+ 2 ,
2

max−min+ 2

)
This representation of the heuristic as a subjective opinion takes into account the
weight expressed by the heuristic itself.
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Mapping 2 In case we want only to test the ability of the heuristic to grossly
highlight big errors, without considering the actual weight of the heuristic, we adopt
the following mapping:

positive_evidence = pos(h)
negative_evidence = neg(h)

where pos is defined as follows:

pos(x) =
{

1 if x > 0
0 otherwise

and neg is its symmetric variant:

neg(x) =
{

1 if x < 0
0 otherwise

In this case the opinion becomes:

ωhitem

(
pos(h)

pos(h) + neg(h) + 2 ,
neg(h)

pos(h) + neg(h) + 2 ,
2

pos(h) + neg(h) + 2

)
A heuristic h obtained by summing up different single heuristics (h = h1 + · · ·+hn)

is mapped as follows:

ωhitem

(
Σipos(hi)

Σipos(hi) + Σineg(hi) + 2 ,
Σineg(hi)

Σipos(hi) + Σineg(hi) + 2 ,

2
Σipos(hi) + Σineg(hi) + 2

)
where Σipos(hi) is the sum of the pos function applied to all the heuristics and
Σineg(hi) the sum of the application of neg.

Mapping 3 This mapping is a simple variant with respect to Mapping 2, as it applies
pos and neg directly to the value h of the heuristic and computes the corresponding
subjective opinion independently of the heuristic being the result of the aggregation
of other heuristics or not.

Each heuristic is utilized as a piece of evidence for the correctness of the estimate:
when the heuristic provides a positive value (e.g., the country of a record is known), this
counts as a positive piece of evidence; when the heuristic provides a negative score (e.g.,
in case of unknown parts in the record), this counts as a negative piece of evidence.
In fact, each heuristic can be seen as an indication about the possibility to correctly
georeference the record. The more heuristics positively indicate the possibility to
correctly geolocate, the more confident we are about the geolocation. Of the resulting
subjective opinion (or of the corresponding Beta distribution), the expected value
represents the value having the highest probability to be the right confidence score,
while the variance is a measure of the uncertainty in choosing that value as a correct
confidence score.
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Occurrences

Figure 2.1: Distribution of confidence scores for georeferenced locations of the gold
standard. The black line displays the number of occurrences in each category (right
axis scale).

2.7.2 Measuring the Quality of the Confidence Heuristics
We start by analyzing the aggregation of all the heuristics. A Shapiro-Wilk normality
test at 95% confidence level shows that both the error in the georeferencing process
and the expected values of the Beta distributions computed using the heuristics are not
normally distributed. Therefore, we use Spearman’s rank correlation test [146] at 95%
confidence level to check the existence of a linear correlation between the two series
of values. In particular, since Spearman’s test compares the rank between variables
(without taking into account their differences), we standardize the distances and we
round them (to 7 decimal digits) because we do not expect our confidence scores to
be extremely precise; rather they should help us to distinguish between good and bad
georeferences. The test results in a weak negative correlation (-0.15 using Mapping
1, -0.22 using Mapping 2 and -0.12 using Mapping 3), as shown in Figure 2.1. This
suggests that the procedure is not always able to compute a confidence score that
resembles the real trustworthiness of the result of the georeferencing process, and there
is still considerable room for improvement. Also, another Spearman correlation test
at 95% confidence level shows a weak positive correlation (0.21) between the variance
of the Beta distribution based on the heuristics and the error of the georeferencing
process, indicating that the more certain the score is, the lower the error.

So, the first results are moderately positive. However, we want to go deeper in our
analyses, to better understand the following aspects.

• What is the trustworthiness of each heuristic when used alone. We hypothesize
that the different heuristics have a different capability to predict the precision of
the georeferencing results, at least for the considered dataset. By analyzing the
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trustworthiness of the heuristics alone, we understand how important they are
and what is their impact on the final aggregated score that was analyzed before.

• What is the best combination of heuristics in terms of trustworthiness. By ag-
gregating the different heuristics we might end up in a situation where their
contribution is summed up (in case all the heuristics have the same correlation
with the actual error in the georeferencing results), annihilated (in the opposite
case), or are situated in between these two extremes. By looking at the trustwor-
thiness of the aggregations of all the possible combinations of heuristics, we want
to understand whether it is better to consider all of them together or whether
by using only a subset of them we obtain a better performance.

The following subsections address these issues.

2.7.3 Single Heuristics Analysis
As a first analysis, we want to understand the trustworthiness of each heuristic when
used alone. We computed Spearman’s Rank-correlation test of each heuristic using
both Mapping 1 and Mapping 2 (Mapping 2 and Mapping 3 coincide when non-
aggregated heuristics are considered alone). Computed on the single heuristics, the
two mappings provide results having a very small difference. These results in the two
mappings providing the same correlation results that are reported in Table 2.7. For
instance, a heuristic having value 1 within [-3,3] is converted in 0.625 using Mapping
1 and in 0.67 using Mapping 2. The fact that we adopt a rank-correlation test makes
these differences even more negligible, since this test compares the ranks and not
the actual values. We can see from Table 2.7 that some heuristics are better than
others to highlight the error of the geodisambiguation. In particular, the presence
of unknown parts in a description is a relatively good indicator of the confidence
in the georeferencing outcome. On the other hand, even if these heuristics do not
present a high correlation, some heuristics present a very small correlation. In all
but one case the correlation is negative, as to correctly indicate that a low heuristic
value corresponds to a high error and vice versa. However, the correlation estimates
are quite low, and this means that only a small portion of the heuristic values of the
georeferenced entries actually behaves as wished. The following subsection investigates
the performance of combinations of heuristics. A combination of the heuristics might
present an improvement with respect to the single heuristics or not, depending on
whether different heuristics are able to highlight the confidence of different items (and
hence their combination extends the number of correlated items) or not.

2.7.4 Analysis of Heuristics Combination
We saw in the previous subsection that there exists a negative correlation between some
heuristics and the errors in the georeferencing process. Now we want to analyze the
performance of combinations of heuristics. In fact, a weak negative correlation means
that only few of the heuristics value correctly indicate the presence or absence of a
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Heuristics Mapping 1 &
Mapping 2

Country known -0.04
Province known -0.01
Unknown parts in description -0.23
Place not part of province -0.22
Close together -0.12
GeoNames Candidate very close to Google Maps -0.20
Close to GBIF -0.03
Fuzzy string search +0.05
Correct province -0.01
Only found on Google Maps -0.07
Geonames first candidate -0.05
Close to previous find -0.11

Table 2.7: Correlation between each heuristic and the georeferencing error. Here, there
is no difference between the results using Mapping 1 or Mapping 2, so the outcomes
are reported together. This lack of difference is due to the fact that, especially when
focusing on a single heuristic, the two mappings do not produce significantly different
results because they produce a non-significantly different amount of evidence.

high error in the georeferencing result. If the heuristics are able to correctly indicate
the trustworthiness of the georeferencing of different items, then by merging them we
might be able to extend this “coverage” and hence obtain a higher correlated heuristic.
If this is not the case, we do not obtain any improvement from the aggregation (or, in
principle, we could even obtain a worsening).

We calculated the correlation of the entire powerset of the heuristics. For the sake
of simplicity, we report only the combinations that have the highest correlation (the
correlation value is reported between parentheses). These combinations are:

Mapping 1 (-0.36) and Mapping 2 (-0.32) {Unknown parts in description, Pla-
ce not part of province, Close together, GeoNames Candidate very close to
Google Maps, Close to previous find}.

Mapping 3 (-0.35) {Unknown parts in description, Place not part of province, Geo-
Names Candidate very close to Google Maps, Only found on Google Maps, Close
to previous find}.

There is a significant overlap between the two results, although they do not coincide.
These combinations comprise the heuristics having highest correlation when analyzed
alone. The correlations of these combinations, however, are lower than the sum of the
correlation (considering the absolute value of the correlation), because some items that
correlate with one heuristic correlate also with another one, but these are still higher
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than the heuristics alone. This tells us also that some heuristics chosen are correct
and useful, especially if aggregated. However, these would be better integrated with
other heuristics capable to correctly indicate the confidence of the items that are not
correlated by the existing heuristics. Also, as it was already predictable, the heuristics
that alone do not correlate with the errors are useless also when aggregates with other
heuristics.

2.8 Discussion
We propose three different mappings between the confidence score used in the case
study and trust levels expressed in terms of subjective opinions (and hence in proba-
bilistic terms). Then, we measure the correlations between these probabilistic scores
and the actual error, in order to determine the reliability of the scores themselves, that
is, to check if the scores are actually able to identify geodisambiguated items with a
high chance to be incorrect. Several implementations for the mappings are possible,
as well as it is possible to adopt different correlation metrics to test the reliability of
the confidence scores. These different possibilities are intended to leave to the analyst
the freedom to choose the implementation that best suits his needs and assumptions.
However, despite the different implementations, the method adopted is uniform and
can be described as follows. First, we identify the following elements:

• estimates (or predictions) obtained from a georeferencing process;

• confidence scores for the estimates (or predictions).

Then, we identify the following procedure:

Select the relevant features or heuristics. If different features or heuristics are
available, in first place it is necessary to select those of interest.

Map the confidence scores into probabilistic scores. We adopt a uniform rep-
resentation for the scores. If we adopt subjective opinions, we allow to measure
not only the belief or disbelief in the correctness of a given measurement, but
also the possible uncertainty in its correctness.

Measure the errors in the estimates. In order to check if the confidence score is
reliable, we need to check if it is really able to hint at the correctness of the
measurement.

Measure the correlation between the scores and the errors. It is possible to
use different correlation coefficients. All are intended to measure the correlation
between the confidence score represented in probabilistic terms and the actual
error, in order to evaluate the first based on the latter.

This generic procedure allows to measure the reliability of confidence scores ex-
pressed in disparate manners. Also, it is easily extensible to be used in closely related
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fields (e.g., in recommender systems, user ratings are expressed in one to five or one
to ten scale. We could use an adapted version of the procedure above to measure
the reliability of recommendations made to the user). In Chapter 4 we propose an
extension of this procedure to measure the reliability of police open data.

2.9 Conclusion
We have presented a method to automate georeferencing of records in animal specimen
datasets, and an extensive analysis of the use of heuristics to estimate the confidence in
the georeferencing process. Several heuristics for the disambiguation of location names
that use domain knowledge from external resources and reasoning were implemented
and tested.

The complexity of the georeferencing task is not to be taken lightly. A substan-
tial amount of specimen finds are not annotated with enough information to return
accurate coordinates, and generic gazetteers are only partially suited for the natural
history domain as they often lack information on location names mentioned in local-
ity descriptions. For this reason, we have developed a series of heuristics aimed at
indicating the confidence in the georeferencing result and we have evaluated them in
depth. Our confidence measure proves useful in some of cases, pointing experts at Nat-
uralis to the most problematic records so they can focus their attention on those cases
that require input from a human expert. We have demonstrated that there exists a
correlation between the heuristics scores and the actual errors made in the georeferenc-
ing process, and that this correlation is strengthened by aggregating more heuristics.
However, not all the heuristics are informative, and although the performance of the
georeferencing approach can be considered as satisfactory, the performance of the ag-
gregated confidence measure needs further future improvement, in order to strengthen
its correlation with the real georeferencing error.

So, there is still much to be gained by combining a domain specific knowledge
for georeferencing, however, this knowledge alone is not sufficient to provide a fully
reliable set of heuristics for estimating the confidence in the georeferencing results.
It is helpful to refer to Web sources in combination with domain-specific knowledge
to tackle this task, but a proper validation of such heuristics is always necessary, as
to avoid relying on deceptively illusory heuristics, since using data from trustworthy
sources does not always guarantee the reliability of trust estimates.





Part II

Uncertainty Reasoning for
Assessing Trust



The study of uncertainty reasoning as a means to assess trust in semi-structured
Web data is the leitmotiv of the second part. Having shown in Part I the usefulness
of selected Web data for making trust assessments, here we tackle the second research
question of this thesis (How can uncertainty reasoning be effectively used to estimate
the trustworthiness of semi-structured data?) more in depth. Chapter 3 extends sub-
jective logic (that has been adopted in both Chapter 1 and Chapter 2) and proposes
statistical models for handling Web data, while Chapter 4 proposes several analyses of
Web data using uncertainty reasoning. The extension of subjective logic proposed in
Chapter 3 are extensively adopted in Part IV.



3
Uncertainty Reasoning for Handling Web
Data

Statistical Models and Subjective Logic Extensions

This chapter explores the use of statistical techniques for handling uncer-
tain semi-structured Web data (hence addressing the second research ques-
tion, How can uncertainty reasoning be effectively used to estimate the
trustworthiness of semi-structured data?). Chapters 1 and 2 used subjec-
tive logic to make trustworthiness estimations about semi-structured data
because this probabilistic logic allows us to estimate the shape of the prob-
ability distribution underlying the observations we face. Estimating such a
distribution is important to understand how much we can rely on our ob-
servations for making trust assessments. This chapter extends Chapters 1
and 2 by using the probability distributions underlying subjective logic (Beta
and Dirichlet distributions) and their natural extension (Dirichlet process)
to model uncertain semi-structured Web data suitable for trustworthiness
estimation. These kinds of probability distributions, also called higher-
order probability distributions because these abstract over the available sets
of observations, allow us to still use the uncertain data while compensating
for their uncertainty. We evaluate the use of these distributions using a
dataset from the maritime domain.
Moreover, we propose three extensions of subjective logic: one to make use
of Dirichlet processes, one to deal with partial observations and one to in-
corporate semantic similarity measures. We provide a theoretical validation
of these extensions. In particular, the use of semantic similarity measures
within subjective logic will be extensively adopted in Chapters 7 and 8.
This chapter results from the merge of the paper Estimating Uncertainty
of Categorical Web Data coauthored with Willem Robert van Hage, Wan
Fokkink and Guus Schreiber, presented at the 7th International Workshop
on Uncertainty Reasoning for the Semantic Web (URSW 2011) at the 10th
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International Semantic Web Conference (ISWC 2011) in Bonn, Germany,
and of the paper Subjective Logic Extensions for the Semantic Web , coau-
thored with Archana Nottamkandath and Wan Fokkink and presented at
the 8th International Workshop on Uncertainty Reasoning for the Seman-
tic Web at the 11th International Semantic Web Conference (ISWC 2012).

3.1 Introduction
The World Wide Web and the Semantic Web offer access to an enormous amount of
data and this is one of their major strengths. However, the uncertainty about these
data is quite high, due to the multi-authoring nature of the Web itself and to its
time variability: some data are accurate, some others are incomplete or inaccurate,
and generally, such a reliability level is not explicitly provided. We have already seen
in Chapters 1 and 2 that Web sources are particularly useful in the process of trust
assessment.

In this chapter, we start by focusing on the real distribution of Web data, in partic-
ular of categorical Web data, regardless of whether these are provided by documents,
RDF [171] statements or other means. Categorical data are the among the most im-
portant types of Web data, because these also include URIs. We do not look for
correlations among data, but we stick to estimate how category proportions distribute
over populations of Web data.

We assume that any kind of reasoning that might produce new statements (e.g.,
subsumption) has already taken place. Hence, unlike for instance Fukuoe et al. [57],
that apply probabilistic reasoning in parallel to OWL [7] reasoning, we will propose
some models to address uncertainty issues on top of that kind of reasoning layers.
These models, namely the parametric Beta-binomial and Dirichlet-multinomial, and
the non-parametric Dirichlet process, will use first and second order probabilities and
the generation of new classes of observations, to derive prudent conclusions about the
overall populations of our data, given that we are deriving those from possibly biased
samples.

Then, we propose three extensions of subjective logic (see Chapter Preliminaries)
to handle partial observation, semantic similarity measures and Dirichlet processes.
On the one hand these extensions allow the logic to handle also Dirichlet processes,
that the first part of this chapter shows are useful to model specific classes of Web data
(categorical data which categories are only partially known). On the other hand, these
extensions provide useful Web-based tools that will be used in other chapters of this
thesis (mainly Chapters 7 and 8), like the possibility of handling partial observations
and to use semantic similarity measures within the logic.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 3.2 defines the scope of
this work; Section 3.3 describes the use of parametric and non-parametric models for
managing categorical Web data; Section 3.4 describes the extension of subjective logic
to incorporate semantic similarity measures, the use of partial evidence and so-called
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“open world opinions”. Section 3.5 discusses the analyses and the extensions described.
Lastly, Section 3.6 presents conclusions.

3.2 Scope of this Chapter

3.2.1 Empirical Evidence from the Web
Uncertainty is often an issue in case of empirical data. This is especially the case with
empirical Web data, because the nature of the Web increases the relevance of this
problem but also offers means to address it, as we have already seen in Chapters 1
and 2 and we further demonstrate in this section. Of course, even within the Web it
can be hard to find multiple sources asserting about a given fact of interest. However,
the growing dimension of the Web makes it reasonable to believe in the possibility of
finding more than one data set about a given subject, at least by means of implicit and
indirect evidence. This chapter aims to show how it is possible to address the described
issues by handling such empirical data, categorical empirical data in particular, by
means of the Beta-binomial, Dirichlet-multinomial and Dirichlet process models (see
Chapter Preliminaries).

3.2.2 Requirements
Our approach will need to be quite elastic in order to cover several issues, as described
below. The non-triviality of the problem comes in a large part from the impossibility
of directly handling the sampling process from which we derive our conclusions. The
requirements that we will need to meet are:

Ability to handle incremental data acquisition. The model should be able to
handle data that are acquired incrementally. As long as we collect more data
(even by crawling), our knowledge will grow.

Prudence. It should derive prudent conclusions given all the available information.
In case not enough information is available, the wide range of possible conclusions
derivable will clearly make it harder to set up a decision strategy.

Cope with biased sampling. The model should deal with the fact that we are not
managing a supervised experiment, that is, we are not randomly sampling from
the entire population. We are using an available data set to derive safe conclu-
sions, but these data could, in principle, be incomplete, inaccurate or biased,
and we must take this into account.

Ability to use samples drawn from mixture distributions. Data at our dispo-
sal may have been drawn from diverse distributions, so we can not rely on the
central limit theorem, because it relies on the fact that the sequence of variables is
identically distributed. This implies the impossibility of making use of estimators
that approximate by means of the Normal distribution.
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Ability to handle temporal variability of parameters. Over time, data distri-
butions can change, and this variability has to be properly accounted.

Complementarity with higher order layers. The aim of the approach is to quan-
tify the intrinsic uncertainty in the data provided by the reasoning layer, and,
in turn, to provide to higher order layers (time series analysis, decision strategy,
trust, etc.) reliable data and/or metadata.

3.2.3 Related Work
Chapter Preliminaries describes the theoretical foundations for this chapter, that are
subjective logic, conjugate priors and semantic similarity measures.

The models adopted here are applied in a variety of fields. For the parametric mod-
els, examples of applications are: topic identification and document clustering [106, 50],
quantum physics [75], and combat modeling in the naval domain [97]. What these het-
erogeneous fields have in common is the presence of multiple levels of uncertainty (for
more details about this, see Section 3.3.1). Also non-parametric models are applied
in a wide variety of fields. Examples of these applications include document classifi-
cation [40] and haplotype inference [179]. These heterogeneous fields have in common
with the previous application the presence of several layers of uncertainty, but these
also show lack of prior information about the number of parameters. These concepts
will be treated in Section 3.3.2.

To our knowledge, the chosen models have not been applied to categorical Web
data yet. We propose to adopt them, because, as the following sections will show,
these fit the requirements previously listed.

The connection between subjective logic and the Web has been investigated in
Chapter 1 and 2. We refer the reader to Chapters Introduction and Preliminaries for
an extensive review on subjective logic. Kaplan et al. [90] focus on the exploration
of uncertain partial observations used for building subjective opinions. Unlike their
work, we restrict our focus on partial observations of Web-like data and evaluations,
which comprise the number of “likes”, links and other similar indicators related to a
given Web item. The weighing and discounting based on semantic similarity measures
can resemble the work of Jøsang et al. [85], although the additional information that
we include in our reasoning (which is semantic similarity) is related only to the frame
of discernment in subjective logic, and not to the belief assignment function.

3.3 Modeling Categorical Web Data
In this section we evaluate the use of higher-order probability distributions for model-
ing categorical Web data. Higher-order probability distributions (Beta and Dirichlet
distributions used as priors of Binomial and Multinomial distributions respectively),
represent the statistical foundations of subjective logic. By performing this evaluation,
we aim at demonstrating the capability of subjective logic to provide a framework to
reason on Web data, especially for trust assessment.
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3.3.1 Parametric Bayesian Models for Categorical Web Data
In this subsection we will handle situations where the number of categories is known
a priori, by using the Dirichlet-multinomial model and its special case with two cat-
egories, i.e., the Beta-binomial model [56]. As generalized versions of the Binomial
and Multinomial distribution, these describe the realization of sequences of mutually
exclusive events. Categorical data can be seen as examples of such events. These
models are parametric, since the number and type of parameters is given a priori, and
these can also be classified as “empirical Bayesian models”. This further classification
means that these can be seen as an approximation of a full hierarchical Bayesian model,
where the prior hyperparameters (that are the parameters of the prior distribution,
see Chapter Preliminaries) are set to their maximum likelihood values according to
the analyzed sample.

Case Study: Deciding Between Alternatives - Ratio Estimation

Suppose that a museum has to annotate a particular item I of its collection. Suppose
further, that the museum does not have expertise in house about that particular
subject. For this reason, in order to correctly classify the item, it seeks judgments
from outside people, in particular from Web users who provide evidence of owning the
desired expertise.

After having collected judgements, the museum faces two possible classifications for
the item, C1 and C2. C1 is supported by four experts, while C2 by only one expert. We
can use these numbers to estimate a probability distribution that resembles the correct
distribution of C1 and C2 among all possible annotations. A basic decision strategy
that could make use of this probability distribution, could accept a certain classification
only if its probability is greater or equal to a given threshold (e.g., 0.75). If so, the
Binomial distribution representing the sample would be treated as representative of the
population, and the sample proportions would be used as parameters of a Bernoulli
distribution about the possible classifications for the analyzed item: P (class(I) =
C1) = 4/5 = 0.8, P (class(I) = C2) = 1/5 = 0.2. A Bernoulli distribution describes
the possibility that one of two alternative events happens. One of these events happens
with probability p, the other one with probability 1− p. A Binomial distribution with
parameters n, p represents the outcome of a sequence of n Bernoulli trials having all
the same parameter p. However, this solution shows a manifest leak. It provides to
the decision strategy layer the probabilities for each of the possible outcomes, but
these probabilities are based on the current available sample, with the assumption
that it correctly represents the complete population of all existing annotations. This
assumption is too ambitious. (Flipping a coin twice, obtaining a heads and a tails,
does not guarantee that the coin is fair, yet.) In order to overcome such a limitation,
we should try to quantify how much we can rely on the computed probability. In
other words, if the previously computed probability can be referred to as a “first
order” probability, what we need to compute now is a “second order” probability
(see Chapter Preliminaries and the work of Hilgevoord and Huffink [75]). Given that
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#C1 #C2 P (p ≥ 0.75)
p ∼ Beta(#C1 + 1,#C2 + 1)

4 1 0.4660645
8 2 0.5447991
12 3 0.8822048

Table 3.1: The proportion within the sample is kept, so the most likely value for p
is always exactly that ratio. But the probability of p being correct passes the 0.75
threshold only if the sample size is at least 15.

the conjugate prior for the Binomial distribution representing our data is the Beta
distribution, the model becomes:

p ∼ Beta(α, β), X ∼ Bin(p, n) (3.1)

where α = #evidenceC1 + 1 and β = #evidenceC2 + 1.
By analyzing the shape of the conjugate prior Beta(5,2), we can be certain enough

about the probability of C1 being safely above our acceptance threshold. In principle,
our sample could be drawn by a population distributed with a 40%− 60% proportion.
If so, given the threshold of acceptance of 0.75, we would not be able to take a decision
based on the evidence. However, the quantification of that proportion would only be
possible if we know the population. Given that we do not have such information, we
need to estimate it, by computing Equation (3.2), where we can see how the probability
of the parameter p being above the threshold is less than 0.5. This manifests the need
for more evidence: our sample suggests accepting the most popular value, but the
sample itself does not guarantee to be representative enough of the population.

P (p ≥ 0.75) = 0.4660645, p ∼ Beta(5, 2) (3.2)

Table 3.1 shows how the confidence in the value p being above the threshold grows as
long as we increase the size of the sample, when the proportion is kept. By applying
the previous strategy (0.75 threshold) also to the second order probability, we will still
choose C1, but only if supported by a sample of size at least equal to 15. Finally, these
considerations could also be done on the basis of the Beta-binomial distribution, which
is a probability distribution representing a Binomial which parameter p is randomly
drawn from a Beta distribution. The Beta-binomial summarizes the model presented
in Equation (3.1) in one single function (Equation (3.3)). We can see from Table 3.2
that the expected proportion of the probability distribution approaches the ratio of
the sample (0.8), as the sample size grows. If so, the sample is regarded as a better
representative of the entire population and the Beta-binomial, as sample size grows,
will converge on the Binomial representing the sample (see Figure 3.1).

X ∼ BetaBin(n, α, β) = p ∼ Beta(α, β), X ∼ Bin(n, p) (3.3)
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Figure 3.1: Comparison between Binomial and Beta-binomial with increasing sample
size. As the sample size grows, Beta-binomial approaches Binomial.

X E(X) p = E(X)/n
BetaBin(5,5,2) 3.57 0.71
BetaBin(5,9,3) 3.75 0.75
BetaBin(5,13,4) 3.86 0.77

Table 3.2: Even though the sample composition is similar, the expected proportion (p)
derived by Beta-binomials based on different samples passes a given threshold (0.75)
only if the sample is large enough.

Case Study: Deciding Proportions - Confidence Intervals Estimation

The Linked Open Piracy [163] is a repository of piracy attacks that happened around
the world in the period 2005 - 2011, derived from reports retrieved from the ICC-
CCS website [80]. Attack descriptions are provided, in particular covering their type
(boarding, hijacking, etc.), place, time, as well as ship type.

Data about attacks is provided in RDF format, and a SPARQL (see [169]) endpoint
permits to query the repository. Such a database is very useful, for instance, for
insurance companies to properly insure ships. The premium should be related to both
ship conditions and their usual route. The Linked Open Piracy repository allows an
insurance company to estimate the probability to be victim of a particular type of
attacks, given the programmed route. Different attack types will imply different risk
levels.

However, directly estimating the probability of a new attack given the dataset,
would not be correct, because, although derived from data published from an official
entity like the Chamber of Commerce, the reports are known to be incomplete. This
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Figure 3.2: Attack type proportion and confidence intervals

fact clearly affects the computed proportions, especially because it is likely that this
incompleteness is not fully random. There are particular reasons why particular attack
types or attacks happening in particular zones are not reported. Therefore, beyond
the uncertainty about the type of next attack happening (first order uncertainty),
there will be an additional uncertainty order due to the uncertainty in the proportions
themselves. This can be handled by a parametric model that will allow us to estimate
the parameters of a Multinomial distribution. The model that we are going to adopt is
the multivariate version of the model described in Section 3.3.1, that is, the Dirichlet-
multinomial model (see also Chapter Preliminaries and the work of Elkan [50], Kvam
and Day [97] and Madsen et al. [106]):

Attacks ∼ Multinom(params), params ∼ Dirichlet(α) (3.4)

where α is the vector of observations per attack type (incremented by one unit each, as
the α and β parameters of Beta probability distribution). By adopting this model, we
are able to properly handle the uncertainty carried by our sample, due to either time
variability (over the years, attack type proportions could have changed) or biased
samples. Drawing the parameters of our Multinomial distribution from a Dirichlet
distribution instead of directly estimating them, allows us to compensate for this fact,
by smoothing our attacks distribution. As a result of the application of this model, we
can obtain an estimate of confidence intervals for the proportions of the attack types
(with 95% of significance level, see Equation (3.5)). These confidence intervals depend
both on the sample distribution and on its dimension (Figure 3.2).

∀p ∈ param,CIp = (p− θ1, p+ θ2), P (p− θ1 ≤ p ≤ p+ θ2) = 0.95 (3.5)
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3.3.2 Non-parametric Bayesian Models
In some situations, the previously described parametric models do not fit our needs,
because these set a priori the number of categories, but this is not always possible. In
the previous example, we considered and handled uncertainty due to the possible bias
of our sample. The proportions showed by our sample could be barely representative
of the entire population because of a non-random bias, and therefore we were prudent
in estimating densities, even not discarding entirely those proportions. However, such
an approach lacks in considering another type of uncertainty: we could not have
seen all the possible categories and we are not allowed to know all of them a priori.
Our approach was to look for the prior probability to our data in the n-dimensional
simplex, where n is the number of categories, that is, possible attack types. Now such
an approach is no more sufficient to address our problem. What we should do is to
add yet another hierarchical level and look for the right prior Dirichlet distribution
in the space of the probability distributions over probability distributions (or space of
simplexes). Non-parametric models differ from parametric models in that the model
structure is not specified a priori but is instead determined from data. The term non-
parametric is not meant to imply that such models completely lack parameters, but
that the number and nature of the parameters are flexible and not set in advance.
Hence, these models are also called “distribution-free”.

Case Study: Piracy Attacks Classification - Unseen Types Generation

We aim at predicting the type distributions of incoming attack events. To build an
“infinite category” model, we need to allow for event types to be randomly drawn from
an infinite domain. Therefore, we map already observed attack types with random
numbers in [0, 1] and, since all events are a priori equally likely, then new events will
be drawn from the Uniform distribution, U(0, 1), that is our base distribution (and is
a measure over [0, 1]). The model is:

• type1 ∼ DP (U(0, 1), α): the prior over the first attack type in region R;

• attack1 ∼ Categorical(type1): type of the first attack in R during yeary.

After having observed attack1...n during yeary, our posterior process becomes:

typen+1 | attack1...n ∼ DP

α+ n,
α

α+ n
U(0, 1) + n

α+ n

n∑
i=1

δattacki

n


where α is a low value, given the low confidence in U(0, 1), and typen+1 is the prior
of attackn+1, that happens in yeary+1. A Categorical distribution is a Bernoulli
distribution with more than two possible outcomes (see Section 3.3.1).
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Simulation Projection
Average distance 0.29 4 0.35
Variance 0.09 4 0.21

Table 3.3: Averages and variances of the errors. The simulation performs best.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison between the projection forecast and the simulation forecast
with the real-life year 2006 data of region India.

Results Focusing on each region at time, we simulate all the attacks that happened
there in yeary+1. Names of new types generated by simulation are matched to the
actual yeary+1 names, that do not occur in yeary, in order of decreasing probability.
The simulation is compared with a projection of the proportions of yearn over the
actual categories of yearn+1. The comparison is made by measuring the distance of
our simulation and of the projection from the real attack types proportions of yeary+1
using the Manhattan distance (see [96]). This metric simply sums, for each attack type,
the difference between the real yeary+1 probability and the one we forecast, so it can be
used as an error measure. Table 3.3 summarizes the results over the entire dataset.1
Our simulation reduces the error with respect to the projection, as confirmed by a
Wilcoxon signed-rank test [177] at 95% significance level. (This statistical hypothesis
test determines whether the two population means differ significantly.) The simulation
improves when a large amount of data is available and the category cardinality varies,
as in case of Region India (see Figure 3.3 and 3.4a).

3.4 Subjective Logic Extensions for the Semantic
Web

We have seen in the previous section that higher-order probability distributions can
help modeling Web data, and account for their uncertainty. In Chapters 1 and 2 we
adopted subjective logic as a basic uncertainty reasoning framework. Subjective logic
relies on higher-order probabilities, and the fact that these distributions model well

1The code can be retrieved at http://trustingwebdata.org/phdthesis/dceolin.

http://trustingwebdata.org/phdthesis/dceolin
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Figure 3.4: Error distance from real distribution of the region India (Figure 3.4a) and
differences of the error of forecast based on simulation and on projection (Figure 3.4b).
Positive difference means that the projection predicts better than our simulation.

Web data strengthens our motivation for adopting subjective logic for estimating the
trustworthiness of Web data. In this line of thinking, we focus here on the gaps shown
by subjective logic with respect to Web and Semantic Web data handling. One of
these gaps is the possibility to adopt semantic similarity measures to compare pieces
of evidence. Thus we extend the logic in order to be able to weigh pieces of evidence
(in form of Web data) based on semantic similarity values, expressed as subjective
opinions. This allows increasing the availability of evidence, as well as the possibility
to estimate trust levels tailored for each piece of evidence, as we show in Chapters 7
and 8. Then, we extend subjective logic for handling partial evidence observations,
in order to allow partial evidence (e.g., “likes” or “retweets” counts) to be used to
derive subjective opinions about statements. Another gap emerges also in the previous
sections: there exists subjective opinions based on Beta and Dirichlet distributions,
but no subjective opinion is based on Dirichlet Processes. Since these have revealed to
be useful in representing Categorical Web data, we propose an extension of subjective
logic that covers them.

3.4.1 Subjective Logic and Semantic Similarity Measures

Semantic similarity measures can be used to aid subjective logic to handle textual
evidence and treat it qualitatively (so that not only the amount of evidence counts,
but also its semantic relevance). In this section we tackle the problem of combining
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subjective logic and semantic similarity measures.

Deriving Opinion about a New or Unknown Context

Recall from Chapter Preliminaries that a subjective opinion is represented as

ωxy (b, d, u, a)

where x is a given source, y the target of the subjective opinion and b, d, u and a
represent the belief, disbelief, uncertainty and a priori belief encoded by the opinion.
To be more precise, we compute the opinions based on context c ∈ C where C is
the set of all the possible context. A context provides a different instantiation for
the observations regarding y: in a given context c, x can have at her disposal some
observations about y that are unavailable in context c′ or vice versa. It is possible
that evidence required to compute the opinion for a particular context is unavailable.
For example, suppose that source x owns observations about an assertion in a certain
context (e.g., the expertise of an agent about tulips), but needs to evaluate them in a
new context (e.g., the agent’s expertise about sunflowers), of which it owns no obser-
vations. The semantic similarity measure between two contexts (or, more precisely,
between the context definitions), sim(c, c′) can be used for obtaining the opinion about
an assertion y on an unknown or new context through two different methods. In order
to derive an opinion about a new or unknown context we can use either the weighing
(on the evidence) or the discounting operation (on the opinion); both the approaches
are described below. We will show that the discounting and the weighing operators
are theoretically but not statistically different.

Weighing the Evidence We derive evidence for a new context c by counting all
the evidence available in the other contexts c′ in the set of context C for the source
x and the opinion target y. Before summing up the evidence counts, we weigh the
evidence from each context on the basis of the semantic similarity with the new context
c. So, if x wants to compute an opinion about y being an expert on Tulips, but owns
only evidence about y being expert on Sunflowers, x uses the evidence about y being
an expert on Sunflowers, weighted on the similarity between Tulips and Sunflowers,
sim(Tulips, Sunflowers) (see Chapter 7 for a case study implementation). Formally,
the evidence counts that x owns about y in context c are computed as follows, where
C is the set of all the contexts of x.

pc =
∑
c′∈C

(sim(c, c′) · pc′) nc =
∑
c′∈C

(sim(c, c′) · nc′)

.

Discounting the Opinion In the second approach, we use the subjective logic
fusion operator (see Chapter Preliminaries) to merge all the opinions that source x has
about y in contexts c′, where c′ ∈ C about target y. Before merging the opinions, each
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of them is discounted with the corresponding semantic similarity measure sim(c, c′)
using the discounting operator in subjective logic. The discounted opinions, once
aggregated form the final opinion of x about y in the new context c.

Subjective logic offers a variety of operators for “discounting”, i.e., for weighing
opinions given by third parties, provided that we have at disposal an opinion about
the source itself. “Smoothing” is meant as reducing the belief provided by a third
party, depending on the opinion on the source (the worse the opinion, the higher
the reduction). Moreover, since the components of the opinion always sum to one,
reducing the belief implies an increase of (one of) the other components: hence there
exists a discounting operator favoring uncertainty and one favoring disbelief. Finally,
there exists a discounting operator that makes use of the expected value E of the
opinion. Following this line of thought, we can use semantic similarity as a discount
factor for opinions imported from contexts related to the one of interest, in case of a
lack of opinions in it, to handle possible variations in the validity of the statements
due to the change of context.

Choosing the Appropriate Discounting Operator We need to choose the ap-
propriate discounting operator that allows us to use the semantic similarity value as
a discounting factor for opinions. The disbelief favoring discounting is an operator
that is employed whenever one believes that the source considered might be malicious.
This is not our case, since discounting is used to import opinions owned by ourselves
but computed in different contexts than the one of interest. Hence we do not make
use of the disbelief favoring operator.

In principle, we would have no specific reason to choose one between the uncertainty
favoring discounting and the base rate discounting. Basically, having that only rarely
the belief (and hence the expected value) is equal to 1, the two discounting operators
decrease the belief of the provided opinion, one by multiplying it by the belief in
the source, the other one by the expected value of the opinion about the source. In
practice, we will see that, thanks to Theorem 3.4.1 these two operators are equivalent
in this context. A dogmatic opinion is an opinion having uncertainty equal to zero.

Theoretical Foundations

Theorem 3.4.1 (Semantic Similarity Measure is a Dogmatic Opinion). Let sim(c, c′)
be the semantic similarity between two contexts c and c′ obtained by computing the
semantic distance between the contexts in a graph through deterministic measurements
(e.g., the Wu and Palmer semantic similarity measure [178]). Then, ∀sim(c, c′) ∈
[0, 1],

ωmeasure
c=c′ = (bmeasure

c=c′ , dmeasure
c=c′ , umeasure

c=c′ , ameasure
c=c′ )

is equivalent to a dogmatic opinion in subjective logic.

Proof: A binomial opinion is a dogmatic opinion if the value of uncertainty is 0.
The semantic similarity measure can be represented as an opinion about the similarity
of two contexts c and c′. However, since we restrict our focus on WordNet-based
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measures, the similarity is inferred by graph measurements, and not by probabilistic
means. This means that, according to the source, this is a “dogmatic” opinion, since
it does not provide any indication of uncertainty: umeasurec=c′ = 0. The opinion is not
based on evidence observation, rather on actual deterministic measurements.

E(ωmeasure
c=c′ ) = bmeasure

c=c′ + umeasure
c=c′ · a = sim(c, c′) (3.6)

where measure indicates the procedure used to obtain the semantic distance, e.g., the
Wu and Palmer measure. The values of belief and disbelief are obtained as:

bmeasure
c=c′ = sim(c, c′) dmeasure

c=c′ = 1− bmeasure
c=c′ (3.7)

�

Corollary 3.4.2 (Discounting an Opinion with a Dogmatic Opinion). Let A be a
source who has an opinion about y in context c′, ωAy:c′ = (bAy:c′ , d

A
y:c′ , u

A
y:c′ , a

A
y:c′), and

let the semantic similarity between the contexts c and c’ be represented as a dogmatic
opinion ωmeasurec=c′ = (bmeasurec=c′ , dmeasurec=c′ , 0, ac′c=c′). Since, the source A does not have
any prior opinion about the context c, we derive the opinion of A about c represen-
ted as ωA:c′

c = (bA:c′
c , dA:c′

c , uA:c′
c , aA:c′

c ) using the base rate discounting operator on the
dogmatic opinion.

aA:B
y = aBy bA:B

y = sim(c, c′) · bBy

uA:B
y = 1− sim(c, c′) · (bBy + dBy ) dA:B

y = sim(c, c′) · dBy
(3.8)

Weighing Operator Let C be the set of contexts c′ of which a source A has an
opinion derived from the positive and negative evidence in the past. Let c be a new
context for which A has no opinion yet. We can derive the opinion of A about facts
in c, by weighing the relevant evidences in set C with the semantic similarity measure
sim(c, c′) ∀c′ ∈ C. The belief, disbelief, uncertainty and a priori obtained through the
weighing operation are expressed below.

bAc = sim(c,c′)·pA
c′

sim(c,c′)(pA
c′

+nA
c′

)+2 dAc = sim(c,c′)·nA
c′

sim(c,c′)(pA
c′

+nA
c′

)+2

uAc = 1− sim(c,c′)·(pA
c′+n

A
c′ )

sim(c,c′)(pA
c′

+nA
c′

)+2 aAc = aAc′

(3.9)

Theorem 3.4.3 (Approximation of Weighing and Discounting Operators). Let ωA:c′
y:c

= (bA:c′
y:c ,dA:c′

y:c ,uA:c′
y:c ,aA:c′

y:c ) be a discounted opinion which source A has about y in a new
or unknown context c, derived by discounting A’s opinion on known context c′ ∈ C
represented as ωAc′ = (bAc′ , dAc′ , uAc′ , aAc′) with the corresponding dogmatic opinions (e.g.,
sim(c,c′)). Let source A also obtain an opinion about the unknown context c based on
the evidence available from the earlier context c′, by weighing the evidence (positive
and negative) with semantic similarity between c and c′, sim(c,c′) ∀c′ ∈ C. Then
the difference between the results from the weighing and from the discount operator in
subjective logic are statistically insignificant.
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Proof: We substitute the values of belief, disbelief, uncertainty values in Equation
(3.10) for Base Rate Discounting with the values from Equation (28) and the expecta-
tion value from Equation (3.6). We obtain the new value of the discounted base rate
opinion as follows:

bA:c′
c = sim(c,c′)·pA

c′
(pA

c′
+nA

c′
+2) dA:c′

c = sim(c,c′)·nA
c′

(pA
c′

+nA
c′

+2)

uA:c′
c = 1− sim(c,c′)·(pA

c′+n
A
c′ )

(pA
c′

+nA
c′

+2) aA:c′
c = aAc′

(3.10)

Equations (3.10) and (3.9) are similar, except for the sim(c, c′).(pAc′ + nAc′) factor in
the weighing operator. In the following section we use a 95% Student’s t-test and
Wilcoxon signed-rank statistical test to prove that the difference due to that factor is
not statistically significant for large values of sim(c, c′) (at least 0.5).

Evaluations

We prove statistically the similarity between weighing and discounting.2

First Validation: Discounting and Weighing in a Real-Life Case For the
purpose of our evaluations, we use the “Steve Social Tagging Project” [155] data
(in particular, the “Researching social tagging and folksonomy in the ArtMuseum”),
which is a collaboration of museum professionals and others aimed at enhancing social
tagging. In our experiments, we used a sample of tags which the users of the system
provided for the 1784 images of the museum available online. Most of the tags were
evaluated by the museum professionals to assess their trustworthiness. We use only
the evaluated tags for our experiments. The tags can be single words or a string of
words provided by the user regarding any objective aspect of the image displayed to
them for tagging.

We select a set of tags highly semantically related, by using a Web-based WordNet
interface [127]. We then gather the list of users who provided the tags regarding the
chosen words and count the pieces of positive and negative evidence. The opinions are
calculated using two different methods. The first method weighs the evidence with
the semantic distance using Equation (3.9), and the second method is by discount-
ing the evidence with the semantic distance using Equation (3.10). We consider the
Chinese-Asian pair (semantic similarity 0.933) and the Chinese-Buddhist pair (seman-
tic similarity 0.6667).

We employ the Student’s t-test and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to assess the
statistical significance of the difference between two sample means. At 95% confidence
level, both tests show a statistically significant difference between the two means. This
difference, for the Chinese-Asian pair is 0.025, while for the Chinese-Buddhist pair is
0.11, thanks also to the high similarity (higher than 0.5) between the considered topics.
Having removed the average difference from the results obtained from discounting

2Complete results are available at http://trustingwebdata.org/phdthesis/dceolin.

http://trustingwebdata.org/phdthesis/dceolin
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(which, on average, are higher than those from weighing), both tests indicate that the
results of the two methods distribute equally.

Second Validation: Weighing on a Large Simulated Dataset In order to val-
idate our hypothesis that weighing with semantic distance produces results that are
highly similar to those obtained with the discounting operator of subjective logic, we
perform the Student’s t-test and the Wilcoxon signed-rank test on a larger dataset
consisting of 1000 samples. For semantic distance values sim(c, c′) > 0.7, the mean
difference between the belief values obtained by weighing and discounting is 0.092.
Thus with 95% confidence interval, both tests ensure that both the weighing operator
and the discounting operator produce similar results. The semantic similarity thresh-
old sim(c, c′) > 0.7 is relevant and reasonable, because it becomes more meaningful
to compute opinions for a new context based on the opinions provided earlier for the
most semantically related contexts, while also in case of lack of evidence for a given
context, evidence about a very diverse context can not be much significant.

3.4.2 Partial Evidence Observation
The Web and the Semantic Web are pervaded of data that can be used as evidence for
a given purpose, but that constitute partially positive/negative evidence for others.
Think about the Waisda? tagging game [119]. Here, users challenge each other about
video tagging. The more users insert the same tag about the same video within the
same time frame, the more the tag is believed to be correct. Matching tags can be seen
as positive observations for a specific tag to be correct. However, consider the orthog-
onal issue of the user reputation. User reputation is based on past behavior, hence on
the trustworthiness of the tags previously inserted by him/her. Now, the trustworthi-
ness of each tag is not deterministically computed, since it is roughly estimated from
the number of matching tags for each tag inserted by the user. The expected value
of each tag, which is less than one, can be considered as a partial observation of the
trustworthiness of the tag itself. Vice versa, the remainder can be seen as a negative
partial observation (see Chapter 6 for additional information about the dataset and an
extensive analysis of user reputation and tag trustworthiness). After having consid-
ered tag trustworthiness, one can use each evaluation as partial evidence concerning
the user reliability: no tag (or other kind of observation) is used as a fully positive or
fully negative evidence, unless its correctness has been proven by an authority or by
another source of validation. However, since only rarely the belief (and therefore, the
expected value) is equal to one, these observations almost never count as a fully posi-
tive or fully negative evidence. We propose an operator for building opinions based on
indirect observations, i.e., on observations used to build these opinions, each of which
counts as a piece of evidence.

Theorem 3.4.4 (Partial Evidence-Based Opinions). Let p be a vector of positive
observations (e.g., a list of “like” counts) about distinct facts related to a given subject
s. Let l be the length of p. Let each opinion based on each entry of p have an a priori
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value of 1
2 . Then we can derive an opinion about the reliability of the subject in one

of these two manners.

• By cumulating the expected values (counted as partial positive evidence) of each
opinion based on each element of p:

b = 1
l + 2

l∑
i=1

pi + 1
pi + 2 d = 1

l + 2

l∑
i=1

1
pi + 2 u = 2

l + 2 (3.11)

• By averaging the expected values of the opinions computed on each of the elements
of p:

b = 1
l(l + 2)

l∑
i=1

pi + 1
pi + 2 d = 1

l(l + 2)

l∑
i=1

1
pi + 2 u = 2

l(l + 2) (3.12)

Proof: The expected value of each opinion is computed as:

E = b+ a · u = p

p+ 2 + 1
2 ·

2
p+ 2 = p+ 1

p+ 2 (3.13)

E is considered as partial positive evidence. Hence 1 − E is considered as partial
negative evidence. Given that we have l pieces of partial evidence (because we have
l distinct elements in −→p ), we compute the opinion about s following Equations (28).
Having that p (positive evidence of ωs) is equal to p′+1

p′+2 , we obtain Equation (3.11). If
we choose to average the evidence (and hence, the expected values) instead of cumulate
them, what we obtain is

p = 1
l

l∑
i=1

pi + 1
pi + 2 (3.14)

hence

b = 1
l + 2 ·

1
l

l∑
i=1

pi + 1
pi + 2 (3.15)

and therefore we obtain Equation (3.12). �

3.4.3 Open World Opinions
Having to deal with real data coming from the Web, which are accessed incrementally,
the possibility to update the relative probabilities of possible outcomes might not be
enough to deal with them. We may need to handle unknown categories of data which
should be accounted and manageable anyway. Here, we propose a particular subjective
opinion called “open world opinion” which accounts for partial knowledge about the
possible outcomes. A subjective opinion resembles a personal opinion provided by
sources about a fact. Open world opinions represent the case when something about
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a given fact has been observed, but the evidence allows also for some other (not yet
observed) outcome to be considered as plausible. With this extension we allow the
frame of discernment to have infinite cardinality. In practice, open world opinions allow
us to represent situations when the unknown outcome of an event can be equal to one
among a list of already observed values (proportional to the amount of observations for
each of them), but it is also possible that the outcome is different from what has been
observed so far, and is drawn from an infinitely large domain (and so some probability
mass is reserved for this case).

Open World Opinion Let X be a frame of infinite cardinality, α ∈ R+, k the num-
ber of categories observed, −→p the array of evidence per category, and −→B a belief
function over X. We define the open world opinion ωx:

ωx(−→B,U,H) Bxi
= pxi

α+
k∑
x=1

pxi

U = α

α+
k∑
x=1

pxi

1 = U +
∑
xi

Bxi
(3.16)

Expected Value of Open World Opinion The expected value of an open world
opinion is computed as follows:

E(p(xi) | r,H) = pxi
+H(xi)

α+
∑

pxt

= pxi

α+
∑

pxt

(3.17)

Theorem 3.4.5 (Equivalence between the Subjective and Dirichlet process Notation).
Let ωbnX = (−→B,U,H) be an opinion expressed in belief notation, and ωpnX = (E,α,H)
be an opinion expressed in probabilistic notation, both over the same frame X. ωbnX
and ωpnX are equivalent when the following mappings holds:

Bxi
= pxi

α+

k∑
x=1

pxi

⇔
U = α

α+

k∑
x=1

pxi


pxi = αBxi

U

1 = U +
∑

Bxi

(3.18)

Proof: Each step of the Dirichlet process can be seen as a Dirichlet distribution.
Hence the mapping between Dirichlet distributions and multinomial opinions [86] holds
also here. �

Theorem 3.4.6 (Mapping Open World Opinion and Multinomial Opinion). Let
ω1xy(−→B,U,H) be an open world opinion and let ω2xy(−→B,U,−→a ) be a multinomial opin-
ion. Let X2 and Θ2 be the frame and the frame of discernment of ω2xy . Let {Bi}ki=1
be the result of the partition of dom(H) such that:
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1. | Θ2 |=| {Bi} |

2.
⋃
{Bi}ki=1 = dom(H)

3. ∀{xi}[({xi} ∈ X2∧ | {xi} |= 1 ∧ xi ∈ Bj)⇒ @xk 6=j ∈ Bi]

4. W = k, where W is the non-informative constant of multinomial opinions

Then there exists a function D : Dom(H)→ {Bi} such that D(ω1xy) = ω2xy .

Proof: The equivalence between the discretized open world opinion and the multino-
mial opinion is proven by showing that:

• given Equation (49), since the partition {Bi}ki=1 covers the entire dom(H), the
partition distributes like the corresponding Dirichlet distribution;

• to each category of ω2xy corresponds one and only one partition of {Bi} in view
of item 2 of Theorem 3.4.6. �

In other words, open world opinions extend multinomial opinions by allowing the
frame of discernment Θ to be infinite. However, by properly discretizing an open world
opinion, what we obtain is an equivalent multinomial opinion.

3.4.4 Using Open World Opinions
We saw in Section 3.3.2 that every year, several ships are attacked, hijacked, etc. by
pirates. Here we refer to the Linked Open Piracy dataset (LOP) [163], the Semantic
Web repository of piracy attacks there described, and to the Dirichlet process, that is
a useful means to model and predict the distribution of upcoming attacks. Having the
possibility to represent this information by means of an open world opinion adds the
power of subjective logic to the Dirichlet process-based representation. We can merge
contributions from different sources, taking into account their reliability. Moreover,
we can combine these facts with others in a logical way and estimate the opinion
(and the corresponding probability to be true) of the consequent facts. By using open
world opinions, we can easily apply standard subjective operators to these data and
easily represent them in a way that takes into account basic provenance information
(e.g., the data source) when applying fusing or discounting operators. For instance,
if according to LOP, in Asia in 2010 we had ten hijacking events and ten attempted
boarding, then we would represent this as:

ωLOPAttacks in Asia in 2010([0.48, 0.48], 0.04, U(0, 1))

If our opinion about LOP is that is a reliable but not fully accountable source (e.g.,
ωusLOP (0.8, 0.1, 0.1)), then we can take this information into account by weighing the
opinion given by LOP as follows:

ωusLOP (0.8, 0.1, 0.1)⊗ ωLOPAttacks in Asia in 2010([0.48, 0.48], 0.04, U(0, 1)) =
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= ωus:LOP
Attacks in Asia in 2010([0.384, 0.384], 0.232, U(0, 1))

The resulting weighed opinion is more uncertain than the initial one, because, even
though the two observed types are more likely to happen, the small uncertainty about
the source reliability makes the other probabilities to rise.

A difference with respect to multinomial opinions arises in case of fusion, because
the fusion operator requires that the a priori values have to be merged (averaged).
Since the a priori values in the case of the open world opinions are represented by
the distribution H (supposedly, H1 and H2 for two opinions to be merged). The
averaging is still performed, and in this case the averaged distribution corresponds to
the distribution Z having E(Z) = b·E(X1)+a·E(X2) and VAR(X) = b2 ·(VAR(X1))+
a2 · (VAR(X2)), where a, b are the two weights (e.g., u1 and u2 in case of cumulative
fusion).

3.5 Discussion
This chapter lies the foundations for the use of subjective logic for trustworthiness
estimation. In the first part, we show that higher-order probability distributions,
that constitute the statistical foundation of subjective logic, are a valuable means for
modeling categorical Web data. This is important because by using subjective logic for
estimating the trustworthiness of semi-structured Web data, we focus on categorical
data and we use exactly those probability distributions as a basis for modeling the
observations at our disposal and making estimates based on them.

Having shown that the statistical background of subjective logic is useful to model
categorical Web data, we devote the second part of the chapter to the development of
three extensions of subjective logic aimed at covering gaps we identified in the logic,
when using it to assess the trustworthiness of Web data. These extensions, that allow
incorporating semantic similarity measures, partial evidence and Dirichlet processes
in subjective logic, can be adopted to increase the capability of subjective logic to
represent and reason upon Web data to determine their trustworthiness. In particular,
in Chapters 7 and 8, we make use of the combination of subjective logic with semantic
similarity to improve the quality of trustworthiness estimations of cultural heritage
and media annotations by weighing the different pieces of evidence at our disposal
about a given user based on their semantic similarity with a new annotation to be
evaluated. In Chapter 6 we make use of partial evidence observations to compute the
trust value of tag entries provided by a video tagging platform. In fact, in that use
case, to estimate the trustworthiness of tag entries, we have at our disposal only the
number of matches that a given tag entry received. We treat them as partial evidence
observations about the tags because they represent partial and always positive pieces
of evidence about the tag entries. In this chapter we show also how it is possible to use
open world opinions to model uncertain Web data, and we will investigate additional
applications in future research.

These extensions exemplify the flexibility of the logic. For instance, if an analyst
needs to make use of a type of measure that is not present in the logic, he may follow
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the same approach adopted in the definition of the combination of semantic similarity
measures and subjective logic to incorporate it. It is possible that other measures
are harder to incorporate, but the approach adopted in this chapter may be a valid
starting point. This approach can be summarized as follows:

• normalize the measure values to let them belong to the [0, 1] range;

• identify relations between the parameters of the measure (e.g., in a measure of
semantic similarity, a parameter could be the number of occurrences of a term
in a corpus of documents) and the components of a subjective opinion (belief,
disbelief, uncertainty, base rate, but also source and statement);

• compute or approximate the formulas that bind the parameters of the measure
with the components of the subjective opinion.

As said, this latter item may be particularly difficult. We will investigate this
further in the future. Likewise, we will investigate in the future possible applications
of the other two extensions of subjective logic that we propose, the use of partial
observations and open world opinions. The fact that we included them in the logic
after having shown their utility in modeling categorical Web data (in particular, the
Dirichlet process, that constitutes the background of open world opinions), opens
up for their use for assessing the trustworthiness of Web data and other possible
applications. In order to allow a full usability of open world opinions, we need first to
extend the subjective logic operators in order to handle them. That is another issue
we will address in the future.

3.6 Conclusion
We have proposed three statistical models for representing Web data, namely the Beta-
binomial distribution, the Dirichlet-multinomial distribution and the Dirichlet process.
We have shown, by means of three applications that these are effective in modeling
such data, mostly thanks to the smoothing factor these provide. The case studies
we provide a comforting corroboration, since the Beta and the Dirichlet distribution,
tightly connected with the Beta-binomial and the Dirichlet-multinomial distributions,
represent the statistical foundation of subjective logic that has been successfully em-
ployed in Chapters 1 and 2 to reason on Web data, especially from the statistical point
of view. The same logic is adopted also in the following chapters.

Moreover, we have shown that it is possible to incorporate also Dirichlet processes
in subjective logic, and this will open further possibilities in the future. We also provide
other two extensions of subjective logic, namely one to deal with partial observations
and one to handle semantic similarity. The latter one is extensively employed in both
Chapters 7 and 8. We foresee that other extensions will be possible as well like,
for instance, the usage of hyperopinions [87] to handle subsumption reasoning about
uncertain data, and the extension of subjective logic to cover the candidate statistical
models, especially once these have shown to be effective for modeling Web data.
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Also, since the use of probability distributions for modeling Web data looks promis-
ing, in the future the set of models adopted will be extended to deal with concrete
domain data (e.g., time intervals, measurements), for instance, by adopting the Nor-
mal or the Poisson process (see the work of Fink [56]). Moreover, automatic model
selection will be investigated, in order to choose the best model also when the limited
information about our problems could make more models suitable. From a pure Web
perspective, our models will be extended to properly handle contributions coming from
different sources together with their reputation. This means, on one hand, considering
also provenance (like in Chapter 5) and, on the other hand, using Mixture Models [132],
Nested [138] and Hierarchical Dirichlet processes [150], eventually employing Markov
Chain Monte Carlo algorithms [53, 117] to handle lack of conjugacy.



4
Reliability Analyses of Web Data

A Police Open Data Case Study

This chapter continues the exploration of the use of uncertainty reasoning
techniques for assessing trust values started in Chapter 3 (hence revisiting
the second research question, How can uncertainty reasoning be effectively
used to estimate the trustworthiness of semi-structured data?). We saw
in Chapter Introduction how trust is a multi-faceted relationship; here the
reliability facet is prevalent. We use statistical techniques to both measure
the reliability of a set of police open datasets based on the comparison with
the corresponding closed datasets and to estimate reliability changes in the
open datasets alone. Firstly, we show that uncertainty reasoning techniques
are useful to assess the reliability of open data when a gold standard is
available, by measuring the possible discrepancies in the open data by means
of different methods. This extends the work we presented in Chapter 2.
Secondly, we use subjective logic to merge the results of tests run to identify
reliability changes in the data when a gold standard is unavailable, thus
extending the application of subjective logic presented in Chapters 1 and 3.
This chapter extends the paper Reliability Analyses of Open Government
Data, coauthored with Luc Moreau, Kieron O’Hara, Guus Schreiber, Alis-
tair Sackley, Wan Fokkink, Willem Robert van Hage and Nigel Shadbolt,
presented at the 9th International Workshop on Uncertainty Reasoning
for the Semantic Web (URSW 2013) at the 12th International Semantic
Web Conference (ISWC 2013) in Sydney, Australia, and the paper Two
Procedures for Analyzing the Reliability of Open Government Data, coau-
thored with Luc Moreau, Kieron O’Hara, Alistair Sackley, Wan Fokkink,
Nigel Shadbolt, Valentina Maccatrozzo, Willem Robert van Hage and Guus
Schreiber, to be presented at the special session Uncertainty and Impreci-
sion on the Web of Data at the 15th International Conference on Infor-
mation Processing and Management of Uncertainty in Knowledge-Based
Systems (IPMU 2014) in Montpellier, France, in July 2014.
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4.1 Introduction

The goal of the work presented in this chapter is to cope with the lack of tools and
methodologies to measure and compare a specific class of Web data, namely open
government data.

Open Government Data are unquestionably a valuable source of information for
empowering the citizens, boosting the economy and enhancing the transparency of
public administration, but when published on the Web, these need to be properly
processed in order to reduce the amount of personal information exposed. This process
consists of aggregation and so-called “smoothing” procedures which introduce some
imprecision in the data, to avoid the reconstruction of the identity of a citizen from
a piece of data. The value of this data might be affected by such procedures, as they
limit the extent to which we can rely on them. Throughout the chapter, we will refer
to the published Open Government Data as “open data” and to the original data as
“closed data”.

The processes applied on these data increase the uncertainty that one faces when
dealing with them: even though they are exposed by authoritative sources, the fact
that some information are obfuscated voluntarily introduces some error in the data.
Consequently, it is necessary to quantify the extent to which one can rely on them or,
in other words, their reliability needs to be quantified.

For instance, Crime Reports [39] and data.police.uk [154] both publish infor-
mation about crimes occurring in the UK, but these data differ in terms of format
(maps versus CSV files), level of aggregation and smoothing, timeliness (daily versus
monthly update). So, if the smoothing process unavoidably introduces some error
in the data, there might be other reasons as well for possible reliability differences
among these datasets, like the fact that a given dataset is not based on timely data
(or, in general, it is generated from questionable data sources) or that an erroneous
aggregation process inadvertently introduced some mistakes. For the police, as well
as for citizens, it is important to understand how different two sources are, in order
to understand how much they can rely on the data they expose. The police, who can
access the original, raw data, is interested in measuring the reliability of the open data
in order to know how much they can rely on them, e.g., when establishing projects
involving citizens, and making use of such data. For citizens, on the other hand, it
is important to understand the reliability of the different datasets because, although
they are exposed by authoritative sources, the possible discrepancies between them
give rise to questions about their reliability.

We address this problem by means of a twofold contribution: first we propose a
procedure for computing the reliability of an open dataset, when having at disposal
both the open and the closed data. We apply this procedure on a set of UK police
data. We show that the reliability of these data is not highly affected by the smoothing
and aggregation procedures applied to them and that this procedure, once properly
instantiated, allows us to guide the analyst to the discovery of points of open data
creation policy changes and reliability variations. Second, we show how it is possible

data.police.uk
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to estimate variations in the reliability of the open data by comparing them to each
other, when the closed data are not at our disposal. The application of this procedure
makes use of subjective logic (that is described in Chapter Preliminaries), and the
approach adopted can be seen as an extension of the analysis of heuristics presented
in Chapter 2. Both procedures are aimed at allowing us to measure and compare these
datasets from the reliability point of view, and to guide an analyst to the discovery of
possible critical points (e.g., policy changes, relevant errors) in these datasets.

Here, we still devote to the estimation of the trustworthiness of the data we deal
with, but despite the works presented in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2, data are known
to be trustworthy, at least up to a certain extent, because these are smoothed and
aggregated, but these are exposed by authoritative sources. Also, despite the use of
data as a heuristic for the evaluation of data trustworthiness made before, here there
is no uncertainty related to the effectiveness of using the data to accomplish the task
they are intended for (e.g., reporting crime counts). However, trust is still a crucial
point in this case because of the importance of the reliability that comes into play
because of the reasons previously mentioned (we saw in Chapter Introduction how
reliability is a component of trust). Reliability is contemplated throughout the thesis,
but this is one of the chapters where it plays a key role.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.2 describes related work;
Section 4.3 describes a procedure for determining the reliability of open data given
closed data and Section 4.4 presents a procedure for analyzing open data. In Section 4.5
we put forward a case study implementation of both procedures. Section 4.6 provides
a final discussion.

4.2 Related Work
The analysis of open data is increasingly being spread, for instance, by the leading
Open Data Institute [151]. Koch-Weser [94] presents an interesting work on the anal-
ysis of the reliability of China’s Economic Data which, although focused on a different
domain, shares with this work the goal of understanding the reliability of open data.
In general, tools for the quality estimation of open data are being developed (see for
instance Talend Open Studio for Data Quality [148] and Data Cleaner [76]). These
tools are designed to understand the adherence of data to particular standards, simi-
lar to our goals, but they aim at constituting a proper middleware component of the
entire business process of data management and curation. These tools are not limited
to monitoring data quality, but they aim also at quantifying the risk and the finan-
cial impact of these data, as well as how to intervene in the business process in case
of any problem discovered. Our goal is less business-oriented and more targeted, as
we aim at developing procedures for measuring and estimating open data reliability.
However, this can be seen as a step towards the development of a more comprehensive
tool (which, in principle, might have business implications as well).

From the point of view of the methods adopted, relevant for this work are also two
chapters of this thesis, Chapter 3 and Chapter 5. The first of these chapters shares
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with the work here presented the statistical approach in modeling categorical Web data
and the use of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to measure the reliability of these data
(either real data or predicted ones). With the second mentioned chapter, the work
here presented has in common the use of provenance information to make reliability
estimates. The provenance graphs at our disposal are rather limited, but they still
play a relevant role in this work as the different processes employed to produce the
open data determine their reliability.

Closer to the topic of the case studies analyzed, i.e., the reliability of police open
data, this work can be seen as complementary to the one of Cornelli [37], who re-
searches on the reasons citizens have to trust police.

4.3 Comparing Closed and Open Data
Closed data need to be manipulated in order not to expose sensitive information
when publishing them. There are two main categories of processes that serve this
need. The first one is aggregation, that is to present the data at a coarser, higher
level than available. This way the correctness of the data is preserved, while their
granularity is reduced. For example, instead of presenting the counts of different crime
categories in a specific area, one might aggregate such categories in some broader ones.
However, even if this sort of procedures is not intended to introduce imprecisions,
a faulty aggregation process or the wrong use of heterogeneous data sources might
unexpectedly affect the data reliability. The second kind of procedure applicable is
the so-called “smoothing” operation, a data aggregation procedure which, on purpose,
introduces some error in order to anonymize the data. This kind of manipulation
is necessary, for instance, because aggregation does not sufficiently anonymize data
about low-populated areas. By smoothing, authorities voluntarily introduce some
small errors in the data so that they remain reliable at coarse level, but it is not
possible (or at least, hard) to reconstruct the details of the single items. Figure 4.1
exemplifies the process of open data creation. We use the W3C Recommendation
PROV Ontology [9] to represent the open data creation process. PROV will facilitate
the future quantification of the impact of each single process in the reliability of the
resulting data. Here we describe a procedure that allows us to evaluate the reliability
gap existing between open and closed data, if any. The procedure manipulates the
closed data in order to make them comparable to the open data, and compares the
two. It consists of four steps:

Select the relevant data Closed data might be spurious. Therefore the first step is
the selection of the data items that are relevant for our analyses. This selection
might involve temporal aspects (i.e., only data referring to the relevant period
are considered), or their geographical location (select only the data regarding
the area of interest). Other constraints and their combination are possible as
well.

Roll up categorical data The categories used to classify the categorical data are
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Figure 4.1: Open data creation.

ordered in hierarchies. Hierarchies are created to define different categories for
different refinement levels when presenting categorical data. For instance, when
speaking about crime data, items can be classified with respect to the type of
crime they describe and the category of the crime can be more or less refined:
we might have a refined categorization (e.g., “Anti-Social Behaviour - Noisy
neighbourhood”) or a coarser one (e.g., “Anti-Social Behaviour”). In order to
make comparisons possible, we need to bring the data to the same level of refine-
ment. Given that we can not increase the refinement of the data categorized in a
coarser manner (since each coarser category contains many subcategories and we
do not have any evidence about which is the correct subcategory), we decrease
the granularity level. The category used to represent the data is then the least
common subsumer of the categories of an open item and of the corresponding
closed item: lcs(category(itemopen), category(itemclosed)).

Roll up smoothed categorical data This step is similar to the previous one, be-
sides the fact that the expected result is not necessarily coincident with the
original one because the smoothing procedure might have caused a loss of preci-
sion in the data.

Compare the corresponding counts Here a few different measures are possible.
For instance, the ratio of the correct items over the total amount or the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test [177].

This procedure is quite generic by purpose, because it aims at predisposing all the
necessary calculations to make the open and closed data comparable, and leaves to the
analyst the freedom to make the most appropriate analyses. The procedure actually
allows us to measure the reliability distance between open and closed data, but this
distance can be defined in different manners according to the precision needs or the
point of view of the analyst. Therefore, we propose some comparison methods, but
the procedure can be easily instantiated with others as well.
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Figure 4.2: Procedure for comparing police open and closed data.

4.4 Analyzing Open Data
The previously described procedure is useful to compute the reliability of the open
data. That is an important step to take for people in the sector willing to understand
the loss of precision of the published data. However, a necessary condition for being
able to perform that kind of analysis is to have closed data at our disposal. This latter
condition is not always easily met, especially by layman people (e.g., normal citizen).
In our view it does still make sense to perform analyses of open data alone, although
these lead to weaker but still useful results. If we compare each dataset with each
consecutive one (i.e., with the dataset containing data about the subsequent time
interval), measure their differences, and analyze the variations in these differences
over time, we can pinpoint occurrences of events possibly affecting the reliability of
the datasets (e.g., the change in the policy of creation of the open data).

Open data counts might differ with respect to different points of view. For instance,
there might be relevant absolute differences, but it can also be the case that the relative
differences are more important than the absolute ones. We do not know a priori
which is the best manner to compare the data counts, so we propose a new similarity
measure for comparing datasets, resulting from the aggregation of different similarity
“tests” performed on couples of datasets. We developed an application (described in
Section 4.5.2) to make this kind of analyses.

When analyzing open datasets, we can compare only data about related but differ-
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ent facts. In the case of a comparison between open and closed datasets, we compare
data about the same facts, happening at the same time in the same place. One of
these is considered as correct (closed data), and we estimate how much the other one
(open data) differs from it. Now we can, at most, compare each dataset of the same
typology of facts (e.g., crimes), but, for instance, corresponding to different times. As
a consequence, the results that we can expect from this kind of analyses is much less
detailed and definite than before: since we do not have at our disposal a gold standard,
we can not test properly our hypothesis. However, we try to estimate points of relia-
bility change using the following procedure, based on the idea that from the analysis
of the similarity of the datasets using different similarity measures, these changes can
emerge.

Choose one or more dataset similarity score. In general, given two datasets d1
and d2, we compute their similarity as:

sim(d1, d2) = avg(t(i1, j1), . . . , t(in, jn)) (4.1)

where avg computes the average (possibly weighted) of the results of the similar-
ity scores resulting from the test t on the n items composing d1 and d2, i1, . . . , in
are the items in d1 and j1, . . . , jn the items in d2. We propose the following tests,
although we are not limited to these:

Wilcoxon signed-rank test. As in the case of the comparison between open
and closed data it is possible to use this test to check if the data counts are
likely to be drawn from two significantly different distributions.

Linear regression test. Apply a linear regression analysis [58] on one test and
measure the average error when the resulting linear function is applied on
the other dataset. So we can understand if the two datasets share a linear
relation.

Support Vector Machines test. Similar to the linear regression test, we can
also build a support vector machines model [38] over one of the two dataset,
apply it on the other one and then evaluate the performance. This test takes
into account even more than the linear regression test the existing relations
between the counts of the different categories in the two datasets.

Other. Following the same line of thought as the previous examples, it is possi-
ble to apply plenty of other statistical test and/or data mining techniques
to model and compare the data.

The results of the tests can be obtained either in terms of Boolean values or by
means of a value in the [0, 1] range. In both cases, 0 means no similarity and 1
means equality. These tests are then aggregated (or merged) in order to express
the overall similarity between two datasets. These tests can be aggregated in
different ways, for instance:
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Average. The values resulting from the different tests can be averaged, e.g.,
using a simple or a weighted average, if one or more of the tests are to be
considered more or less relevant.

Subjective opinion. We can consider the different tests as “subjective opin-
ions” (see Chapter Preliminaries) about the similarity of the two datasets,
and we can merge them using the “fusion” operator of subjective logic. The
resulting opinion is equivalent to a Beta probability distribution represent-
ing the probability for each value in the [0, 1] interval to be the correct value
for the similarity. The expected value of the Beta is close to the arithmeti-
cal average, but the variance represents the uncertainty in our calculation:
the more tests we consider, the smaller the variance of the resulting Beta
distribution.

Compute the similarity, with one or more scores. Measure the pairwise simi-
larity, for all the datasets about consecutive time intervals. For brevity, we refer
to these datasets as “consecutive datasets”.

Identify change points in the similarity sequence. Change points in the simi-
larity sequence are likely to indicate policy changes in the data creation and
hence reliability changes resulting from these policy modifications.

Aggregate the evidence about the sequence of datasets. The change points i-
dentified in the previous step are pieces of evidence of policy changes. By running
more similarity analyses, we can reduce the risk to have false positives (datasets
wrongly identified as policy changes initiators) or false negatives (missed policy
changes). Since we are dealing with uncertain observations, we suggest adopting
subjective opinions also in this step and to compute a binomial opinion for each
dataset, based on the evidence available. Since this evidence might be limited,
by using subjective opinions we avoid overweighing it.

Despite the previous approach, the similarity between datasets alone is not sufficient
to say anything about the data themselves. There can be natural reasons that explain
a variation in the data (e.g., a new law, or a rare event) without necessarily implying
a lack of reliability in one of the two datasets. Moreover, a similarity value taken
alone might be difficult to interpret: what does it mean that the similarity between
two datasets is, for instance, 0.8? We propose to overcome this problem by analyzing
the similarity of a series of consecutive datasets (i.e., datasets about consecutive time
intervals) by using different similarity measures. By doing so, we can pinpoint the
similarity values that differ most from the rest: still we do not have a warranty that
these values indicate a change in the data reliability (there can still be other reasons for
such a change), but we flag the datasets having a higher chance to present a reliability
variation.
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4.5 Case Study - Police Open Data Analyses
We evaluate the procedures that we propose over police data counts for the Hamp-
shire Constabulary. As open data we adopt the corresponding entries from the data.
police.uk website, in particular in the interval from April 2011 until December 2012.
We focus on the datasets presenting the counts aggregated per police neighbourhood
because this kind of classification, although not as detailed as the classification per
address, allows an easy comparison between entries and reduces the burden of having
to geolocate and disambiguate addresses. As closed data, we have at our disposal a
series of datasets from the Hampshire Police Constabulary, covering the interval from
October 2010 until September 2012. The two datasets do not perfectly overlap but,
as described as follows, we focus mainly on the intersection between the two intervals
covered, which still is the largest part of both datasets.

The reason why we evaluate the two procedures together is that they are tightly
connected each other. We demonstrate that they allow us to provide similar findings,
even though the first procedure is clearly less uncertain than the second one.

4.5.1 Analyzing the Reliability of Police Open Data
We start from an analysis of the reliability of open data. Therefore, we focus on the
intersection between the open and the closed data at our disposal (that is, the period
from April 2011 until September 2012). Here we interpret the reliability in terms of
coverage. The procedure we proposed in Section 4.3 is quite flexible. Here we define
the reliability of the open dataset as the statistical similarity between two datasets:

The reliability of an open dataset is measured as the percentage of non-significantly
different entries from the corresponding closed dataset.

So, we compare the distribution of the crime counts among the different category
for each police neighbourhood. The comparison is made by means of a Wilcoxon
signed-rank test at 95% confidence level. If a neighbourhood is significantly different
from another neighbourhood, then we count it as a negative evidence, otherwise as a
positive one. We run the test over all the neighbourhoods and we aggregate them in a
subjective opinion. The reason why we do not simply average the counts of positives
over the total number of neighbourhoods is that we consider the outcomes of the tests
run over the neighbourhoods as pieces of evidence about the reliability of the open
data, and we treat them as error-prone observations. We provide a detailed description
of the procedure below.

Case Study Setup

To make the analyses possible, we preprocess the closed data in order to select only
the relevant closed data items and to bring the data at the same level of aggregation
as the open data. The data at our disposal contain the following information:

• crime category;

data.police.uk
data.police.uk
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• crime date;

• geographic Cartesian coordinates (or Grid Reference coordinates, or Easting and
Northing) of the crime.

We implement the procedure described in Section 4.3 to align the open and closed
data at our disposal as described as follows.

1. Data preprocessing. This part is performed in two steps.

(a) Convert the coordinates to WGS84. Coordinates are converted from
the Cartesian system, that is, from Easting and Northing coordinates, to
World Geodetic System 84 coordinates, that is, Latitude and Longitude,
using the R Geospatial Data Abstraction Library library [11].

(b) Estimate the postal code of the crime location. This is performed
by looking for the postal code that is closer to the point analyzed.

It is necessary to preprocess the data in order to retrieve from the Northing and
Easting coordinates the geographic coordinates (latitude and longitude) that are
used in the analyses. However, this step potentially introduces some error in the
analyses. One possible cause of this error is the approximation in the coordinates
conversion. The other cause is that looking up the closest postal code to the point
that we are analyzing is the best approximation we can make, but this is not
necessarily always correct. We manually checked some sample items to confirm
the robustness of this procedure, although it is not perfect. Also, in our results
we show how the impact of these imperfections is limited. Lastly, we must stress
how it was not possible to compute the postal code of all the points that we had
at our disposal, for several reasons like, for instance, the fact that some data
items were partially incomplete or presented wrong coordinates. We now report
about this procedure in more detail.

2. Select the relevant data. This step is performed in three steps:

(a) Query the MapIt API [107]. This aims to retrieve the police constabu-
lary each postal code belongs to and allows us to discard all the crime items
belonging to constabularies other than the Hampshire Constabulary in the
closed datasets.

(b) Select the relevant open data. Here we select the open data for the
months for which closed data are available.

(c) Exclude crime counts of categories not shared. Categories that are
not shared between open and closed data are excluded. These include, for
instance, counts belonging to the “Anti-social behaviour” category that are
present in the open data but do not have a counterpart in the closed data.

3. Aggregate the data. Also data aggregation is performed in three steps: tem-
poral, geographical and categorical.
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(a) Temporal aggregation. This is made in order to group together data
about crimes occurring in the same month.

(b) Geographical aggregation. This is made to aggregate the data at police
neighbourhood level. Open data are aggregated at police neighbourhood
level. A police neighbourhood contains several postal codes. To aggregate
the data at neighbourhood level, we match zip code and neighbourhood by
querying the MapIt API [107].

(c) Categorical aggregation. This is performed by aligning the classifica-
tions of the crimes in the open and closed datasets. Since the open data
are presented more coarsely, the closed data are brought at the same level
of detail. For instance, raw data crimes in the “Theft of Motor Vehicle”
category are reclassified as “Vehicle crime”.

4. Compare the aggregated data. Once the items are brought to the same level
of aggregation, open and closed data are compared to check the reliability of the
open data. The comparison is made as follows.

(a) Select each neighbourhood. Each neighbourhood is selected in the
closed and in the open data set.

(b) Compare the crime counts. In particular, we adopted the following
comparison methods:
Apply a Wilcoxon signed-rank test. This is applied to this vector to

check the estimated location of the error distribution and its signif-
icance. So, we check the significance of possible differences between
the two datasets, at 95% confidence level. If the test outcome is to
accept the null hypothesis (that is, that the two crime counts are not
significantly different), we count one positive observation, otherwise a
negative one. This test bases the comparison on the ranks of the crime
categories.

Apply a χ2 test. Despite the previous test, this one allows us to compare
the distribution of the crime counts in the open and closed datasets to
check if the frequencies of the two distributions are significantly similar
or not.

Measure the differences between the crime counts. This difference
can be absolute or relative.

(c) Aggregate the estimated errors over all the neighbourhoods. The aggre-
gation is made by means of two alternative methods:
Binomial subjective opinions.

ω

(
p

p + n + 2 ,
n

p + n + 2 ,
2

p + n + 2 ,
1
2

)
where

p = # not significantly different entries
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n = # significantly different entries

The actual value that we use in our measurements is the expected value
of the subjective opinion (and of the corresponding beta distribution),
that is:

E = p

p+ n+ 2 + 2
p+ n+ 2 ·

1
2 = p+ 1

p+ n+ 2
Arithmetic mean.
However, given that the total number of observations is higher than 200,
the choice of this method of aggregation does not yield us results much
different from what we would have obtained using the arithmetic mean.

Results

We analyze the reliability of all the datasets in the interval between April 2011 and
September 2012. We know that the open datasets might differ each other and might
differ with respect to the closed data, for instance, in terms of neighbourhoods repre-
sented. We start by comparing the distribution of crime counts per category on the
intersection of neighbourhoods in the closed and open datasets. Indeed, because of
smoothing, data might have been moved from a neighbourhood to another one, and
here we want to check if the distribution of the crime counts in the matching neigh-
bourhoods is affected by data manipulation procedures. We present a series of graphs
(and corresponding descriptions) that allow us to visually understand the results of
the analyses performed. Each analysis is performed by means of an R script.

The closed data at our disposal are quite complete, although they do not match
perfectly the open data, as we can see from Figure 4.3. Also, the closed data at our
disposal regard only the crime figures, so the counts about “Anti-social behaviour”
that are reported in the open data are excluded from these analyses.

We apply the Wilcoxon-signed rank test and the χ2 test on the crime counts of
each matched neighbourhood. The first test checks if the order of the crime categories
ranked in terms of crime occurrences is preserved. The second checks if the distribu-
tions are significantly different or not. We use these tests to compute the percentage
of neighbourhoods that are significantly different (at 95% confidence level) between
the two datasets. Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 show the results for the two tests. In both
cases, the open datasets score quite high, as to confirm the high similarity between the
crime count distributions in the open and closed datasets, in the overlapping neigh-
bourhoods, although the χ2 is more sensitive to the variations. We can see from the
plots how the aggregation computed by means of subjective opinions is similar to the
one computed by means of arithmetic average.

We know that smoothing introduces some error. In principle, this error might
move the geolocation of one crime item, and this might cause a shift of the crime
occurrence from the police neighbourhood it belongs to, to another one. Now, we want
to understand the impact of these manipulations on the reliability of the resulting open
data. So, we extend the open and the closed datasets in order to have them covering the
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Figure 4.3: Ratio of crime items in the open dataset present in the closed data at our
disposal.
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Figure 4.4: Percentage of neighbourhoods in the open data set that are significantly
different from the corresponding closed data entries, according to a Wilcoxon signed-
rank test at 95% confidence level and considering only the neighbourhoods in the
intersection between open and closed datasets.
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Figure 4.5: Percentage of neighbourhoods in the open data set that are significantly
different from the corresponding closed data entries, according to a χ2 test at 95%
confidence level and considering only the neighbourhoods in the intersection between
open and closed datasets.

same neighbourhoods: when a neighbourhood is not present in one of the two datasets,
we assume that this dataset presents zero crimes in that neighbourhoods. This aims at
computing the reliability of the datasets from the point of view that the open datasets
are interpreted by the laymen people as the report of all the crimes happening in the
area surveilled by a given constabulary. So, given the actual distribution of crimes
in that area, how is the open dataset representative of it? Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7
address this issue. Here the results are quite different from before. We can see that
there are at least two different trends which, we suspect, correspond to policy changes.
One of the possible policy changes regards the smoothing technique adopted, which
determines the neighbourhood a crime belongs to. So, we compute the percentage of
neighbourhoods shared between the open and the closed datasets. Figure 4.8 shows
that there are two distinct trends of matching neighbourhoods: initially only about
30% of the neighbourhoods were present in both the open and closed datasets, and then
this percentage suddenly rose to 100%. This is clearly due to a policy change in the
smoothing algorithm that makes the more recent open data more reliable and similar
to the closed data. This also explains the “step” shown in Figure 4.6. Indeed, starting
from the thirteenth dataset, the reliability of the extended datasets corresponds to
the percentage of matching neighbourhoods: when the open data present the same
neighbourhoods as the corresponding closed data, the reliability of the counts in those
neighbourhoods is high. When a neighbourhood is present in the open data and not
in the closed data or vice versa, its reliability is zero, since a series of zeros is much
different from a series of non-negative crime counts. As a result, the overall reliability
of the corresponding open dataset is high only if the open and closed datasets share
the same set of neighbourhoods.

However, in Figure 4.6 and in Figure 4.7 it seems that there is also another dis-
continuity point, between the fifth and the sixth dataset. This leads us to analyze our
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Figure 4.6: Percentage of neighbourhoods in the open data set that are significantly
different from the corresponding closed data entries, according to a Wilcoxon signed-
rank test at 95% confidence level and considering all the police neighbourhoods in the
constabulary.
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Figure 4.7: Percentage of neighbourhoods in the open data set that are significantly
different from the corresponding closed data entries, according to a χ2 test at 95%
confidence level and considering all the police neighbourhoods in the constabulary.
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Figure 4.8: Percentage of matching neighbourhoods between open and closed datasets.

datasets more deeply, so we continue with our analyses and we take another perspec-
tive. One of the characteristics of the analyses based on the two statistical tests is that
they consider the crime counts in a given neighbourhood as a whole, as a probability
distribution, and they focus on the shape of this distribution. This is useful and im-
portant to discard rare and sparse errors (that might be due to sporadic and limited
episodes) and to look for changes in the data that affect larger category sets, that are
more likely to be caused by policy changes or similar events. However, another per-
spective that might result as relevant is the analysis of the absolute errors in the data.
In Figure 4.9 we report the plot of the average error per neighbourhood and per crime
category. Here we can notice two things: first, there are also here two trends, and the
first trend breaks approximatively were we expected it to break (at the sixth month
instead of at the fifth), and second, there is also a correspondence between these two
trends and the trends shown in Figure 4.3. These three graphs considered together
led us to focus our attention on the fifth and sixth datasets, that are those containing
the crime counts for August and September 2011, and three important facts emerged.

1. The closed datasets at our disposal do not contain crime counts for the “Drugs”
category for July, August and September 2011. In principle, this might be be-
cause actually no drug crime occurred in that period. However, this looks un-
likely, given that the corresponding open datasets present positive figures for
that category and that the category itself presents relevant figures in the other
months (and so it is unlikely that no crime of that sort occurred in that inter-
val). So, we hypothesize that simply the closed data at our disposal lacks counts
for that category in that time interval. This would explain the following two
observations.

2. In the September 2011 open dataset, there is one entry, relative to the police
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Figure 4.9: Average of absolute differences between open and closed datasets. The
differences are computed per crime count and averaged per neighbourhood and dataset.

neighbourhood “2LW02”, that presents two very high figures for “Drugs” and
“Other.theft”, 205 and 319 respectively. The average counts for these crime
categories in that dataset excluding this particular neighbourhood are 8.44 and
1.68, so those figures are clearly outliers. We suspect that they are caused
by an error in the open data production or to a rare event, but we cannot
validate this hypothesis with the information at our disposal. Exactly one year
after, September 2012, these two categories present a similar pattern for that
neighbourhood, that is, 174 and 316, and in July 2012 their counts are 88 and
131. Because of the similarity of these patterns and since for the other months
these categories present much lower figures in this neighbourhood (22 at most,
in one case, and less than 20 in the rest of the cases), we suspect that those high
counts are not random.

3. Between August and September 2011 a policy change occurred. Until August
2011, the categories adopted in the open data were: {Burglary, Robbery, Ve-
hicle.crime, Violent.crime, Anti.social.behaviour, Other.crime}. This set was
extended from September 2011 as: {Burglary, Robbery, Vehicle.crime, Vio-
lent.crime, Anti.social.behaviour, Criminal.damage.and.arson, Shoplifting, Oth-
er.theft, Drugs, Public.disorder.and.weapons, Other.crime}. This change made
the “Other.crime” category more narrow, since the newly introduced categories
contain crimes that before were generically classified as “Other.crime”. Of course,
if we align the closed data to the second crime classification and we compare them
with crime counts generated using the first policy, then the error in the open
data looks more significant than it actually is.

We reclassify the crimes in the datasets belonging to the first trend so that all the
crimes previously classified as belonging to a category not present in the open data are
now classified as “Other crime”, and we recompute the average absolute differences
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Figure 4.10: Average of absolute differences between open and closed datasets, after
a reclassification of the crime counts in the first six datasets. The differences are
computed per crime count and averaged per neighbourhood and dataset.

with the new classification. Figure 4.10 shows the results. As we hypothesize, by
correctly classifying the crime counts in the first five datasets, the average absolute
error decreases (on average, of 1.56 counts per month). Still, the error is different from
the rest of the dataset because, since the correct crime classification contains fewer
categories, in this case the error is spread across fewer categories, and so the same
error, in this classification, weighs more.

Thanks to the analyses made, we discover two changes in the policy for open
data creation: one regards the classification of the crimes, the other regards the crime
geolocation. Each of these changes affects the data and their reliability. These changes
could possibly have been detected manually, but at a high cost in terms of time and
effort spent, given the size of the dataset and the sparsity of the crucial points. In
fact, we are aware of the fact that some policy change happened, although we have no
knowledge about their entity. However, by manually looking at the data, we noted two
changes in the datasets, one regarding the number of crime categories shown, and one
about the number of police neighbourhoods reported. We assume that these changes
constitute at least a subset of the set of changes actually happened. The procedure
that we propose allows us to: (1) measure the reliability of these datasets; (2) semi-
automatically determine when a policy change occurs and guide the analysis of the
datasets; (3) demonstrate that the variations identified (variations in the number of
crime categories and neighbourhood reported) correspond in changes in the crime data
reported (the reliability changes when the changes we identified take place).

4.5.2 Estimating the Reliability of Police Open Data
Now we apply the procedure described in Section 4.4, that is, the procedure for esti-
mating reliability variations by analyzing open data only. We first define a similarity
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measure, then we look for variations in the similarity of consecutive datasets over time.

Case Study Setup

To facilitate the analysis of these data, we develop an application1 that allows us to
visualize the similarities between the consecutive datasets to allow a visual analysis.
Figure 4.11 shows a screenshot of the application, that allows us to load a set of CSV
files containing the datasets. In particular, in Figure 4.11 we can see the plot of the
similarities of the datasets considering only the “Other crime” category, which is one of
the crime categories which is most likely to be affected by open data policy changes, as
we describe in the previous subsection. In the figure, the presence of a peak is likely to
indicate one of the policy changed highlighted before. In general, here the challenge is
twofold: on the one hand we should let these changes emerge, and on the other hand,
we should try to run tests from different points of view so that possibly all changes
are likely to emerge. Since in this case we do not have at our disposal the closed data
to validate our hypotheses, the fact that more tests confirm a given variation might
be a good indication of its high quality.

In general, the procedure that we apply is the following.

Choose one or more similarity measures. Compute the similarity of the neigh-
bourhoods of datasets about consecutive months. If more than one similarity
measure has been chosen, then aggregate the scores for each neighbourhood.

Aggregate the similarity scores of the neighbourhoods. In this way we obtain
a global similarity value. Like in Subsection 4.5.1, the aggregation can be made
by means of arithmetic average or subjective opinion. Here the amount of evi-
dence is very limited, so it makes sense to use a subjective opinion, which allows
us to be more prudent: having two positives on a neighbourhood, the average
returns 1 as similarity value, while the opinion is 0.67, both in the [0, 1] range.

Analyze the series of similarities. We look for variations in the similarity that
might signal a policy variation. A change point is detected by means of the
changepoint package in R [93], so that the change point is detected automat-
ically and without the need to set thresholds or other arbitrary settings. In
particular, we use the multiple.mean.cusum function, that allows us to detect
multiple change points in the series, based on variations of the cumulative sum.

Aggregate all the evidence per dataset couple. The results of this aggregation
tell us which couple is likely to be represent a change point and which not.

Results

Here we describe the results obtained by analyzing the datasets at our disposal. We
apply the procedure introduced above, and we show the results obtained from the

1The source code is available at http://trustingwebdata.org/phdthesis/dceolin.

http://trustingwebdata.org/phdthesis/dceolin
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Figure 4.11: Screenshot of the application developed to visually analyze the open
datasets. In the x-axis, the datasets are represented by means of numeric identifiers.

application of four tests by means of four graphs. All the tests are run by means of a
script in the R programming environment. From each test we extrapolate a series of
change points, by analyzing the variations in the mean of the cumulative sums. All
these candidate change points are aggregated, again by means of an R script and the
results are shown in Figure 4.16.

We start by applying to these datasets an analysis which is similar to one performed
before. We compare, on neighbourhood basis, the distribution of the crime counts
among the crime categories, and we check, using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, how
similar the two are: we represent the similarity between two datasets as the percentage
of neighbourhoods that are statistically similar.

The results of the comparison are reported in Figure 4.12. The datasets are indi-
cated by means of a sequential number (the first circle corresponds to the similarity
between the first and the second dataset, and so on). The plot highlights that the
twelfth comparison constitutes a change point: before that, the datasets are highly
similar each other, and similarly after it. But at that point, the similarity trend breaks
and starts a new one: that is likely to be a point where the reliability of the datasets
diverges. We have found one of the discontinuity points we discovered in Section 4.5.1.

A second analysis consists of combining the results of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test
and of the χ2 test for each neighbourhood, averaged. Each test gives a positive piece
of evidence if the neighbourhoods are not statistically different, at 95% confidence
level. Figure 4.13 reports the results. Here we can see that this test highlights the
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Figure 4.12: Plot of the similarity of consecutive datasets of crime counts for the
Hampshire Constabulary from the data.police.uk website, computed by means of
the Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

first change point we discovered before, between the fourth and the fifth dataset.
Lastly, we compute the sum of the differences (Figure 4.14) and the sum of the

absolute differences of the neighoburhoods (Figure 4.15).
Some of the tests we run agree with each other, some not, and we do not have any

prior information about which to trust more. Therefore we aggregate all the evidence
that we obtain, and what results is the graph represented in Figure 4.16, where the
two peaks correspond exactly to the two change points identified before. There is also
a third peak, less pronounced, but we do not have at our disposal enough information
to say whether it is due to actual policy changes, imprecision of the tests or particular
events happened. Moreover, despite the previous case, here we can not say whether
a change point indicates the start of an increase or decrease in reliability. However,
these results are useful to pinpoint these events in order to facilitate an analyst to
understand the eventual magnitude of the reliability variation. As we noted earlier,
in the open data there are two structural variations, that is one regarding the number
of crime categories reported, and (at least) one about the number of neighbourhoods
represented. The procedure that we propose here does not rely on an analysis of the
structure and of the schema of the dataset (although we may be able to add that in the
future, as an additional item of evidence). The procedure identifies candidate points of
policy change by analyzing the data themselves, thus suggesting that a policy change
has probably happened in correspondence to the structural changes (the two points
coincide).

4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we present two procedures for the computation of the reliability of
open data: one based on the comparison between open and closed data, the other one

data.police.uk
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Figure 4.13: Plot of the similarity of consecutive datasets of crime counts for the
Hampshire Constabulary from the data.police.uk website, computed by summing
up the results of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test and of the χ2 test.
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Figure 4.14: Plot of the similarity of consecutive datasets of crime counts for the
Hampshire Constabulary from the data.police.uk website, expressed in terms of
sum of dataset differences, computed at neighbourhood level.
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Figure 4.15: Plot of the similarity of consecutive datasets of crime counts for the
Hampshire Constabulary from the data.police.uk website, expressed in terms of
sum of the absolute value of the differences between crime counts, at neighbourhood
level.
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Figure 4.16: Plot of the similarity of consecutive datasets of crime counts for the
Hampshire Constabulary from the data.police.uk website.
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based on the analysis of open data. Both procedures are evaluated using data from
the data.police.uk website and from the Hampshire Police Constabulary in the
United Kingdom. The first procedure shows to be effective in allowing us to estimate
the reliability of open data, showing also that smoothing procedures preserve a high
data reliability, while allowing authorities to anonymize them. Different tests show
different reliability levels for these data, however the overall reliability is high. Also,
the procedure adopted to produce these data effectively affect data reliability, and the
most recent policies adopted show a higher ability to preserve data reliability. The
second procedure shows to be useful to grasp indications about data reliability and to
identify the same critical points detected using the first procedure. Nevertheless, the
quality of the results achieved with this method is lower than the one achieved when
the closed data are available, because it does not allow us to directly and explicitly
estimate the reliability of the data analyzed, although it produces very useful results
to achieve this result in a semi-automated manner.

These two procedures provide additional value to the open data, as they allow
us to enrich the data with information about their reliability: even though these
data are already provided by authoritative institutions, these procedures can increase
the confidence both of insider specialists (the first procedure, which relies on closed
data) and of common citizens (the second procedure, which relies only on open data)
who deal with them. These procedures show that the statistical approach adopted
in Chapter 2 has a big potential when using Web data to make trust assessments.
These also confirm the usefulness of subjective logic when dealing with uncertain
observations and continues the adoption of statistical reasoning on Web sources for
trust assessments outlined in Chapter 3.

data.police.uk
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The use of provenance for making trust assessments is the main topic of the chap-
ters collected in this part. Provenance has already been touched in Chapter 4, but
here we propose two works on the use of provenance information for estimating trust
evaluations. The work here presented is built upon the research introduced in Parts I
and II, because it is based on the use of Web data, handled by means of uncertainty
reasoning, however the focus is the use of a particular kind of data, namely provenance
for our trust estimates. We present two approaches for linking provenance graphs to
trust estimations. One is presented in Chapter 5, where we build a Bayesian net-
work using subjective logic on top of a provenance graph and, in this way, we derive
an estimate for the trustworthiness of a ship message. The other one is presented
in Chapter 6, where we use support vector machines to classify provenance graphs of
video tags according to the estimated trustworthiness of the tags they refer to.
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A Maritime Domain Case Study

In Parts I and II we point out the importance of using uncertainty reason-
ing techniques to handle Web data for making trust assessments of semi-
structured data. Here we continue on this direction, by making use of a
specific kind of Web data, provenance data. So, we start addressing the
third research question (How can provenance information be used for mak-
ing accurate trustworthiness estimations of semi-structured data?). The
work presented here extends the research described in Chapter 1 and in
Chapter 3 by providing an algorithm capable of estimating the trust in data
by making use of uncertainty reasoning (and, thus, touching again the sec-
ond research question, How can uncertainty reasoning be effectively used
to estimate the trustworthiness of semi-structured data?) over provenance
graphs that describe how data are produced. Such an algorithm takes ad-
vantage of the semantics of the graph that uses, and combines the subjective
opinions (see Chapter Preliminaries) computed about the artifacts in the
graph by using subjective operators that reflect the operations applied on the
data. These operations are reported in the graph and recorded by means
of provenance information. We apply this algorithm in the naval domain,
and we use it to estimate the trustworthiness of a set of ship messages.

This chapter is based on the paper Calculating the Trust of Event Descrip-
tions using Provenance coauthored with Paul Groth and Willem Robert van
Hage and presented at the 2nd Workshop on the Role of the Semantic Web
in Provenance Management (SWPM 2010) at the 9th International Seman-
tic Web Conference (ISWC 2010), and the chapter coauthored with Willem
Robert van Hage, Guus Schreiber and Wan Fokkink Assessing Trust for De-
termining the Reliability of Information in the book Situation Awareness
in Systems of Systems, published in 2013 by Springer.
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5.1 Introduction

In the naval domain, particular messages, called “Automated Identification System”
(AIS) messages, are periodically exchanged between ships and captured by particular
receivers that allow ship and land based naval authorities to avoid collisions, to lo-
cate and to identify ships. These messages contain important information, about the
identity of the ship (identification code, name, flag, ship dimension, etc.), about its
location (latitude, longitude, timestamp of the message, that is, temporal identifica-
tion of the moment when the message is sent) and about kinematic data (for instance,
speed and heading) and allow authorities to keep track of the position of the ships,
together with their identity. However, these messages can, in principle, be intention-
ally or unintentionally manipulated by the senders. For instance, there exist episodes
of ships willing to impersonate the identity of others to evade controls1. Trust plays
a crucial role when dealing with these messages, because the information that they
provide is not always certain, but a naval operator that reads them, would like to
know whether he can trust them.

This chapter describes how it is possible to estimate appropriate trust in the infor-
mation that the message exposes. We do not consider the explanations for a possible
error in a message (e.g., intentional versus unintentional information manipulation).
We limit ourselves to collect the information at our disposal and to check if these are
trustworthy. We treat a message as an “annotation of a ship”, providing us with in-
formation about the vessel considered. This approach makes the work presented here
resemble and extend the research presented in Chapter 1. We base our evaluations
on two factors: the reputation of the sender (and, more generally, the “provenance”
of the message, that is, who produced it and how), and the co-occurrence of multi-
ple observations supporting or contrasting the information provided by the message
itself. Roughly speaking, this means that we trust messages when they are sent by
well-reputed agents and we trust information that is confirmed by many agents.

AIS messages can be seen also as event descriptions, as they describe the ship
movements over time. Therefore, in this work, we investigate the generation of trust
ratings for event descriptions. These trust ratings are calculated with respect not only
to the original sources but also to the data integration process itself. Thus, the trust
calculations consider the whole of an event description’s provenance. The trust algo-
rithms presented here rely on the novel combination of two existing representations,
the Simple Event Model (SEM) for event representations and the Open Provenance
Model (OPM) for representing the data integration process itself (in Chapters 6 and 8
we make use of the PROV Ontology [9] to represent provenance. OPM is a precursor
of PROV). Based on a mapping of these models, we develop a trust algorithm using
subjective logic (see Chapter Preliminaries) that extends the algorithm presented in
Chapter 1. We apply our trust algorithm to a use case from maritime shipping. The
contributions of this chapter are twofold:

1For instance, in January 2009 the fleet of an Iranian company tried to disguise its identity. See:
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/06/08/world/middleeast/08sanctions.html?pagewanted=all

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/06/08/world/middleeast/08sanctions.html?pagewanted=all
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1. a mapping of SEM to OPM;

2. an algorithm for computing trust ratings for event descriptions based on their
provenance.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 5.2 we describe related
work. In Section 5.3 we describe the mapping between OPM and SEM; in Section 5.4,
we describe how to represent AIS messages by means of subjective opinions. In Sec-
tion 5.5 we present the trust rating algorithm and in Section 5.6 we apply it and we
describe the results obtained. Finally Section 5.8 presents a final discussion.

5.2 Related Work
For general references about trust computation and about the use of provenance to
make trust estimations, we refer the reader to Chapter Introduction. An introduction
to subjective logic, that is widely employed in this work, can be found in Chapter Pre-
liminaries. This chapter proposes also a mapping between two ontologies, OPM and
SEM. For additional references about ontology mapping, see the work of Euzenat
and Shvaiko [54], while a detailed description of mappings between OPM and other
ontologies can be found in the work of Sahoo et al. [140].

5.3 Mapping SEM and OPM
In order to connect the description of an event to how that description was created,
we need to be able to interpret the event description with respect to its provenance.
To do so, we provide a mapping from the model used for event descriptions (SEM) to
the model used for describing provenance (OPM). To facilitate the explanation of this
mapping, we first briefly introduce both SEM and OPM.

5.3.1 SEM, the Simple Event Model
SEM [160, 161, 162] is a schema for the semantic representation of events. It does not
deal with the way data about events is stored, but only with the events themselves.
SEM focuses on modeling the most common facets of events: who, what, where,
and when. These are represented respectively by the SEM core classes sem:Actor,
sem:Place, sem:Object and sem:Time. SEM is a model that takes into account the
inherent messiness of the Web by making as little semantic commitment (e.g., disjoint-
ness statements, functional properties) as possible. Every instance of one of the core
classes can be assigned types from domain vocabularies. For example, the sem:Event
instance ex:world_cup_2010 can be assigned a sem:eventType dbpedia:FIFA_Club_-
World_Cup. Any property of SEM, including the type properties, is optional and du-
plicable. SEM and Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) [170] mappings
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to related models can be accessed online2. Additionally, through sem:View an event
can have multiple, perhaps conflicting, descriptions.

5.3.2 OPM, the Open Provenance Model
OPM is a community developed model for the exchange of provenance information
[113]. It stems from a series of interoperability challenges (Provenance Challenges)
held by the provenance research community to understand and exchange provenance
information between systems. While not as comprehensive as some other provenance
models such as ProPreO [141] , OPM provides a common technology-agnostic layer
of agreement between systems. OPM was used by 15 teams during the Third Prove-
nance Challenge [113]. These teams used a variety of provenance management systems
ranging from those focused on workflow systems to those concentrating on operating
systems. Thus, by using OPM, we aim to be able to apply our trust algorithm to a
variety of systems. OPM has been superseded by the PROV ontology [9], that is used
in Chapters 6 and 8. Since the two models are compatible each other, in this chapter
we focus on OPM.

OPM represents the provenance of an object as a directed acyclic graph with the
possibility for annotations on the graph. The graph is interpreted as being causal.
An OPM graph captures the past execution of a process. The graph consists of three
types of nodes:

• An opm:Artifact, which is an immutable piece of state, for example, a file.

• An opm:Process, which perform actions upon artifacts and produce new artifacts.
An example of a process would be the execution of the Unix command cat on
two files to produce a new concatenated file.

• An opm:Agent, which controls or enables a process. An example of an agent
would be the operating system that a process runs in or the person who started
the process.

These nodes are linked by five kinds of edges representing dependency between
nodes. An opm:Process used and generated opm:Artifacts, represented by opm:used
and opm:wasGeneratedBy edges. These artifacts can be given an opm:Role with re-
spect to an opm:Process distinguishing it from other artifacts. Note, an opm:Process
can only produce one opm:Artifact. Dependency between opm:Artifacts is represented
using opm:wasDerivedFrom while dependency between opm:Processes is represented
using the opm:wasTriggeredBy edge. Finally, the control of an opm:Process by an
opm:Agent is expressed using the opm:wasTriggeredBy edge.

Each part of an OPM graph can be labeled with an account, which allows the same
execution to be explained from different perspectives. For example, one could describe
the generation of an event description with more or less detail.

2The mappings are available at http://semanticweb.cs.vu.nl/2009/11/sem/.

http://semanticweb.cs.vu.nl/2009/11/sem/
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SEM SKOS relation OPM
opm:Process skos:closeMatch sem:Event
opm:Artifact skos:closeMatch sem:Actor
opm:Agent skos:broadMatch sem:Actor
opm:Artifact skos:closeMatch sem:Place
opm:Agent skos:broadMatch sem:Place
opm:Role skos:closeMatch sem:Role
opm:Account skos:closeMatch sem:View
opm:Observer skos:closeMatch sem:Authority
opm:Role skos:closeMatch sem:Role

Table 5.1: Mapping between OPM and SEM classes.

5.3.3 Mapping
Given an event description in SEM, we would like to determine how its facets should
map to OPM so that we can describe the facet’s provenance using OPM. For example,
if an event occurred at a sem:Place, we could consider that place an opm:Artifact.
This idea is in-line with the notion of sub-typing within OPM [113]. We could say
that a particular opm:Artifact has a type of sem:Place. To represent the mapping,
we use SKOS, a W3C standard for describing and mapping vocabularies (i.e., concept
schemes). The use of SKOS follows the practice of the W3C Provenance Incubator
Group in defining a set of Provenance Vocabulary Mappings [140]. We refer the readers
to the work of Bechhofer et al. [170] for the exact definitions of skos:closeMatch,
skos:relatedMatch and skos:broadMatch. Since SKOS Mappings support mappings
between concepts from different schemes, we use RDFS [168] to align SEM and OPM
properties.

Our mapping focuses mainly on the nodes within the OPM graph, since SEM
nodes find a straightforward correspondent in OPM nodes, while OPM edges capture
information that is not explicitly considered by SEM. Our aim is to describe the
provenance of both the event description described using SEM, and its facets. In
Table 5.1 we report the mapping at class level, while in Table 5.2 we report the core
elements of the mapping at property level. A more comprehensive description of the
mapping is available on the Web.3We now discuss the mapping shown in Tables 5.1
and 5.2 in more detail.

Each sem:Event is an action with some duration, this maps very closely with the
notion of an opm:Process. SEM has the notion of a sem:Actor, the entities or people
who take part or are involved in an event. If a sem:Actor is directly a cause or is
vital for an event to take place, we would model this as an opm:Artifact used by an
opm:Process. For people who were not directly involved but enabled the event to take
place, the sem:Actor would be mapped to an opm:Agent. By way of example, the crew
on board a ship would be modeled as opm:Artifacts while the CEO of the shipping

3The complete mapping is available at http://trustingwebdata.org/phdthesis/dceolin.

http://trustingwebdata.org/phdthesis/dceolin
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OPM RDFS relation SEM
opm:used rdfs:subPropertyOf sem:hasActor
opm:wasGeneratedBy rdfs:subPropertyOf sem:hasActor
opm:wasTriggeredBy rdfs:subPropertyOf sem:subEventOf
opm:refinement rdfs:subPropertyOf sem:subEventOf
opm:wasControlledBy rdfs:subPropertyOf sem:hasActor

Table 5.2: Mapping between OPM and SEM properties.

company can be seen as an opm:Agent controlling the event of sending an AIS mes-
sage. Similar reasoning applies to mapping sem:Place to OPM. The sem:Role signifies
the role a particular SEM facet plays in an event, just as an opm:Role signifies the
role a particular opm:Artifact plays with respect to an opm:Process. Additionally, a
sem:View allows for multiple descriptions of the same event, which maps naturally to
an opm:Account describing different descriptions of the same execution. Finally, the
time of a sem:Event can be easily mapped to the time annotations present on OPM
edges. The OPM properties reported in Table 5.2 are all treated as subproperties of
corresponding SEM properties. This is because we see provenance as a class of infor-
mation regarding a particular class of events. Since SEM is designed to model events
in general, OPM can in part be considered as a specialization of SEM. OPM allows
also modeling interactions between agents and artifacts, but this kind of information
is not modeled by SEM.

The mappings that we propose have been manually created. The main goal of
these mappings is to align two vocabularies that are aimed at modeling two classes
of tightly related and partly overlapping information from two points of view. These
mappings can serve as a basis for deriving provenance descriptions starting from event
descriptions modeled using SEM, and hence contribute in the estimation of the trust-
worthiness of such event descriptions by means of the trust assessment algorithm that
we define as follows. However, in order to tackle this problem, SEM event descriptions
should be assisted by additional information, in order to cover the gaps identified in
the mapping between OPM and SEM. For instance, SEM models artifact and agents
that take part in events, and this is an important information modeled by OPM as
well and used to determine the trustworthiness of artifacts like event descriptions.
To properly estimate such trustworthiness, we need to know information such as who
created a given artifact. OPM allows modeling this, SEM does not (at least explicitly).

5.4 Subjective Logic for Trusting AIS Messages

Opinions are the basic element of subjective logic (see Chapter Preliminaries), because
they are the means to link logical statements to probabilities and to contextualize
them. We can encode AIS messages as opinions exposed by particular sources. For
instance, if our source (or “subject”) is AIS1 and we are determining whether the
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name of the ship is “Beauty” (this statement constitutes our “object”), then we can
represent it as an opinion (represented by the symbol ωsubjectobject ) as:

ωAIS1
the name of Ship123 is “Beauty”

(
1
3 , 0,

2
3 ,

1
2

)
Suppose, that one of the messages is retrieved through a receiver that we know is

not always reliable. This means that at least the uncertainty of the opinion computed
on the basis of such a message should be increased (because we do not know if the
receiver was working properly or not, when it recorded the message). This is obtained
by using the “discount” operator (⊗) that weighs the opinion on the message itself
according to the opinion on the receiver, that is, on the reputation of the receiver.
This allows us to “smoothen” strong opinions coming from subjects (that is, sources)
of which the reputation is not surely positive, while allowing us to incorporate opinions
about facts of which we do not have direct observations, but that are “told us” by
third parties (in this case, the receiver). Here is an example. If our opinion about
AIS1 was

ωweAIS1
(0.4, 0.4, 0.2)

and the opinion given by AIS1 is the one we have seen before,

ωAIS1
the name of Ship123 is “Beauty”(0.333, 0, 0.667)

we can weigh this opinion on the basis of AIS1’s reputation by applying the discount
operator (⊗) and the result is:

ωweAIS1
(0.4, 0.4, 0.2)⊗ ωAIS1

the name of Ship123 is “Beauty”(0.333, 0, 0.667) =

ωwe:AIS1
the name of Ship_123 is “Beauty”(0.133, 0, 0.867)

Other operators are available, in order to allow different logical operations to be
applied to the statements of our interest and to have the corresponding beliefs, dis-
beliefs and uncertainties properly updated. The choice of the correct operator to be
applied on the opinions at our disposal depends on the relations between objects and
subjects and is usually related to domain knowledge. Chapter Preliminaries shows a
range of subjective logic operators. In Section 5.5 we propose an algorithm that makes
use of such operators to compute the trust of AIS messages, and we explain how these
operators are chosen.

5.5 Estimating the Trust in AIS Messages Using
Provenance

First we present the algorithm, then we describe it in detail.
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Algorithm 5.1: Trust Rating Algorithm
1 tv(Ai)
2 res← null
3 for Pk : Ai opm : wasGeneratedBy Pk do
4 for Aj : Pk opm : used Aj do
5 if Ai opm : wasDerivedFrom Aj then
6 if res = null then
7 res ← tv (Aj)
8 else
9 res ← F(Pk)(res, tv(Aj))

10 for si : ∃vsi
(Ai) 6= ∅ do

11 if res = null then
12 res ← opinion_source(Ai)
13 else
14 res ← res ⊕ opinion_source(Ai)

15 return res

16 opinion_source(Ai)
17 for si : vsi

(Ai) 6= null do
18 record_evidence(vsi

(Ai))
19 return ωx:si

v(Ai)

20 π(t, si, Ai)
21 e : e ∈ domain∧ dist(e,vsi

(Ai)) = min∀e′∈domain(dist(e′, vsi
(Ai)))

22 d← dist (e, vsi
(Ai))

23 record ωsi

vsi
(Ai)=e(b

′
si
· 1
d , 0, (d

′
si

+ u′si
) · (1− 1

d ), a′si
)

24 dist
distance between two points (e.g., Euclidean)

25 record_evidence
stores evidence in memory

26 record
stores opinion in memory

27 ω
returns an opinion based on stored evidence

Possible values for F:
F(concat) = ∧
F(lookup(t)) = ∧ · π(t)
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Figure 5.1: Provenance and Trust graphs about the flag value of a ship. The left graph
reconstructs the provenance of the flag field. The graph on the right, starting from the
first ancestors of the flag field, collects all the evidence about all the artifacts involved
in the provenance trail (of the left graph) and gradually merges them.

5.5.1 Trust Rating Algorithm
Here we present a formal definition of the algorithm for calculating the trust value of
an event facet, represented by artifacts which is also applicable to AIS messages.

Given an artifact to calculate the trust value of, our first step is to determine the
opinion of any source that directly generates the artifact’s value. Then we:

• take the amount of evidence given by each source about each possible value for
the artifact.

• weigh the opinions given by the sources according to the opinion on the source
itself (in turn, based on previous evidence about its trustworthiness);

• merge all the opinions.

Generalizing, we can say that:

• given an artifact A;

• given a set of sources: s1, . . . , sn

• given a function v(si, A) = vsi
(A)

• given opinions on the sources ωxsi
(bsi

, dsi
, usi

, asi
)

we compute the opinion on an event facet from each source:

ωx:si

vsi
(A)(bsi

, 0, dsi
+ usi

, asi
)
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Once we have the opinions about the values from each source, we merge them in order
to obtain an opinion for each value from all sources:⊕

vsi

ωx:si

vsi
(A)(bsi

, 0, dsi
+ usi

, asi
)

5.5.2 Integration Process
We want to consider not only sources that directly provide the artifact value but also
which process is used during integration to generate the artifact. Therefore, in case the
artifact is not a leaf node, we need to merge the (eventual) opinions computed, taking
into account the provenance of the artifact. For example, considering the example of
Figure 5.1, we see that the trust level of the root node depends on the trust levels of
the leaf nodes, combined according to how the process manipulates them. Therefore,
we should use a functor that allows us to apply proper functions to the trust values of
the input artifacts, according to the kind of process that manipulates them.

Two examples are provided in Algorithm 5.1: in case of a concatenation process
(that takes as inputs two strings and outputs their concatenation), all the trust values
equally contribute to determine the outcome and therefore are merged by conjunction.
In case of a lookup process (that takes as inputs a key and a value table, and outputs
the value in the table corresponding to the key), then before calculating the conjunction
of the trust values, we project them into the space of the possible values, possibly
smaller than the space of plausible ones. Moreover, in case the value we face does not
fall into the range of possible values, we consider the value or values closer to it that
belong to the set of possible values. Clearly, we weigh these contributions according
to the distance to the given value.

Algorithm Advantages

We now discuss how, by taking advantage of both provenance and background knowl-
edge, the trust algorithm can produce precise trust ratings.

By means of provenance, the algorithm incorporates semantic information. In
this way, it restricts the domain of possible value for each field to the range of real,
meaningful values. For instance, if the nationality field of a MMSI is a three-digit code,
then there are 103 possible values, since any cypher would be equally probable in each
of the three positions. By taking into account the meaning (semantics) of the MMSI,
the cardinality of the set of the plausible values would restrict to 35 (considering the
countries that own 99% of the ships). So, if we own 10 positive pieces of evidence and
we restrict the plausibility set from 1000 to 35, then the trust value rises from

E = 10
1010 + 1

1000 ·
1000
1010 = 0, 0189

to
E = 10

45 + 1
35 ·

35
45 = 0, 3143.
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The MMSI field is retrieved traversing the provenance graph.
Also thanks to the use of provenance, we enlarge the availability of evidence at

our disposal for calculating trust values. In fact, we do not limit to the use of direct
evidence about the facets we have to evaluate, but we consider and properly handle
also evidence about elements used in the process that lead us to our facets. Therefore,
we check whether these initial elements were correct and whether they were combined
properly in order to produce the facet we are analyzing. Once we have this result,
we can compare it with evidence directly referring to the facet we are evaluating,
obtaining an improvement of the precision of the trust value. Continuing the previous
example, if we have also sources that provide a value for the nation, knowing that the
national code is determined by looking it up into a trusted table, then by applying
the Trust Ranking Algorithm, we obtain the following trust value:

E = 20
45 + 1

35 ×
35
45 = 0, 4667.

Since we adopt a conservative approach and accept only facets which trust value is
above a certain threshold, then this latter advantage reduces the number of errors due
to false negatives.

5.6 Algorithm Application
An AIS message contains, amongst others, the following fields:

• IMO: unique identification code from the International Maritime Organization;

• MMSI: the Maritime Mobile Service Identity code is a nine digits code used for
communication purposes. Its first three digits are determined on national basis;

• CallSign: four or five digits communication code. Its first two digits are deter-
mined on the basis of the nationality of the ship;

• Name of the ship;

• Flag of the ship.

We apply subjective logic reasoning via the algorithm introduced before on the
fields reporting static information about the ship (like IMO, MMSI and CallSign), and
not on the fields reporting kinematic information (like speed or heading). For each field
we compute an opinion based on all the available evidence, that is, AIS messages and
information crawled from the Web. In particular, we crawled www.vesseltracker.
com [164] and www.shipais.com [144] websites. Then, we merge all the opinions
taking into account provenance information, that is, how information contained in the
fields is produced. Since there exists also a dependency relation between certain fields,
provenance allows us to encode dependencies between them, as we will see later. The
trust level of the whole static part of a message is determined by combining the trust

www.vesseltracker.com
www.vesseltracker.com
www.shipais.com
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Figure 5.2: Graph representing the provenance of the MMSI code of an AIS message.
The MMSI depends on the Flag field (national part) and on the IMO code (ship part).

level computed for each field separately. These pieces of information are combined
by the “AND” operator. The reason why we use this operator is that, in order to
be considered “trustworthy”, a message should carry only correct (or “trustworthy”)
information. If one or more pieces of information are not, then the whole rating should
be affected by this.

There are two categories of fields: independent and dependent (or partially de-
pendent) fields. Fields like, for instance, the width or the name of the ship, are not
bound to any other information within the message itself. So, to compute the trust
value for these fields, we gathered all the evidence available and properly count them
to build an opinion. Other fields, like the MMSI code and the CallSign are dependent
on the flag field, which represents the nationality of the ship. The Open Provenance
Model can help us to record this information. Assuming that the IMO is a code able
to uniquely identify the ship, we can record the following relations:

MMSI_national_code opm: wasDerivedFrom Flag .
MMSI_ship_code opm: wasDerivedFrom IMO .
MMSI opm: wasDerivedFrom MMSI national code .
MMSI opm: wasDerivedFrom MMSI_ship_code .

Listing 5.1: RDF representation of the provenance of the MMSI code using OPM.

The CallSign field is defined exactly in the same way. For each field we have a small
graph (for instance, see Figure 5.2) with the field itself being dependent on two com-
ponents. We know from the domain that the process that produced the codes is
the concatenation process. From the trust perspective, it means that the two input
elements do not influence each other, because they determine the value of the two ele-
ments that, once concatenated, lead to the overall code. Therefore, these two elements
need to be both true so that the whole message can be true (“AND” operation). So,
we computed the opinion for the second part of the MMSI, of the CallSign and of the
flag, based on the available evidence. Figure 5.3 shows the network of information
that we have just described.

We do not have the possibility of determining the MMSI local part given the
IMO code from a reliable service, but by employing subjective logic and exploiting
provenance information we could obtain reliable estimates for this 6-digit code (that
is, the ship code of the MMSI). The national part, instead, we have the possibility of
mapping it into the nation that it represents. Therefore, we can merge all the evidence
we have about the flag, the MMSI national part and the CallSign national part into a
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Figure 5.3: The computation of an opinion regarding the communication code of
Ship123 is made by merging opinions on the national and ship components of the
code. The national part is evaluated by considering the nationality of the ship.

single opinion about the nationality of the ship. The national part of the MMSI code
is a three-digit code. Before doing this, we need to have a map that collects all the
national codes for MMSI and CallSign. We retrieved these maps from Web repository
of places-related information and of communication codes. In particular we crawled the
Table of Maritime Identification Digits from International Telecommunication Union
website [81] and the Citymap HQ website [36] (see Figure 5.4(a)).

Finally, in order to determine the trust values of the AIS messages, we compute:

• the trust values for all the “independent” fields (e.g., the flag). Note that the AIS
messages also report a timestamp, i.e., a field indicating when they are sent. We
use all the evidence available at a given point: messages arrived before the one
that we are analyzing, and all the Web data available (e.g., AIS-related data);

• the trust values for all the “dependent” fields (e.g., CallSign and MMSI code), by
applying the AND operation on the input elements (national and local codes);

• the trust value of the whole message, by computing the AND operation of the
trust values of all the fields.

5.7 Results
We compute the trust values for all the messages in our dataset, that covers one week
period. In addition to these data, we consult a few Web sources [144, 164] to increase
the amount of data at our disposal. An example of the visualization of the results of
these calculations is available in Figure 5.4(b). Table 5.3 reports some summarizing
statistics about the trust levels computed. We do not have any information about the
reputation of the sources at our disposal, so the belief average concentrates around
the middle of the range, because of the initial situation of high uncertainty. Moreover,
when different disagreeing values are proposed by different sources for a given field, we
compute the trust values for all of them. This explains why the range of the beliefs is so
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(a) Web sites screenshots

13 Assessing Trust for Determining the Reliability of Information 225

Fig. 13.8 Screenshot of International Telecommunication Union and Citymap HQ websites
(a) and trust value visualization (b). The ship is localized thanks to AIS data

(b) Trust visualization

Figure 5.4: Screenshot of International Telecommunication Union and Citymap HQ
websites (Figure 5.4(a)) and trust value visualization (Figure 5.4(b)). The ship is
localized thanks to the data contained in an AIS message.
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min value max value average median
belief 0.0005 0.9985 0.5834 0.5
uncertainty 0.0015 0.5 0.2578 0.1667

Table 5.3: Statistics about the belief and uncertainty of the trust level computed.

wide: correct values are very popular and so have a high trust value, and consequently,
wrong or non-comforming values (like messages reporting MMSI code value “0”) get a
lower trust value. The maximum value for uncertainty is 0.5 because it corresponds to
the uncertainty of an opinion based on one observation, that is, on the first message.
Opinions are computed incrementally, so we compute an opinion for each message,
considering all the messages observed up to that moment. So, consecutive opinions
manifest decreasing uncertainty and the belief in rare values decreases, while the belief
in common values increases. For instance, a belief of 0.0005 corresponds to one positive
piece of evidence over 1998 pieces of evidence in total ( 1

(1998+2) = 0.0005 ; 2 is the
range of possible evidence (true, false)). Vice-versa, a belief of 0.9985 corresponds to
1997 positive pieces of evidence over 1998 observations in total ( 1997

(1998+2) = 0.9985).

5.8 Discussion
The choice of the model is driven by the clear requirements that the problem has. One
important requirement is the impossibility to assume that the evidence at our disposal
is the result of a random sampling process. This is because the evidence considered by
us is not the result of a controlled drawing process, similar to the situation described in
Chapter 3. Rather, we use all the observations at our disposal without any information
about their reliability or representativity. This is an important consideration and
motivates why, for instance, we do not take a classical Bayesian approach, and, more
precisely, why we do not assume that our data are normally distributed: if there is
biased manipulation in the messages, their distribution could have taken any shape.
This fact leads us to the following differences with respect to a classical Bayesian
approach, similar to the consideration proposed in Chapter 3:

• we can not assume that our observations are identically independently dis-
tributed, for the reasons that we have just explained, so we can not make use of
estimators based on normality assumptions;

• sources’ reputations have to be explicitly recorded and incorporated in our eval-
uations. If we have no prior information, their reputations are neutral (neither
positive nor negative), but the data they provide are considered as uncertain;

• we do not know what is the representativity of the model that we infer from the
observations, hence we estimate the likelihood of the various possible models,
instead of directly estimating the most likely values. We infer two orders of
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probability: one about the possible models and one about the outcomes, given
the most likely model.

• finally, the uncertainty component of opinions as such is a typical characteristic
of subjective logic that concisely quantifies the lack of information. There is no
parameter in Bayesian models directly corresponding to it.

The use of first and second order probabilities (see Chapter Preliminaries) is useful
when dealing with multiple levels of uncertainty (uncertainty about the outcomes and
uncertainty about the model representing the data), because it prudently computes a
probability distribution based on the actual observations. This probability distribution
can be used, for instance, by a decision strategy with the aim of deciding whether
a message is trustworthy or not. The prudence of the model is due to the limiting
assumptions on which it is based (for instance, it does not assume that the observations
are randomly obtained). The results presented in Section 5.7 highlight at least part
of these considerations (e.g., the prudence of the estimates and the fact that these
are built incrementally). The dataset at our disposal allows us only to verify that the
algorithm proposed permits to estimate the trust level of AIS messages. We perform
a first qualitative manual validation of the trust values computed, by verifying that
the messages with lower trust level are incomplete or wrong and those with higher
trust value are actually likely to be correct. Future work will be dedicated to a
more extensive validation of the trust levels computed, provided that the necessary
information will be then available. Lastly, one of the limitations of the algorithm is
the need to map each process in the provenance information to a subjective operator
that properly handles the opinions about the input facets of the process. Chapter 6
proposes an alternative approach to use provenance for trust assessments.

5.9 Conclusion
In this chapter we propose a mapping between OPM and SEM and an algorithm for
computing the trustworthiness of event descriptions using provenance information.
The mapping plays a facilitating role in this, because it bridges the description of
events (represented by means of AIS messages encoded by means of SEM) with their
provenance, expressed in OPM. Once we have a reliable representation of the prove-
nance of the event description, we can estimate whether a message is trustworthy or
not. The algorithm makes use of the provenance information at our disposal about
the message we evaluate, together with the corresponding evidence. It combines the
evidence using subjective operators that reflect the process that have been performed
on the facets (or fields) that compose the message. The rationale behind the design of
the algorithm is close to the principles described in Chapter 3. The algorithm makes
use of a prudent statistical representation of Web data, by adopting probabilistic mod-
els that use smoothing. We provide a validation of the algorithm by evaluating a set
of AIS messages using such an algorithm and a limited set of Web sources.
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Combining Provenance with User
Reputation for Trust Assessment

A Video Tagging Game Case Study

This chapter tackles the problem of estimating the trustworthiness of media
annotations by combining a reputation- and a provenance-based approach.
Here we tackle the third research question presented in Chapter Introduc-
tion (How can provenance information be used for making accurate trust-
worthiness estimations of semi-structured data?) in a different fashion
than we did in Chapter 5. In fact, the reputation of the annotation au-
thor is computed by means of subjective logic (like in Chapter 1), while
the provenance-based annotation trust levels are computed by means of a
machine learning approach, namely support vector machines. Moreover,
the two values are combined by means of a procedure that we developed.
The fact that here we use a machine learning approach quite successfully,
provides another addressing to the second research question (How can un-
certainty reasoning be effectively used to estimate the trustworthiness of
semi-structured data?), already tackled in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. The algo-
rithm proposed here is evaluated over a dataset of crowdsourced tag entries
provided by a video-tagging game platform. The trust values of these tag
entries are computed by means of the extension of subjective logic for han-
dling partial evidence observations introduced in Chapter 3.

This chapter is based on the paper Trust Evaluation through User Reputa-
tion and Provenance Analysis , coauthored with Paul Groth, Willem Robert
van Hage, Archana Nottamkandath and Wan Fokkink and presented at the
8th International Workshop on Uncertainty Reasoning for the Semantic
Web (URSW 2012) at the 10th International Semantic Web Conference
(ISWC 2012).
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6.1 Introduction

Reputation is an important mechanism in our set of strategies to determine trust, and
we have already employed it in the work presented in Chapter 1. However, we may
base our assessment on a variety of other factors as well, including prior performance, a
guarantee, or knowledge of how something was produced, as we have seen in Chapters 1
and 5. Nevertheless, many systems, especially on the Web, choose to reduce trust to
reputation estimation and analysis alone. In this chapter, we take a multi-faceted
approach. We look at trust assessment of Web data based on reputation, provenance
(i.e., how data has been produced), and the combination of the two.

We first propose a procedure for computing reputations that uses basic eviden-
tial reasoning principles and is implemented by means of subjective opinions (see
Chapter Preliminaries) that is similar to the procedure for computing the reputation
of annotation authors proposed in Chapter 1. Secondly, we propose a procedure for
computing trust assessments based on provenance information represented in the W3C
PROV Ontology [9], that is a continuation of the OPM Model adopted in Chapter 5.
Here, PROV plays a key role, both because of the availability of provenance data over
the Web recorded by using this standard, and because of its role as an interchange
format: having modeled our procedure on PROV, any other input format can be eas-
ily treated after having mapped it to PROV. The increasing effort spent in recording
and sharing provenance information using PROV makes this procedure particularly
important. Moreover, by showing that trust assessments based on combinations of
reputation and provenance are more accurate than those based only on reputation, we
show how a solution to trust issues can be found on the Web itself, as indicated also in
Chapters 1, 2 and 5. We implement these procedures by discretizing the trust values
and applying a support vector machine classification. Finally, we combine these two
procedures in order to maximize the benefit of both. The procedures are evaluated
on data provided by the Waisda? [119] tagging game1, where users challenge each
other in tagging videos. If the tags of two or more users regarding the same video are
matched within a given time frame, they both get points. User consensus about tags
correlates with tag trustworthiness: the more users agree on a given tag, the more
likely it is that the tag is correct. We show how it is possible to predict tag consensus
based on who created the tag, how it was created and a combination of the two. In
particular, we show that a reputation-based estimation is not significantly different
from a provenance-based estimation and, by combining the two we obtain a small but
statistically significant improvement in our estimations. We also show that reputation-
and provenance-based assessments correlate.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 describes the dataset
used for our evaluations, Section 6.3 introduces the trust assessment procedures based
on reputation, provenance and their combination, including example associated ex-
periments. Section 6.4 describes and discusses the results obtained with the three

1A zip file containing the R and Python procedures used, together with the dataset, is retrievable
at http://trustingwebdata.org/phdthesis/dceolin

http://trustingwebdata.org/phdthesis/dceolin
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procedures. Section 6.5 provides conclusions.

6.2 The Waisda? Dataset
Waisda? is a video tagging gaming platform launched by the Netherlands Institute
for Sound and Vision in collaboration with the public Dutch broadcaster KRO. The
logic of the game is simple: users watch video and tag the content. Whenever two or
more players insert the same tag about the same video in the same time frame (10
seconds, relative to the video), they are both rewarded. The number of matches for a
tag is used as an estimate of its trustworthiness. However a tag that is not matched
by others, it is not considered to be untrustworthy, because, for instance, it can refer
to an element of the video not noticed so far by any user, or it can belong to a niche
vocabulary, so it is not necessarily wrong. In the game, when counting matching tags,
typos or synonymity are not taken into consideration.

We validate our procedures by using them to estimate the trustworthiness of tag
entries produced within the game. Our total corpus contains 37,850 tag entries cor-
responding to 115 tags randomly chosen. These tag entries correspond to about 9%
of the total population. We have checked their representativity of the entire dataset.
First, we compared the distribution of each relevant feature that we will use in Sec-
tion 6.3.2 in our sample with the distribution of the same feature in the entire dataset.
A 95% confidence level Chi-squared test [124] confirmed that the hour of the day and
the day of the week distribute similarly in our sample and in the entire dataset. The
typing duration distributions, instead, are significantly different according to a 95%
confidence level Wilcoxon signed-rank test [177]. However, the mode of the two dis-
tributions are the same, and the mean differs only 0.1 seconds which, according to
the KLM-GOMS model [17], corresponds, at most, to a keystroke. So we conclude
that the used sample is representative for the entire data set. A second analysis shows
that, by randomly selecting other sets of 115 tags, the corresponding tag entries are
not statistically different from the sample that we used. We used 26,495 tag entries
(70%) as a training set, and the remaining 11,355 (30%) as a test set.

6.3 Procedures for Trust Estimation

6.3.1 Computing User Reputation
Reputation is an abstraction of a user identity that quantifies his reliability as artifact
author. Here, we use it to estimate the trustworthiness of the artifact.

Procedure

We present a generic procedure for computing the reputation of a user with respect
to a given artifact produced by him or her.
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Algorithm 6.1: Procedure for Reputation Computation
1 reputation(user , artifact)
2 evidence ← evidence_selection(user,artifact)
3 weighted_evidence ← weigh_evidence(user,artifact,evidence)
4 reputation ← aggregate_evidence(weighted_evidence)
5 return reputation

Evidence Selection Reputation is based on historical evidence, hence the first step
is to gather all pieces of evidence regarding a given person and select those
relevant for trust computation. Typical constraints include temporal (evidence
is only considered within a particular time frame) or semantic traits (evidence is
only considered when is semantically related to the given artifact). By evidence
we denote the set of all evidence regarding user about artifact.

Algorithm 6.2: Procedure for Evidence Selection
1 evidence_selection(user , artifact)
2 for i ← 1 to length(observations) do
3 if observations[i].user = user then
4 evidence.add(observation[i])

5 return evidence

Evidence Weighing Given the set of evidence considered, we can decide if and how
to weigh its elements, that is, whether to count all the pieces of evidence as
equally important, or whether to consider some of them as more relevant. This
step might be considered as overlapping with the previous one since they are
both about weighing evidence: evidence selection gives a Boolean weight, while
here a fuzzy or probabilistic weight is given. However, keeping this division
produces an efficiency gain, since it allows computation to be performed only on
relevant items.

Algorithm 6.3: Procedure for Weighing Evidence
1 weigh_evidence(user , artifact, evidence)
2 for i ← 1 to length(evidence) do
3 weighted_evidence.add(weigh(evidence[i],artifact))

4 return weighted_evidence

Aggregate Evidence Once the pieces of evidence (or observations) have been se-
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lected and weighed, these are aggregated to provide a value for the user reputa-
tion that can be used for evaluation. We can apply several different aggregation
functions, depending on the domain. Typical functions are: count, sum, average.
Also subjective opinion represent a means to aggregate evidence. We refer the
reader to Chapter Preliminaries for an extensive description of this probabilistic
logic, which probabilistic reasoning we use in the application of this procedure.

Application Evaluation

First, we convert the number of matches that each tag entry has into trust values:

tag selection For each tag inserted by the user, we select all the matching tags that
belong to the same video. In other contexts, the number of matching tags can
be substituted by the number of “likes”, “retweets”, etc.

tag entries weighing For each matching entry, we weigh the entry contribution on
the time distance between the evaluated entry and the matched entry. The
weight is determined from an exponential probability distribution, which is a
“memory-less” probability distribution used to describe the time between events.
If two entries are close in time, we consider it highly likely that they match. If
they match but appear in distant temporal moments, then we presume they refer
to different elements of the same video. Instead of choosing a threshold, we give
a probabilistic weight to the matching entry. 85% of probability mass is assigned
to tags inserted in a 10-second range.

tag entries aggregation In this step, we determine the trustworthiness of every
tag. We aggregate the weighed evidence in a subjective opinion about the tag
trustworthiness. We have at our disposal only positive evidence (the number of
matching entries). The more evidence we have for the same tag entry, the more
certain our estimate of its trustworthiness will be. Non-matched tag entries have
equal probability to be correct or not.

Then, we repeat this for each entry created by the user to compute his reputation.

user tag entries selection Select all the tag entries inserted by user.

user tag entries weighing Tag entries are weighed by their corresponding trust
value previously computed. If an entry is not matched, it is considered as half
positive (trust value 0.5) and half negative (1-0.5 = 0.5) evidence (it has 50%
probability to be incorrect), as computed by means of subjective opinions. In
fact, we use the subjective logic extension for handling partial evidence observa-
tion we introduce in Chapter 3 to compute the trust values of the tag entries:

tv(tagentry) = #m+ 1
#m+ 2

where #m is the number of matches obtained by tagentry.
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user tag entries aggregation The overall user reputation is computed by cumulat-
ing (by means of the subjective logic cumulative fusion operator [86]) all the
subjective opinions about each of the tags he contributed. This opinion repre-
sents the user reputation and can be summarized even more by the corresponding
expected value or trust value (a particular average over the evidence count).

6.3.2 Computing Provenance-based Trust
We focus on the “how” part of provenance, that is, the modality of production of an
artifact. (For simplicity, in the rest of the chapter, we will use the word “provenance”
to refer to the “how” part of it). We learn the relationships between PROV and trust
values through machine learning algorithms. This procedure allows us to process
PROV data and, on the basis of previous trust evaluations, predict the trust level of
artifacts. PROV is suitable for modeling the user behavior and provenance information
in general.

Provenance Stereotypes

The domain where we situate, that is the video tagging domain, is such that each
provenance graph is likely to differ from all the others, at least to some extent. It is
indeed difficult that several artifacts have been created at the same time, using the
same inputs, in the same amount of time. So, if we considered the provenance graphs
as they are, we would have only one piece of evidence per graph while, to estimate
its “reputation”, we would need several pieces of evidence. It is necessary to apply
a reasoning similar to the one we adopted for the users: given a tag, estimate its
trustworthiness based on the reputation of its provenance graph.

We tackle this issue by grouping provenance traces so that each group represents
coarsely a user behaviour or “stereotype”, and by computing the reputations of these
groups, rather than focusing on single traces. These groups are identified by extract-
ing a sequence of features from the provenance graphs describing the artifacts which
trustworthiness we want to estimate, and by using these features, eventually after
having coarsened them or extracted information from them. For instance, from the
starting or ending time of an activity, we extract the day of the week and the hour of
the day when a given artifact has been created. This allows us to identify patterns in
the activities that describe the creation of artifacts. Likewise, we coarsen the duration
of the activities, by creating “classes” of durations, instead of considering the actual
duration. In the use cases described below, we employ all the provenance information
at our disposal for defining user stereotypes. This is possible because the provenance
graphs at our disposal are limited in size, but most of all, because the information
in the graph is explicitly related to the artifacts which trustworthiness we want to
estimate (the inputs from which the artifact is derived, the activity that generate it,
etc.). In case the provenance graph is larger, we may define the stereotype based on
a selection of provenance features. Since we hypothesize that the reputation of the
stereotype is an indicator for the trustworthiness of the artifact, we could create the
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stereotype starting by using the features that are directly related to the artifact evalu-
ated and extend our selection when necessary (e.g., to allow creating stereotypes also in
graphs without provenance derivations). We will address this issue in future research.
Concerning the representation of stereotypes, in the case study presented below, we
represent stereotypes by means of sequences of (possibly processed) provenance fea-
tures, since this representation fits the machine learning approach used to estimate
trustworthiness based on them. In Chapter 8 we propose another representation of
provenance stereotypes, by means of provenance bundles. Also the representation of
provenance stereotypes will be addressed in future research.

Procedure

We present the procedure for computing trust estimates based on provenance.

Algorithm 6.4: Procedure for Making Provenance-based Estimations.
1 provenance_estimation(artifact_provenance, artifact)
2 attribute_set ← attribute_selection(artifact_provenance)
3 attributes ←attribute_extraction(attribute_set)
4 trainingset, testset ← trust_levels_aggregation(trainingset,testset)
5 classified_testset ← classify(testset,trainingset)
6 return classified_testset

attribute_selection Among all the provenance information, the first step of our
procedure chooses the most significant ones: agent, processes, temporal annota-
tions and input artifacts can all hint at the trustworthiness of the output artifact.
This selection can lead to an optimization of the computation.

attribute_extraction Some attributes need to be manipulated to be used for our
classifications, e.g., temporal attributes may be useful for our estimates because
one particular date may be particularly prolific for the trustworthiness of arti-
facts. However, to ease the recognition of patterns within these provenance data,
we extract the day of the week or the hour of the day of production, rather than
the precise timestamp. In this way we can distinguish, for instance, between day
and night hours (when the user might be less reliable). Similarly, we might refer
to process types or patterns instead of specific process instances.

trust_level_aggregation To ease the learning process, we aggregate trust levels in
n classes. Hence we apply classification algorithms operating on a nominal scale
without compromising accuracy.

classification Machine learning algorithms (or any other kind of classification algo-
rithm) can be adopted at this stage. The choice can be constrained either from
the data or by other limitations.
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Figure 6.1: Graph representation of the provenance information about each tag entry.
A tag entry is derived from the tag and the video to which it is associated. Typing is
the activity that produces a tag entry given a tag and a video.

Application Evaluation

We apply the procedure to the tag entries from the Waisda? game as follows.

attribute selection and extraction The provenance information available in Wa-
isda? is represented in Figure 6.1, using the W3C PROV Ontology. First, for
each tag entry we extract: typing duration, day of the week, hour of the day,
game_id (to which the tag entry belongs), video_id. This is the provenance
information at our disposal describing how the tag entry has been produced.
Here we want to determine the trustworthiness of a tag given the modality
with which it was produced (stereotype), rather than the author reputation.
Some videos may be easier to annotate than others, or, as we mentioned earlier,
user reliability can decrease during the night. For similar reasons we use all
the other available features. These features are closely related to the artifact
evaluated: they are either entities from which the tag entry has been derived, or
the features that describe the activity that generated it. Since we want to identify
relations between these features and the tag entry evaluated, these features are
particularly relevant. If we had other, less relevant features, we would have
selected the most relevant ones. This selection is necessary to avoid the so-called
“curse of cardinality”, that is the deterioration of performance consequent to
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the increase of the availability of features. Provided the availability of a gold
standard, this selection could, for instance, be performed by identifying a subset
of features that strongly correlates with the entity (tag entry) trustworthiness.

trust level classes computation In our procedure we are not interested in predict-
ing the exact trust value of a tag entry. Rather we want to predict the range of
trust within which the entry locates. We start by computing the trust values as
we did in the case of user reputations, that is, as:

tv(tagentry) = #m+ 1
#m+ 2

Then, we split the [0, 1] interval (that is, the trust value range) into 20 classes of
length 0.05: from [0, 0.05[ to [0.95, 1]. This allows us to increase the accuracy of
our classification algorithm without compromising the accuracy of the predicted
value or the computation cost. The values in each class were approximated
by the middle value of the class itself. For instance, the class [0.5, 0.55] are
approximated as 0.525. This discretization increases the reported accuracy of
the algorithm because by discretizing the interval introduce an approximation of
the results: we do not check if a given estimate matches the correct value, but
we only check if it falls in the same interval.

regression/classification algorithm We use a regression algorithm to predict the
trustworthiness of the tags. Having at our disposal five different features (in
principle, we might have more), and given that we are not interested in predicting
the “right” trust value but the class of trustworthiness, we adopt the “regression-
by-discretization” approach [95], which allows us to use support vector machines
algorithm (SVM) [38] to classify our data. The training set is composed by 70%
of our data, and we predict the trust level of the test set. We used the SVM
version implemented in the e1071 R library [175]. In the future, we will consider
alternative learning techniques.

6.3.3 Combining Reputation and Provenance-based Trust
We combine reputation- and provenance-based estimates to improve our estimations.
If a certain user has been reliable so far, we can reasonably expect him/her to behave
similarly in the near future. However, reputation has an important limitation. To be
reliable, a reputation has to be based on a large amount of evidence, which is not always
available. So, both in case the reputation is uncertain, or in case the user is anonymous,
other sources of information should be used in order to correctly predict a trust value.
The trust estimate based on provenance information, as described in Section 6.3.2,
is based on behavioral patterns which have a high probability to be shared among
many users. Hence, if a reputation is not reliable enough, we substitute it with the
provenance-based estimation. In general we prefer reputation- over provenance-based
estimates, because they are determined from an analysis of the user behavior and
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not derived from the “stereotype” the user belongs to. However, if a reputation is
not based on enough evidence (i.e., if the amount of evidence on which it is based is
lower than a threshold we set), we prefer to substitute it, since it is highly uncertain
and possibly unreliable. In principle, we could also combine the reputation- and the
provenance-based estimates. However, assigning a weight to the two estimates may
be non-trivial: we could simply average the two values or use the uncertainty of the
reputation as a weight (the provenance-based estimate is not expressed as a subjective
opinion and hence its uncertainty is not quantified). We will investigate this issue in
the future.

Procedure

The algorithm is as follows:

Algorithm 6.5: Procedure for combining reputation- and provenance-based
trust

1 provenance_reputation_estimation(artifact_provenance,artifact)
2 q_ev ← evaluate_user_evidence(user,artifact)
3 if q_ev > min_evidence then
4 trust_value ← predict_reputation(user,artifact)
5 else
6 trust_value ← predict_provenance(artifact_provenance,artifact)
7 return trust_value

evaluate_user_evidence This function quantifies the evidence. Some implemen-
tation examples are: (1) count; (2) compute a subjective opinion and check if
the uncertainty is low enough.

Application Evaluation

We analyze the tags provided by the Waisda? platform by making use of the two
computations previously performed. In fact, this procedure chooses to adopt the
results obtained by the reputation- or be provenance-based procedure, depending on
whether the reputation is based on enough evidence. The results are combined as
follows: if the reputation is based on a minimum number of observations, then we use
it, otherwise we substitute it with the estimation based on provenance. We run this
procedure with different values for both the threshold and the minimum number of
observations per reputation.

evaluate user tags We instantiate the evaluate_user_evidence(user,artifact) func-
tion as a count function of the evidence of user with respect to a given tag.
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6.4 Results and Discussion
We implement the abstract procedure for reputation computation and we evaluate its
performance by measuring its ability to make use of the available evidence to compute
the best possible trust assessment. Our evaluation does not focus on the ability to
predict the exact trust value of the artifact by computing the user reputation, because
these two values belong to a continuous space, and they are computed on a different
basis. What we expect is that these two values hint at trustworthiness in a similar
fashion: when a tag is trustworthy, then both trust value and reputation should be
higher than a certain threshold and vice-versa.

We proceed in the evaluation as follows:

1. We use as gold standard the matches that each tag entry obtained in theWaisda?
tagging game and we represent them by means of the expected value of subjective
opinions, through the formula

tv(tagentry) = #m+ 1
#m+ 2

where #m represents the number of matches. This formula corresponds to the
subjective logic extension for handling partial evidence observations introduced
in Chapter 3.

2. We split the Waisda? dataset into training and test set, where the training set
represents the 30% of the whole dataset, and the test set the remaining 70%.
We use the training set to train both provenance- and reputation-based models.
The reputation-based model uses only part of the training set, as it uses a fixed
amount of evidence per user and if a given user produced more than that amount
of tag entries in the training set, we do not use them. We set different values for
the amount of evidence used to compute user reputations (e.g., 2, 4, 6, 8, 10).

3. We predict the trust value for a tag entry in the test set, by means of the chosen
method (reputation, provenance, and their combination).

4. We set a sequence of possible thresholds and, for each of them, we check if the
actual and the predicted value are both above or below the threshold.

5. We check the performance of the method by evaluating with how many different
thresholds the two values behave in the same manner.

The validation, then, depends upon the choice of the threshold. We run the proce-
dure for computing reputation-based estimates with different thresholds as presented
in Figure 6.2. Low thresholds correspond to low accuracy in our estimations. However,
as the threshold increases, the accuracy of the estimation rises. Moreover, we should
consider that:
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1. it is preferable to obtain “false negatives” (reject correct tags) rather than “false
positives” (accept wrong tags), so high thresholds are more likely to be chosen
(as suggested by the work of Gambetta [59]), in order to reduce risks;

2. a Wilcoxon signed-rank test at 95% confidence level proves that the reputa-
tion-based estimates outperform blind guess estimates (having average accuracy
50%). The average improvement is 8%, the maximum improvement is 49%.

In Figure 6.2 we can see also that our method outperforms a blind guess. Unfor-
tunately we have to limit ourselves to this kind of comparison, as we do not have at
our disposal more significant data to compare with. We adopt the same procedure
for estimating reputation-based assessments to compute the trustworthiness of tags
on the Steve.Museum artifacts in Chapter 7.

Also the accuracy of the estimations of the provenance-based procedure depends
on the choice of the threshold. If we look at the ability to predict the right (class of)
trust values, then the accuracy is of about 32% (which still is twice as much as the
average result that we would have with a blind guess), but it is more relevant to focus
on the ability to predict the trustworthiness of tags within some range, rather than
the exact trust value. Depending on the choice of the threshold, the accuracy in this
case varies in the range of 40% - 90%, as we can see in Figure 6.2. For thresholds
higher than 0.85 (the most likely choices), the accuracy is at least 70%. We also
compared the provenance-based estimates with the reputation-based ones, with a 95%
confidence level Wilcoxon signed-rank test that proves that the estimates of the two
algorithms are not statistically different. For the Waisda? case study, reputation- and
provenance-based estimates are equivalent: when reputation is not available or it is not
possible to compute it, we can substitute it with provenance-based estimates. This is
particularly important since the ever growing availability of PROV data will increase
the ease for computing less uncertain trust values.

Since we apply the “regression-by-discretization” approach for making provenan-
ce-based assessments, we approximate our trust values. This is necessary because
we use support vector machines for their ability to learn a reliable model from the
provenance features we use, however support vector machines are classification models.
Since we use them to make our estimations, we need to define trust classes, and these
are exactly the twenty classes defined by splitting the [0, 1], interval in twenty sub-
intervals. In the reputation approach we do not employ a classification algorithm,
thus it is not necessary to discretize the interval in that case. Had we applied the
same approximation to the reputations as well, then provenance-based trust would
have performed better, as proven with a 95% confidence level Wilcoxon signed-ranked
test we run, because reputation can rely only on evidence regarding the user, while
provenance-based models can rely on larger data sets. Anyway, we have no need to
discretize the reputation from an accuracy point of view but, in general, we prefer it
for its lightweight computational burden.

Finally, the performance of the algorithm that combines reputation- and prove-
nance-based estimates depends both on the choice of the threshold for the decision
and on the number of pieces of evidence that make a reputation reliable, so we run the
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algorithm with several combinations of these two parameters (Figure 6.2). The results
converge immediately, after having set the minimum number of observations at two.
We compare these results with those obtained before. Two Wilcoxon signed-rank tests
(at 90% and 95% confidence level about respectively reputation- and provenance-based
assessments) show that the procedure which combines reputation and provenance eval-
uations in this case performs better than each of them applied alone. The improvement
is, on average, about 5%. Although most of the improvement regards the lower thresh-
olds, which are less likely to be chosen (as we explain in Subsection 6.3.1), even at 0.85
threshold there is a 0.5% improvement (which is small, but still, present). Moreover,
we would like to stress how the combination of the two procedures performs better
than (in a few cases, equal to) each of them applied alone, regardless of the threshold
chosen.

Combining the two procedures allows us to go beyond the limitation of reputation-
based approaches. Substituting estimates based on poorly reliable reputations with
provenance-based ones improves our results without significantly increasing our risks,
since we have previously proven that the two estimates are (on average) equivalent.
This explains the similarity among the results shown in Figure 6.2. Hence, when a
user is new in a system (and so his/her history is limited) or anonymous, we can refer
to the provenance-based estimate to determine the trustworthiness of his/her work,
without running higher risks. We proved the existence of a little positive correlation
(0.16) between the reputation- and provenance-based trust assessments, by using a
Pearson’s correlation test [123] with a confidence level of 99%. This tells us that in
some cases, reputation- and provenance-based estimates behave alike. If the correla-
tion was higher, we would not have needed to refer to provenance-based estimates,
because provenance-based estimates would not have added much information. More-
over, the reputation-based estimates that are most likely not to correlate with the
provenance-based estimates are those based on less evidence, since those are heav-
ily affected by smoothing. Those are exactly the estimates that we substitute with
provenance-based estimates.

6.5 Conclusion
This chapter explores two important components of trust assessments: reputation
and provenance information. We propose and evaluate a procedure for computing
reputation and one for computing trust assessments based on provenance information
represented with the W3C standard PROV Ontology. We show that it is important to
use reputation estimation for trust assessment, because it is simple and accurate. We
also show the potential of provenance-based trust assessments: these can be at least
as accurate as reputation-based ones and can be used to overcome the limitations of a
reputation-based approach. In Waisda? the combination of the two methods revealed
to be more powerful than each of the two alone.
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Part IV

Semantic Similarity to
Improve Trust Estimation



This last part has a twofold goal. The main topic of this part is the use of seman-
tic similarity measures to support uncertainty reasoning for making trust estimations.
In other words, here are collected the chapters that aim to tackle the fourth research
question (Can semantic similarity measures improve the accuracy of trust estimates of
semi-structured data based on uncertainty reasoning?). Moreover, this part, being the
last part of the thesis, presents two works that touch all the themes covered throughout
the thesis. Of course these two chapters can not satisfactorily address all the issues
addressed before, nevertheless these are built on top of all the previous research. Chap-
ter 7 addresses the research question by proposing an extension of the models presented
in Chapters 1 and 6, by combining user reputation built using subjective logic with se-
mantic similarity measures. Chapter 8 extends this model and bases the computation
on the reputation of so-called “provenance stereotypes”.



7
Assessing Annotation Trustworthiness
Using Semantic Similarity

Two Cultural Heritage Case Studies

This chapter addresses the last research question described in Chapter In-
troduction (Can semantic similarity measures improve the accuracy of trust
estimates of semi-structured data based on uncertainty reasoning?), so it
shows an exploration of the use of semantic similarity measures to improve
the trustworthiness estimation of semi-structured Web data and to better
manage the evidence at our disposal for making trust inference. The targets
of our assessments are crowdsourced cultural heritage annotations. We use
subjective logic to reason upon the evidence at our disposal for making trust
estimates, like in Chapters 1 and 6, but the probabilistic logic is combined
with semantic similarity measures (thanks to the extensions introduced in
Chapter 3) to improve the accuracy of the predictions and to limit the need
to set arbitrary thresholds in our algorithms, that is a critical point of the
algorithms proposed in Chapter 6. Furthermore, we show that semantic
similarity measures can not only be effectively used to improve the accu-
racy of trust predictions, but also to improve their computational time.
Finally, we also show an alternative, interactive version of the algorithm,
with corresponding annotation representation.
This chapter is based on the paper Automated Evaluation of Annotators
for Museum Collections using Subjective Logic coauthored with Archana
Nottamkandath and Wan Fokkink and presented at the 6th IFIP Trust
Management Conference (IFIPTM 2012) in Surat, India and on the pa-
per Semi-Automated Assessment of Annotation Trustworthiness coauthored
with Archana Notthamkandath and Wan Fokkink and presented at the 11th
Privacy, Security and Trust Conference (PST 2013) in Tarragona, Spain.
The latter paper was awarded as “Best Student Paper ex-aequo”. My con-
tribution to these papers regards the data representation, the design of the
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algorithms, the preliminary statistical evaluation over the Steve.Museum
dataset and the two evaluations of the algorithm for semi-automated as-
sessment of annotation trustworthiness.

7.1 Introduction
The goal of the work described in this chapter is to show how it is possible to semi-
automate in an optimized way the process of evaluation of crowdsourced annotations
(we could also use the term “tag” in place of “annotation”, since here we deal with
non-hierarchical terms assigned to cultural heritage artifacts, but for the sake of uni-
formity, we prefer the term “annotation”). This is done by first collecting manual
evaluations about the quality of a small part of the annotations contributed by a user
and then learning a statistical model from them. On the basis of such a model, the
system automatically evaluates the annotations further added by the same user. We
employ Semantic Web technologies to represent and store the annotations and the
corresponding reviews, as in Chapter 6. Like in several chapters so far we use subjec-
tive logic (see Chapter Preliminaries) to build a reputation for users who contribute
to the system, and moreover semantic similarity measures to generate assessments on
the annotations entered by the same users at a later point in time. This approach
is an extension, in particular, of the works presented in Chapters 1 and 6. In order
to improve the computation time, we cluster the evaluated annotations to reduce the
number of comparisons, and our experiments show that this preprocessing does not
seriously affect the accuracy of the predictions. The proposed algorithms are evalu-
ated on two datasets from the cultural heritage domain. In our experiments we show
that it is possible to semi-automatically evaluate the annotations entered by users in
crowdsourcing systems into binomial categories (good, bad) with a level of accuracy
above 80%.

The novelty of this research lies in the automation of annotation evaluations on
crowdsourcing systems by coupling subjective logic opinions with measures of semantic
similarity (as described in Chapter 3). The sole variable parameter that we require
is the size of the set of manual evaluations that are needed to build a useful and
reliable reputation. Moreover, our experiments show that varying this parameter does
not substantially affect the performance (resulting in about 1% precision variation
per five new observations considered in a user reputation). Using our algorithms, we
show how it is possible to avoid asking the system administrators to set a threshold in
order to make assessments about the trustworthiness of annotations (e.g., accept only
annotations which have a trust value above a given threshold).

The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 7.2 presents related work;
Section 7.3 describes the framework that we propose; Section 7.4 provides two different
case studies where the system has been evaluated and Section 7.5 discusses them. Sec-
tion 7.6 describes an interactive version of the model, and finally Section 7.7 provides
conclusions.
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7.2 Related Work
In this chapter we make use of subjective logic and semantic similarity for trust es-
timation. We refer the reader to Chapter Preliminaries for a detailed description to
both techniques and to Chapter Introduction for an extensive literature review about
them. We also use semantic similarity measures to cluster related annotations to op-
timize the computations. In the work of Cilibrasi et al. [33] hierarchical clustering
has been used for grouping related topics, while Ushioda et al. [156] experiment with
clustering words in a hierarchical manner. Begelman et al. [8] present an algorithm
for the automated clustering of annotations on the basis of annotation co-occurrences
in order to facilitate more effective retrieval. A similar approach is used by Hassan-
Montero and Herrero-Solana [74]. They compute annotation similarities using the
Jaccard similarity coefficient and then cluster the annotations hierarchically using the
k-means algorithm. In our work, to build the user reputation, we cluster the annota-
tions contributed by the users, along with their respective evaluations (e.g., accept or
reject). Each cluster is represented by a medoid (that is, the element of the cluster
which is the closest to its center), and in order to evaluate a newly entered annotation
by the same user, we consider clusters which are most semantically relevant to the
new annotation. This helps in selectively weighing only the relevant evidence about a
user for evaluating a new annotation.

7.3 System Description

7.3.1 High-level Overview
The system that we propose aims at relieving the institution personnel (reviewers in
particular) from the burden of controlling and evaluating all the annotations inserted
by users. The system asks for some interaction with the reviewers, but tries to min-
imize it. Figure 7.1 shows a high-level view of the model. For each user, the system
asks the reviewers to review a fixed number of annotations, and on the basis of these
reviews it builds user reputations. A reputation is meant to express a global mea-
sure of trustworthiness of the corresponding user as artifact creator. Here, “global”
indicates the fact that the reputation is not intended to measure the user expertise
about different annotation subjects. Rather, it expresses the trustworthiness of the
user as an annotator. So, for instance, a highly reputed user should provide high
quality annotations about subjects in his area of expertise. The reviews are also used
to assess the trustworthiness of each annotation inserted afterwards by a user: given
an annotation, the system evaluates it by looking at the evaluations already available.
The evaluations of the annotations semantically closer to the one that we evaluate
have a higher impact. So we have two distinct phases: a first training step where
we collect samples of manual reviews, and a second step where we make automatic
assessments of the trustworthiness of annotations (possibly after having clustered the
evaluated annotations to improve the computation time). The more reviews there are,
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Figure 7.1: High-level overview of the system.

the more reliable the reputation is, but this number depends also on the workforce
at the disposal of the institution. On the other hand, as we will see in Section 7.4,
this parameter does not affect significantly the accuracy obtained. Moreover, we do
not need to set an “acceptance threshold” (e.g., accept only annotations with a trust
value of say at least 0.9, for trust values ranging from zero to one), despite the work
presented in Chapter 6. This is important, since such a threshold is arbitrary, and it
is not trivial to find a balance between the risk to accept wrong annotations and to
reject good ones.

Suppose that a user, Alex (whose profile already contains three annotations which
were evaluated by the museum), newly contributes to the collection of a museum by
annotating five artifacts. Alex annotates one artifact with “Chinese”. If the museum
immediately uses the annotation for classifying the artifact, it might be risky because
the annotation might be wrong (maliciously or not). On the other hand, if the museum
had enough employees to check the external contributed annotation, then it would not
have needed to crowdsource it. The system that we propose relies on few evaluations
of Alex’s annotations by the museum. Based on these evaluations, the system: (1)
computes Alex’s reputation; (2) computes a trust value for the new annotation; and (3)
decides whether to accept it or not. We describe the system in the following sections.
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Figure 7.2: We represent annotations and their reviews using the Annotation class
from the Open Annotation model.

7.3.2 Annotation Representation
We use the Open Annotation model [14] as a standard model for describing annota-
tions, together with the most relevant related metadata (e.g., the author and the time
of creation). The Open Annotation model allows us to reify the annotation itself, and
by treating it as an object, we can easily link to its properties like the annotator URI
or the time of creation. Moreover, the review of an annotation can be represented as
an annotation which target is an annotation and which body contains a value of the
review about the annotation. To continue with our example, Figure 7.2 and Listing
7.1 show an example of an annotation and a corresponding review, both represented
as “annotations” from the Open Annotation model.

@ prefix rdf: <http :// www.w3.org /1999/02/22 - rdf -syntax -ns#> .
@ prefix oa: <http :// www.w3.org/ns/ openannotation /core/> .
@ prefix foaf: <http :// xmlns.com/foaf /0.1/ > .
@ prefix ex: <http :// example .org/ns#> .
ex: user_1 foaf: givenName "Alex" .
ex: annotation_1 oa: hasBody ex: Chinese ;

oa: annotatedBy ex: user_1 ;
oa: hasTarget ex: img_231 ;
rdf:type oa: annotation .

ex: review oa: hasBody ex: ann_accepted ;
oa: annotatedBy ex: reviewer_1 ;
oa: hasTarget ex: annotation_1 ;
rdf:type oa: annotation .

ex: annotation_accepted oa: annotates ex: annotation_1 .

Listing 7.1: Example of an annotation and respective evaluation.
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7.3.3 Trust Management
We employ subjective logic for representing, computing and reasoning on trust assess-
ments. Chapter Preliminaries provides a description of this logic.

Trust is context-dependent (see Chapter Introduction), since different users or
annotations (or, more in general, agents and artifacts) might receive different trust
evaluations, depending on the context from which they originate and the reviewer. In
our scenarios we do not have at our disposal an explicit description of trust policies by
the museums. Also, we do not aim at determining a generic annotation (or user) trust
level. Our goal is to learn a model that evaluates annotations as closely as possible to
what that museum would do, based on a small sample of evaluations produced by the
museum itself.

User Reputation Computation and Representation

We define a user reputation as a global value representing the user’s ability to annotate
according to the museum policy. Global, since we do not relate the user reputation to
a specific context, because this value should represent an overall trust level about the
user production: a highly reputed user is believed to have the ability to produce high-
quality annotations and to choose annotations/artifacts related to his/her domain of
expertise. Also, the possible number of topics is so high that defining the reputation
to be topic-dependent would bring manageability issues. Expertise will be considered
when evaluating a single annotation, as we will see later in this section.We require that
a fixed amount of user-contributed annotations is evaluated by the museum. Based
on those evaluations we compute the user reputation using subjective opinions.

To continue with the previous example, suppose that Alex contributed three anno-
tations: {Indian, Buddhist} where evaluated as accepted and {tulip} as rejected. His
reputation is:

ωmuseumAlex =
(

2
5 ,

1
5 ,

2
5 ,

1
2

)
E(ωmuseumAlex ) = 0.6 (7.1)

Annotation Trust Value Computation and Representation

Annotation trust values are represented by means of subjective opinions, as in Chap-
ter Preliminaries.

Here, we still use the annotations created by the user and the corresponding evalu-
ations to compute the trust value, but despite the computation of the user reputation,
evidence are weighed with respect to the similarity to the annotation to be evaluated.
So p and n (the counts of positive and negative pieces of evidence respectively) are
determined as in Equation 7.2, where sim is a semantic relatedness measure, t is an
annotation to be evaluated, m represents the museum and train is the set of evalu-
ated annotations (training set). Here, we still use the tags created by the user and the
corresponding evaluations to compute the trust value, but despite the computation of
the user reputation (see Chapter Preliminaries and Equation 7.1), evidence is weighed
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with respect to the similarity to the tag to be evaluated before being used.

pmt = Σti∈trainsim(t, ti) if evaluation(ti) = true
nmt = Σti∈trainsim(t, ti) if evaluation(ti) = false (7.2)

The annotation “Chinese” inserted by Alex is evaluated as:

pmChinese = sim(Chinese, Indian) + sim(Chinese,Buddhist) = 1.05 (7.3)
nmChinese = sim(Chinese, tulip) = 0.1 (7.4)

ωmChinese

(
1.05

1.05+0.1+2 ,
0.1

1.05+0.1+2 ,
2

1.05+0.1+2 ,
1
2

)
(7.5)

E(ωmChinese) = 0.95 (7.6)

Annotation Evaluation

In order to evaluate annotations (i.e., decide to accept or reject them), we define an or-
dering function on the set of annotations based on their trust values (see Equation 7.7).
The ordered set of annotations is represented as {t}|annotations|

1 , where |annotations|
is the cardinality of the set of annotations. For annotations t1 and t2,

t1 ≤ t2 ⇐⇒ E(ωmt1 ) ≤ E(ωmt2 ) (7.7)

Recall that E(ωmu ) is the user reputation, that is, the expected percentage of correct
annotations created by the user. Hence, we accept the last E(ωmu ) · |annotations|
annotations in {t}|annotations|

1 (see Equation 7.8) ({t}|annotations|1 is in increasing order,
so accept the tags having higher trust value).

evaluation(annotation) =
{

rejected if t ∈ {t}1
E(ωm

u )·|annotations|

accepted otherwise
(7.8)

We saw how the reputation of Alex was 0.6. He inserted five new annotations,
so 0.6 · 5 = 3 will be accepted. The annotation “Chinese” had a trust value of 0.95,
which ranks it as first in the ordered list of annotations. Therefore, the annotation
“Chinese” is accepted.

7.3.4 Algorithm
We provide here a pseudocode representation of the algorithm that implements the
annotation evaluation procedures, and we explain it in detail.

build_user_reputation Builds a reputation for each user in the training set using
subjective logic, so to obtain Equation 7.1. A reputation is represented as a vector of
probabilities for possible annotation evaluations.

trust_values Trust values are represented as vectors of probabilities of possible
annotation evaluations, following Equation (28) in Chapter Preliminaries.
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Algorithm 7.1: Algorithm to compute trust values of annotations
Input: Two finite sets, Training_set = {〈annotation, evaluation,UserID〉} and

Test_set = {〈annotation,UserID〉}
Output: A finite set Result_Test_set = {〈annotation, trust_values〉}

1 for UserID ← UserID1 to UserIDn do
2 forall the annotations in Training_set do
3 rep[UserID]← build_reputation(Training_set)

4 for UserID ← UserID1 to UserIDn do
5 forall the users in Test_set do
6 for Annotation ← annotation1 to annotationn do
7 forall the annotations in Test_set do
8 trust_values[Annotation] = comp_tv(Training_set)
9 s_annotations ← sort_annotations(trust_values)

10 Result ← assess(s_annotations, rep[UserID])

11 return Result

comp_tv Implements Equations 7.3 and 7.4 to compute the annotation trust value
represented in Equation 7.5. The value actually stored is the expected value of the
opinion, that is

E(ωmt ) = pmt
pmt + nmt + 2 + 2

pmt + nmt + 2 ·
1
2

.

sort_annotations The annotations are sorted according to their trust value, fol-
lowing the ordering function in Equation 7.7.

assess The assess function assigns an evaluation to the annotation, by implementing
Equation 7.8.

7.3.5 Clustering Semantically Related Annotations
Reputations built using large training sets are likely to be more accurate than those
built using smaller ones. On the other hand, the larger the set of annotations used for
building the reputation, the higher the number of comparisons we will have to make to
evaluate a new annotation. In order to reduce this tension, we cluster the annotations
in the training set per user on a semantic basis, and for each resulting cluster we
compute the medoid (that is, the element of the cluster which is, on average, the
closest to the other elements), and record the evidence counts. The clustering allows
us to reduce the computation time of the trust assessments, and the fact that clustering
is performed on a semantic basis, that is, annotations are clustered in order to create
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subsets of annotations having similar meanings, aims at preserving the accuracy of
the estimation algorithm. We check this in our evaluation.

After having clustered the annotations, we adapt the algorithm so that we compute
a subjective opinion per cluster, but we weigh it only on the semantic distance between
the new annotation and the cluster medoid. In this way we reduce the number of
comparisons (we do not measure the distance between the new annotation and each
element of the cluster), but we still account for the size of the training set, as we
record the evidence counts of it. We use hierarchical clustering [68] for semantically
clustering the words, although it is computationally expensive, because: (1) we know
only the relative distances between words, and not their position in a simplex (the
semantic distance is computed as 1− similarity(word1,word2)), and this is one of the
algorithms that requires such kind of input; (2) it requires only one input argument,
a real number “cut”, that determines the number of clusters of the input set S of
words: if cut=0, then there is only one cluster, if cut=1, then there are n clusters,
where n is the cardinality of S. Clustering is performed offline, before any annotation
is evaluated, and here we focus on the improvement of the performance of the newly
introduced annotations. Algorithm 7.2 incorporates these optimizations.

To continue with the previous example, the museum can cluster the annotations
inserted by Alex before making any estimate. We have only three annotations in the
training set, which result in two clusters, {Indian, Buddhist} and {tulip}.

pmChinese = sim(Chinese, Indian) · 2 = 1.75

nmChinese = sim(Chinese, tulip) = 0.1

ωmChinese

(
1.75

1.75 + 0.1 + 2 ,
0.1

1.75 + 0.1 + 2 ,
2

1.75 + 0.1 + 2 ,
1
2

)
E(ωmChinese) = 0.72

This result is different from the previous trust value computed in a non-clustered
manner (0.95). However, this variation is likely to affect all the computed trust values.
In the two case studies presented in Section 7.4, the accuracy of the algorithm is not
affected by semantically clustering the training set, and the computational time is
reduced.

7.3.6 Implementation

The code for the representation and assessment of the annotations with the Open
Annotation model has been developed using SWI-Prolog Semantic Web Library [174]
and the Python libraries rdflib [133] and hcluster [48], and is available on the Web.1

1Available at http://trustingwebdata.org/phdthesis/dceolin.

http://trustingwebdata.org/phdthesis/dceolin
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Algorithm 7.2: Algorithm to compute annotation trust with clustering.
Input: Two finite sets, Training_set = {〈annotation, evaluation,UserID〉} and

Test_set = {〈annotation,UserID〉}
Output: A finite set Result_Test_set = {〈annotation, trust_values〉}

1 for UserID ← UserID1 to UserIDn do
2 for all annotations in Training_set do
3 rep[UserID]← build_reputation(training_set)
4 clusters[UserID]← build_clust(training_set)
5 medoids[UserID]← get_med(clusters,UserID)

6 for UserID ← UserID1 to UserIDn do
7 for all users in Test_set do
8 for Annotation← annotation1 to annotationn do
9 for all annotations in Test_set do

10 trust_values[Annotation] =
comp_tv(medoids[UserID],rep[UserID])

11 sort_annotations ← sort(trust_values)
12 Result ← assess(sort_annotations,rep[UserID])

13 return Result

7.4 Evaluation

7.4.1 Datasets
We introduce the two datasets that are used in this evaluation, namely the Steve.Mu-
seum dataset and a dataset from an experiment of the SEALINC Media project.

Steve.Museum Dataset

Steve.Museum is a project involving several museum professionals in the cultural her-
itage domain. Part of the project focuses on understanding the various effects of
crowdsourcing cultural heritage artifact annotations. Their experiments involved ex-
ternal annotators annotating musea collections, and a subset of the data collected
from the crowd was evaluated for trustworthiness. In total, 4,588 users annotated the
89,671 artifacts using 480,617 annotations from 21 participating museums. Part of
these annotations consisting of 45,860 annotations were manually evaluated by pro-
fessionals at these museums and were used as a basis for our second case study. In
this project, the annotations were classified in a more refined way, compared to the
previous case study, namely as:

• Todo

• Judgement-negative, Judgement-positive
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• Problematic-foreign, Problematic-misperception, Problematic-misspelling, Pro-
blematic-no_consensus, Problematic-personal, Problematic-huh

• Usefulness-not_useful, Usefulness-useful

There are three main categories: judgement (a personal judgement by the annotator
about the picture), problematic (for several, different reasons) and usefulness (stating
whether the annotation is useful or not). We consider only “usefulness-useful” as a
positive judgement, all the others are considered as negative evaluations. The annota-
tions classified as “todo” are discarded, since their evaluation has not been performed,
yet.

SEALINC Media Project Experiment Dataset

As part of the SEALINC Media project, Rijksmuseum is crowdsourcing annotations
of artifacts in its collection using Web users. An initial experiment was conducted
to study the effect of presenting pre-set annotations on the quality of annotations on
crowdsourced data [102]. In the experiment, the external annotators were presented
with pictures from the Web and prints from the Rijksmuseum collection along with
a pre-set annotations about the picture or print, and they were asked to insert new
annotations, or remove the pre-set ones which they did not agree with. A total of
2,650 annotations resulted from the experiment, and these were manually evaluated
by trusted personnel for their quality and relevance using the following scale:

• 1 : Irrelevant

• 2 : Incorrect

• 3 : Subjective

• 4 : Correct and possibly relevant

• 5 : Correct and highly relevant

• typo : Spelling mistake

These annotations, along with their evaluations, were used to validate our model.
We neglect the annotations evaluated as “Typo” because our focus is on the semantic
correctness of the annotations, so we assume that such a category of mistakes would be
properly avoided or treated (e.g., by using autocompletion and checking the presence of
the annotations in dictionaries) before the annotations reach our evaluation framework.

This section provides three evaluations of our method. We start by introducing a
first preliminary evaluation about the effectiveness of combining subjective logic with
a semantic relatedness measure. We test this combination over the Steve.Museum
project [155] dataset. Then we test the overall algorithm that we propose over the
SEALINC Media project dataset and, again, over the Steve.Museum dataset.
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Topic1 Topic2 SemDist
Asian Chinese 0.9333
Asian Buddhist 0.7143
Chinese Buddhist 0.6667

Table 7.1: Semantic relatedness between words in Cluster1 and Cluster2

Topic1 Topic2 SemDist
Piano Instrument 0.9
Piano Music 0.4286
Piano String 0.9091
Instrument Music 0.7059
Instrument String 0.9
Music String 0.5

Table 7.2: Semantic relatedness between words in Cluster2.

7.4.2 Preliminary Evaluation: Steve.Museum Dataset
We provide here a first limited evaluation that motivates the use of subjective logic
in combination with a semantic relatedness measure as a mean to effectively use as-
sessments of annotations as evidence for trustworthiness prediction. Here we focus
on the Steve.Museum [155] dataset, for validating our proposed approach. For this
experiment, we compute the semantic relatedness by using the Wu & Palmer measure
(see Chapter Preliminaries) on WordNet using an online service [127]. This gives us a
measure ∈ ]0..1].

A first empirical overview of the dataset hints at the presence of possible semantic
clusters. We then manually select the candidate set of single words and prove that
the semantic relatedness among those words is high. An example of clusters found is
available in Figure 7.3. After having shown the existence of these semantic clusters,
we compare the expertise of people using words from those clusters and notice that
people having a high amount of positive (or negative) evidence regarding one word in
a particular cluster also have a high amount of positive (or negative) evidence about
the other words in the same cluster. Positive and negative evidence is derived from
the evaluation by the museum: annotations evaluated as useful are counted as positive
evidence, non-useful as negative. This manual and empirical analysis gives us a first
concrete indication about the relatedness between reputation based on evidence and
semantic similarity.

We also build each user’s reputation using a subset of the evaluations made by the
museum and, based on this, we predict the usefulness of future annotations inserted
by each user2. Annotations having a trust level of at least 0.7 are labelled as “useful”.
As a side effect of weighing, uncertainty of reputations rises, since weighing reduces

2The complete set of analyses is available at: http://trustingwebdata.org/phdthesis/dceolin

http://trustingwebdata.org/phdthesis/dceolin
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Asian

Chinese Buddhist
0.67

0.710.93

Figure 7.3: Cluster and corresponding positive/negative evidence per user.

the amount of evidence considered. However, often, this consequence does not worsen
our results, especially when the reputation is already quite high (e.g., the reputation
of an annotator reduced to 0.97 from 0.72). On the contrary, our approach allows us to
be prudent in our evaluations, so we could avoid accepting as useful annotations with
high uncertainty. Weighing improves the accuracy of subjective logic in a statistically
significant manner, as proven by applying the sign test with a confidence interval of
95% on the compared errors. This is due to the fact that semantic similarity allows us
to weigh more the semantically relevant pieces of evidence, hence making their contri-
bution prevail in the computation. If, instead, like we do in the following case studies,
semantic similarity is employed to cluster the annotations to gain computational ef-
ficiency, then this may have a negative impact on the accuracy of the computation.
However, the fact that the clustering is made on semantic similarity-basis is likely to
limit such an impact. To test these hypotheses, we evaluate our model against two
aforementioned datasets from cultural heritage crowdsourcing projects.

7.4.3 Case Study 1: Dataset from a SEALINC Media Project
Experiment

We use here the dataset from the SEALINCMedia project experiment described above.
We build our training set using a fixed amount of evaluated annotations for each of
the users, and form the test set using the remaining annotations. The number of
annotations used to build the reputation and the percentage of the dataset covered is
presented in Table 7.3. The behavior of an annotator is classified as either correct or
wrong, based on the positive and negative evidence available. The positive evidence
is constituted by the annotations classified as category 4 and 5, while the negative
evidence comprises annotations from category 1, 2 and 3. We run the previously
described algorithm for different numbers of annotations used as a basis for building
user reputations, in order to analyze the impact of different sizes of training sets.
The results of the experiment are reported in Table 7.3, where correct annotations are
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considered as a target to be retrieved, so that we can compute metrics such as precision,
recall and F-score. This first case study provides us with interesting insights about the
model that we propose. The evaluation shows positive results, with a level of accuracy
higher than 80% and a level of recall higher than 85%. Clustering brings a clear
reduction of the computation time without compromising accuracy (with two different
values for the cut parameters, chosen to split almost evenly the [0, 1] interval). The
shape of the dataset and the high variance for measurements of small execution times
determine a non-linear pattern in the execution times. An important consideration
regards the fact that some errors can be due to intrinsic limitations of the experiment
rather than the imprecision of the algorithm. For instance, since training and test set
are part of the same dataset, the bigger the training set is, the smaller the test set
is. Since our prediction is probabilistic, a small training set forces us to discretize our
predictions, and this increases our error rate. Also, while an increase of the number of
annotations used for building a reputation produces an increase of the reliability of the
reputation itself, such an increase has the downside to reduce our test set size, since
only few annotators produced a large number of annotations. It is important to stress
that, on the one hand, the increase of the size of the training set brings an improvement
of the performance, and on the other hand, performance is already satisfactory with a
small training set (five observations per user). Also, this improvement is small. This
is important because: (1) the sole parameter that we did not set (i.e., size of the
training set) does not seriously affect our results; and (2) when the size of the training
set is small, the performance is relatively high, so the need of manual evaluation is
reduced. The results are satisfactory even with a small training set, also thanks to
the smoothing factor of subjective logic, that allows us to compensate for the possibly
limited representativity (with respect to the population) of a distribution estimated
from a small sample. In some cases, the performance obtained after having clustered
the training set is even slightly higher than that obtained without clustering. This
could be due, for instance, to a peculiarity of the dataset or to the fact that by
clustering and comparing each annotation to be evaluated only against each cluster
medoid, we distribute the weights among the evidence in a more accurate way than by
comparing it with each piece of evidence alone. In Subsection 7.4.4 we present another
case study that may provide useful hints for this issue as well.

7.4.4 Case Study 2: Steve.Museum Project Dataset
We partition the Steve.Museum dataset into a training and a test set, as shown in
Table 7.4, along with their percentage coverage of the whole dataset, together with
the results obtained. This second case study focuses on a larger dataset than the first
one. The average accuracy attests around 70%. This shows that our algorithm can
be trained to different museum policies, because the accuracy, although lower than
before, can still be considered satisfactory. The decrease in accuracy with respect to
the previous case is possibly due to the different annotation distribution (of positives
and negatives) of the dataset and different domains. Different distributions might
make it harder to discriminate between trustworthy and non-trustworthy annotations
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Annotations Training Accuracy Precision Recall F-score Time
per set (sec.)

reputation coverage
non-clustered results

5 8% 0.73 0.88 0.81 0.84 87
10 19% 0.76 0.87 0.84 0.86 139
15 31% 0.76 0.86 0.86 0.86 221
20 41% 0.84 0.87 0.96 0.86 225

clustered results (cut=0.6)
5 8% 0.73 0.88 0.81 0.84 43

10 19% 0.82 0.87 0.93 0.90 24
15 31% 0.83 0.87 0.95 0.91 14
20 41% 0.84 0.87 0.96 0.91 18

clustered results (cut=0.3)
5 8% 0.78 0.88 0.88 0.88 43

10 19% 0.82 0.87 0.93 0.90 14
15 31% 0.84 0.87 0.95 0.91 16
20 41% 0.84 0.87 0.96 0.92 21

Table 7.3: Performance on the data from the SEALINC Media project experiment.

(as one might encounter mostly one type of observations). Different domains might
lead to a different variability of the topics of the annotations. This fact affects the
reliability of clusters computed on a semantic basis (since clusters will tend to con-
tain less uniform annotations, and medoids will be, on average, less representative of
their corresponding clusters), and consequently affects the accuracy of the algorithm.
Moreover, one underlying assumption of the algorithm is the existence of a correlation
between an artifact author and its reliability. This correlation, apparently, does not
always have the same strength in all domains. However, by clustering the training
set per user (in Table 7.4 we report the most significant results, with cut equal to
0.3), we almost always halve the computation time, and this gain, together with the
relatively satisfactory accuracy, underlines the strength of our approach. Also, despite
the previous case study, here in the clustered version of the algorithm, the accuracy is
preserved but not improved. This supports the hypothesis that the small accuracy of
the clustered version in the previous case is due to dataset peculiarities.

7.5 Discussion
In the two case studies described above, the algorithm that we propose achieves sat-
isfactory results. This is due to the fact that two basic assumptions that we make
actually hold, at least in part. The first assumption is that there exists a probabilistic
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Annotations Training Accuracy Precision Recall F-score Time
per set (sec.)

reputation coverage
non-clustered results

5 18% 0.68 0.79 0.80 0.80 1254
10 27% 0.70 0.79 0.83 0.81 1957
15 33% 0.71 0.80 0.84 0.82 2659
20 39% 0.70 0.79 0.84 0.81 2986
25 43% 0.71 0.79 0.85 0.82 3350
30 47% 0.72 0.81 0.85 0.83 7598

clustered results (cut=0.3)
5 18% 0.71 0.80 0.84 0.82 707

10 27% 0.70 0.79 0.83 0.81 1004
15 33% 0.70 0.79 0.84 0.82 1197
20 39% 0.70 0.79 0.84 0.82 1286
25 43% 0.71 0.79 0.85 0.82 3080
30 47% 0.72 0.79 0.86 0.82 3660

Table 7.4: Performance on the Steve.Museum project dataset.

relation between the identity of users and the trustworthiness of their annotations.
By knowing who made an annotation, we can make a probabilistic estimate about
the trustworthiness of the annotation. As a consequence, we can make use of the
user reputation as a basis for accepting or rejecting his annotations. The second as-
sumption is that the reputation of a user can be estimated based on a small sample
of observations about him. This is possible because the variance of the trustworthi-
ness of the annotations provided by a given user is usually low. In other words, the
trustworthiness level of the annotations provided by the same user is, in general, ho-
mogeneous. Thus, a small sample of user annotation is a significant sample about his
performance. In order to apply the algorithm that we propose to other case studies,
we need to verify that the assumptions above are satisfied and, otherwise, adapt the
algorithm consequently. Another important requirement is that, to build our model,
we need a gold standard composed, for instance, by a set of annotation evaluations
provided by the institutions that manages the annotations. Future research will try to
address the possibility to make trust assessments when a gold standard is unavailable.
One restriction regards the fact that the algorithm we describe restricts its focus to
single word annotations, since it makes use of the Wu & Palmer semantic similarity
measure. It would be possible to relax this requirement by making use of semantic
similarity measures that are able to handle small sentences (e.g., latent semantic anal-
ysis [47]). One last restriction of the algorithm regards the fact that it applies offline,
that is, after all the annotations have been collected and part of them evaluated. In
the next section we propose a variant of the algorithm that uses trust assessments and
reputation management to guide interactively the process of annotation gathering.
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7.6 Algorithm - Interactive Version
The algorithm we adopt assesses the trustworthiness of user contributed annotations
based on a limited amount of evaluations. However, such an evaluation takes place
offline, once the annotations have all been collected. We present here a small variant
of the algorithm that aims at making it applicable online as well, and allows the cul-
tural heritage institution to interactively choose the estimated best candidate for the
task. This algorithm aims at increasing the efficiency of the system for crowdsourcing
annotations. We saw in the previous section that the algorithm for evaluating the an-
notations offline performs reasonably well in terms of precision, recall and F-measure.
However, since not all the annotators have a high reputation, a relevant amount of
annotations is rejected, and this can be seen as an inefficiency for the overall crowd-
sourcing system. In fact, these annotations are discarded only at a later stage, after
they are collected and evaluated. So, we propose an interactive version of the al-
gorithm, that takes advantage of the good performance of the previously described
evaluation algorithm and tries to reduce the amount of annotations rejected. This
algorithm works as follows. Every time the museum needs to annotate a new artifact,
it selects the best candidate annotator based on a preliminary classification of the
artifact. The selection is based on the annotator profile, and the only additional re-
quirement with respect to the previous algorithm is a preliminary classification of the
artifact (e.g., impressionist painting). By selecting the most qualified annotator per
painting, the algorithm tries to reduce the overall amount of annotations rejected. We
introduce a pseudo-code version of the algorithm, presented in Algorithm 7.3, and we
provide a qualitative description of it together with a workflow diagram (Figure 7.4).

Algorithm 7.3: Interactive version of the algorithm for trust estimation.
Input: Two finite sets, Request_set = {〈Request〉} and Users_set = {〈User〉}
Output: A finite set Output_Test_set = {〈annotation, trust_values〉}

1 for Request← Request1 to Requestn do
2 Users ← select_users(Request)
3 for User ← User1 to Usern do
4 Result ← append_value(user,Request)
5 Output ← evaluate_results(Result)
6 update_expertise(User)

7 return Output

select_users Selects a set of annotators to whom we forward a request containing:

• A reference to the artifact to be annotated.
• A first, high-level classification of the item, that facilitates the annotator
selection (e.g., the decade when it was made).
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• The requested “facet”, necessary to obtain comparable candidate values
(e.g., the “what” facet, i.e., the artifact content).

The selection procedure depends on internal policies of the museum deploying
the system, so we do not make it explicit. Some examples:

• Select the n highest ranked experts about the requested topic.
• Consider all the experts. Weigh their reputation with respect to the dis-
tance from the request. Order and select them.
• Also consider the belief and uncertainty (and impose some conditions on
them) when selecting annotators.

append_value Collects the contributions obtained from the selected annotators.
result is a list of pairs like (value, annotators_opinions).

evaluate_results Aggregates results and takes a decision about them. Subjective
logic’s cumulative fusion operator is a possible aggregation function. A decision
strategy has to select a candidate value (possibly the highest-rated), while re-
ducing the risk of taking a wrong decision and solving possible controversies,
such as when multiple candidate values all share the highest rank.

update_expertise After having evaluated the candidate values for the annotation,
annotators will be “rewarded” (if their candidate was selected) or “penalized”
(otherwise). In principle, this means adding a positive piece of evidence to the
first ones and a negative piece of evidence to the last ones, but once again, this
may depend on museum policies.

Output The annotations selected can be directly accepted by the museum, or ranked
qualitatively according to their trust level (e.g., “accept” when the trust level is
higher than 0.9, “review” otherwise), so that appropriate actions are taken.

To maximize its efficiency, such an algorithm needs to have at its disposal specific
information about the expertise of users and their reliability. Hence, it would benefit
from an extensive representation of expertise by means of subjective logic and Semantic
Web technologies. We represent the expertise of each annotator using the hoonoh
ontology, by linking the URI representing the user to the one representing the concept
of expertise. In RDF statements, it is represented as follows:
@ prefix rdf: <http :// www.w3.org /1999/02/22 - rdf -syntax -ns#> .
@ prefix ex: <http :// example .org/ns#> .
@ prefix hoonoh : <http :// hoonoh .com/ ontology #> .
ex:T1 a hoonoh :Topic , skos: Concept .
ex:user rdf:type foaf: Person .
ex:E1 a hoonoh : ExpertiseRelationship ;

hoonoh :from ex:user;
hoonoh : toTopic ex:T1 .

Listing 7.2: Representing the user expertise by means of the hoonoh ontology.
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Figure 7.4: Algorithm workflow.

We define a data structure representing a subjective opinion, we link it to the cor-
responding hoonoh:ExpertiseRelationship and populate it with opinion elements, i.e.,
belief, disbelief, uncertainty and a priori value:

@ prefix rdf: <http :// www.w3.org /1999/02/22 - rdf -syntax -ns#> .
@ prefix ex: <http :// example .org/ns#> .
@ prefix hoonoh : <http :// hoonoh .com/ ontology #> .
@ prefix prov: <http :// www.w3.org/ns/prov#> .
@ prefix qb: <http :// purl.org/linked -data/cube#> .
@ prefix dcterms : <http :// purl.org/dc/terms/> .

ex: Opinion rdf:type qb: DataStructureDefinition ;
qb: component

[ qb: measure ex: belief ; ],
[ qb: measure ex: disbelief ; ],
[ qb: measure ex: uncertainty ; ],
[ qb: measure ex: apriori ; ] .

ex: dataset rdf:type qb: DataSet ;
qb: structure ex: Opinion ;
dcterms : subject ex:E1 .

ex:obs1a rdf:type qb: Observation , prov: Entity ;
qb: dataSet ex: dataset ;
prov: wasAttributedTo ex: Museum ;
ex: belief 0.4;
ex: disbelief 0.2;
ex: uncertainty 0.4;
ex: apriori 0.5.

Listing 7.3: Representing a subjective opinion about the user expertise.

Museum artifacts are annotated by means of Dublin Core [46] subjects, that are
of type skos:Concept. For instance:
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@ prefix rdf: <http :// www.w3.org /1999/02/22 - rdf -syntax -ns#> .
@ prefix ex: <http :// example .org/ns#> .
@ prefix dcterms : <http :// purl.org/dc/terms/> .
@ prefix skos: <http :// www.w3.org /2004/02/ skos/core#> .
ex:item1 dcterms : subject ex:T1.
ex:T1 rdf:Type skos: Concept .

Listing 7.4: Representing an annotated museum artifact.

We are interested in determining the user expertise about a given topic, so, we
compute opinions about objects of type hoonoh:ExpertiseRelationship. Opinions are
recorded by means of objects of type qb:Observation defined before. If eg:E1 is of
type hoonoh:ExpertiseRelationship, an opinion is:

expertise(user, T1) = ω eg:E1 hoonoh:from eg:user
eg:E1 hoonoh:toTopic eg:T1

(b, d, u, a) (7.9)

7.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we present a framework which helps in partially, but efficiently and
accurately automating the process of annotation evaluation in crowdsourced systems
that extends the models presented in the previous chapters, in particular in Chapters 1
and 6. One of the major advantages of our system is that it does not require to set
any particular parameter regarding decision strategies, hence, the final result does not
rely on our ability to choose precise values for such parameters. The only parameter
we need to set is the size of the training set used to build user reputations, but we
observed that it does not substantially affect our performance, thanks to the smoothing
factor introduced by subjective logic: smoothing helps to compensate for the fact that
small training sets might diverge substantially from the whole population they are
sampled from, and this limits the decrease in accuracy. This represents an important
achievement with respect to the model described in Chapter 6 that is a precursor of
this one. In addition, the use of semantic relatedness measures as weighing factors
for the evidence allows us to make precise estimations. This is obtained thanks to
the theoretical foundation for this combination presented in Chapter 3. The use of
probability distributions to represent reputations allows us to make estimates taking
into account that high reputations do not necessarily imply a perfect performance by
the user. Clustering helps to make the computation affordable, without compromising
accuracy. Lastly, we present a variant that makes it possible for museums to intervene
in the process of annotation acquisition, by requesting annotations to the most reliable
and expert users.



8
Provenance-based Assessment of
Annotations Trustworthiness

Two Cultural Heritage Case Studies

The work presented in this chapter is built upon the results presented so far,
in particular those in Chapters 6 and 7. Here we adopt uncertainty reason-
ing in combination with semantic similarity measures to semi-automatical-
ly predict the trustworthiness of annotations, similar to what we have de-
scribed in Chapter 7, but we adapt the algorithm thus obtained to make
provenance-based and not user-based predictions. In fact, we group the
provenance information about these annotations in so-called “provenance-
sterotypes” and we base our predictions on the stereotypes reputation. A
stereotype is a set of provenance traces meant to coarsely describe a user
behavior, similarly to what we described in Chapter 6. By evaluating the
annotations on the basis of the reputation of the stereotyped user behavior
rather than of the user itself, we show a means to possibly overcome the
limitation of the classic user reputation-based trust management systems.
We evaluate our algorithm over two datasets from the cultural heritage
domain.
This chapter is based on the article Efficient Semi-automated Assessment
of Annotations Trustworthiness, coauthored with Archana Nottamkandath
and Wan Fokkink, and published by Springer in the Journal of Trust Man-
agement in 2014. My contribution to this work regards the design, the
implementation and the evaluation of the algorithm.

8.1 Introduction
The goal of the work described in this chapter is to automate the process of evaluation
of annotations obtained through crowdsourcing in an effective way and prescinding
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from the author of these contributions. In Chapter 7 we proposed a model based on
user reputations. Here we go beyond such a paradigm, and we adapt our algorithm
to rely on the annotation provenance, similar to the work presented in Chapter 6.
So, apart from the leitmotifs subjective logic and semantic similarity measure al-
ready introduced, we also use provenance to evaluate the quality of user-contributed
annotations. Since we focus on annotations, provenance reports information on its
creation such as time of day, day of the week, typing speed, etc., obtained by tracking
user behavior. We use provenance information to group annotations according to the
“stereotype” or “behavior” that produced them. So, we group them depending on
whether they are produced by, for instance, early-morning or late-night users, because
we hypothesize that this information, properly analyzed, can act as a heuristic for the
trustworthiness of the annotations produced. Once the annotations have been grouped
per stereotype, we compute a reputation for each stereotype, based on a sample of
evaluations provided by an authority: we learn the policy adopted by the authority in
evaluating the annotations and we apply the learnt model on further annotations. This
allows leveraging the advantages of the algorithm proposed in Chapter 7 and, at the
same time, evaluate annotations whose author is unknown or lacks a sure reputation
(because not enough evidence about her reliability has been collected). We test our
hypothesis by applying our algorithm on two datasets, one from the SEALINC Me-
dia project experiment described in Chapter 7, and the other from the Steve.Museum
project. We show that the algorithm we propose is dependable and not solely depen-
dent on the availability of information about the author of an annotation (as shown
in Chapter 7). We assume that when the identity of the author is not known or when
a reliable reputation about the author is not available, we can base our estimates on
provenance information, that is, on a range of information about how the annotation
has been created (e.g., the timestamp of the annotation). By properly aggregating
such information (for manageability reasons), we derive a “stereotypical description”
of a user’s behavior. Users are often constrained in their behavior by the environment
and other factors. For instance, they produce annotations within certain periodic in-
tervals, such as the time of the day or day of the week. Being able to recognize such
stereotypes, we can compute a reputation per stereotype rather than per user. This
approach guarantees the availability of evidence, as typically multiple users belong to
the same stereotype, while compensating for the lack of evidence about specific users.
We evaluate our hypothesis over the two datasets mentioned before by splitting them
into two parts, one to build a provenance-based model and the other to test it.

The chapter continues as follows: in Section 8.2 we describe the system proposed,
and in Section 8.3 we present its evaluation. We conclude in Section 8.4.

8.2 System Description
The system that we propose aims at estimating the trustworthiness of annotations
based on a set of evaluated ones (per user or per provenance stereotype, as we will see).
To make the estimates, we make use of subjective logic (see Chapter Preliminaries)
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to reason about the evidence at our disposal. Also, since this consists of textual
annotations, we use semantic similarity measures (see again Chapter Preliminaries)
to understand the relevance of each piece of evidence when analyzing each different
annotation.

8.2.1 High-level System Overview
We propose a system that aims at relieving the institution personnel from the burden
of evaluating all the annotations inserted by users, similar to what we propose in
Chapter 7, although here we evaluate on user stereotype-basis and not on user-basis.
The system asks for some interaction with the reviewers, but tries to minimize it.

For each provenance stereotype, the system asks the reviewers to review a fixed
number of annotations, and on the basis of these reviews it builds stereotype repu-
tations. A reputation is meant to express a global measure of trustworthiness and
accountability of the corresponding stereotype. The reviews are also used to assess
the trustworthiness of each annotation inserted afterwards: given an annotation, the
system evaluates it by looking at the evaluations already available for its stereotype.
The evaluations of the annotations semantically closer to the one that we evaluate
have a higher impact. So we have two distinct phases: a first training step where
we collect samples of manual reviews, and a second step where we make automatic
assessments of annotations trustworthiness (possibly after having clustered the eval-
uated annotations to improve the computation time). We already saw in Chapter 7
that the more reviews there are, the more reliable the reputation is, and exactly as
in that chapter, also here the amount of evidence used to build a reputation does not
affect significantly the accuracy obtained. This is the only parameter we need to set
in our algorithm.

8.2.2 Annotation Representation
Similarly to Chapter 7, we adopt the Open Annotation model [14] as a standard model
for describing annotations, together with the most relevant related metadata (like the
author and the time of creation). The Open Annotation model allows us to reify the
annotation itself, and by treating it as an object, we can easily link to it properties
like the annotator URI or the time of creation. Also, using the PROV ontology [9], we
attribute a given annotation to a precise provenance bundle (as a means to represent a
group of provenance traces). Moreover, the review of an annotation can be represented
as an annotation which target is an annotation and which body contains a value of
the review about the annotation.

Listing 8.1 shows an example of an annotation and a corresponding review, both
represented as “annotations” from the Open Annotation model. Listing 8.1 represents
a tag (“Chinese”) created by a user, “Alex”, about a given image (“img_231”). The
tag has been created at a given time of the day and on a given day of the week, which
determine the provenance stereotype the tag belongs to, that is represented by means
of the bundle “c1”.
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@ prefix rdf: <http :// www.w3.org /1999/02/22 - rdf -syntax -ns#> .
@ prefix oa: <http :// www.w3.org/ns/ openannotation /core/> .
@ prefix foaf: <http :// xmlns.com/foaf /0.1/ > .
@ prefix prov: <http :// www.w3.org/ns/prov#> .
@ prefix ex: <http :// example .org/ns#> .
ex: user_1 foaf: givenName "Alex" .
c1 rdf:type prov: bundle .
ex: annotation_1 oa: hasBody ex: Chinese ; oa: annotatedBy ex: user_1 ;

oa: hasTarget ex: img_231 ; rdf:type oa: annotation ;
prov: mentionOf c1.

ex: review oa: hasBody ex: ann_accepted ; rdf:type oa: annotation ;
oa: annotatedBy ex: reviewer_1 ;
oa: hasTarget ex: annotation_1 .

ex: annotation_accepted oa: annotates ex: annotation_1 .

Listing 8.1: Example of an annotation and respective evaluation.

8.2.3 Provenance Stereotypes
The algorithms described in the previous chapters, and in particular in Chapter 7, are
based on the fact that there exists a relationship between the identity of an author
and the trustworthiness of his annotations, or that the user reputation is a meaningful
estimate of his ability to annotate. However, there might be cases when the user
reputation is not available, for instance if there is not enough evidence about his
trustworthiness or in case his identity is not known. We show that the algorithm
presented here is not entirely dependent on the user reputation and, in case this is not
available, other classes of information can be used as well. This class of information is
so-called provenance information about how an artifact (in this case, an annotation)
has been produced, and represents, therefore, an extension of the information about
the sole author of the annotation.

We follow a reasoning similar to Chapter 6, as we use “provenance stereotypes”
to group annotations. By stereotype we mean a class of provenance traces classified
according to the user behavior they hint at. For instance, we could have “Monday
early morning users” or “Saturday night users”. We suppose that a given behavior
should be associated with a particular reputation and hence with a given degree of
trustworthiness of the annotations created in that manner, for two reasons:

• The trustworthiness of a given annotation might be affected by when it is created.
For instance, late at night, users may on average be more tired and hence less
precise than on other moments of the day.

• Users tend to follow a regular pattern in their behavior, because, for instance,
their availability for annotating is constrained by their working time. Therefore,
by considering their behavior, we implicitly consider their identity as well, even
when they act as anonymous users.
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In order to apply this kind of reasoning, we need to refer to the provenance infor-
mation at our disposal about the annotations. In particular, these include only the
day of the week and the time of creation for the datasets considered, but other infor-
mation, when available, might be used as well (e.g. the typing duration for a given
annotation). Since annotations are hardly created at the same time, in general do not
coincide, we need to group them in order to be able to identify patterns in the data
that allow us to link specific provenance information to the trustworthiness of the tags.
In fact, the creation time of a tag may be recorded as a timestamp, but since tags are
probably created at different times, we need to increase the granularity of this piece
of information and analyze the part of the day or the day of the week when the tag
was created, rather than the exact moment (tracked by the timestamp). Of course,
this grouping introduces some uncertainty in the calculations because it introduces an
approximation and because, in principle there are several possible groupings that we
can apply, with different granularity and semantics (e.g. the days can be distinguished
in weekdays and weekends, or simply be kept as single days of the week). In the next
section, we report the results we obtained and we provide a possible explanation of
why the grouping we propose allowed us to obtain the results we achieved, in the case
studies we analyzed. In general, as we discussed in Chapter 6, we identify stereotypes
with sequences of possibly processed provenance features. In case the provenance fea-
tures at our disposal are numerous, then a preselection of these features is advisable, to
avoid excessive computational burden. Such a preselection could be made by selecting
the provenance features that correlate most with the trust values we aim at predicting
by using a gold standard, so that only the most significant features are considered.
This strategy can also be employed to choose the best processing method for data
that are too fine grained. We saw that dates are too rarefied to allow having enough
evidence per stereotype. So, we can extract part of the dates and coarsen them, but
deciding the correct coarsening level may be hard. On the one hand, we need to
coarsen these values in order to obtain high amounts of evidence for each stereotype.
On the other hand, a finer granularity guarantees the possibility to identify stereotypes
that correspond to behaviours that are significantly different from the trustworthiness
point of view. For instance, if we do not make any distinction based on the hour of the
day for a given day in the annotation dataset, all the observations produced in one day
would belong to the same stereotype, and this would guarantee availability of evidence
for that stereotype (provided that some observations are available). However, if we
split the hours of the day in, for example, three parts (morning, afternoon, night),
then it is possible that the corresponding stereotypes differ in trustworthiness of the
associated annotations (and this actually happens in the case study below). Also, the
method for coarsening these features can be implemented in different manners. For
instance, hours of the day could be split in three even classes or split according to
quantiles. In the case study presented below we create stereotypes manually, based
on their expected ability to act as proxy for annotation trustworthiness, but in future
research we will investigate the possibility to identify them automatically.

Lastly, from the modeling point of view, each group or stereotype can be thought of
as a prov:bundle from the PROV Ontology [9], that is a “named set of provenance
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descriptions”, where each set groups provenance traces according to the day of the
week and the part of the day they belong to. In fact, a stereotype can be seen as
an identifier for a group of provenance traces. By annotating annotations in this
manner, we can easily retrieve all the annotations belonging to a given stereotype
without having to make use of specific SPARQL queries. This is useful, because
despite the work presented in Chapter 6, we do not apply support vector machines to
learn the trustworthiness of the annotations created with a given stereotype. Rather,
we collect a predefined amount of evidence (i.e. of evaluated annotations) per group,
and we evaluate the remaining annotations of the same group based on the reputation
estimated using the evidence collected, so as to exploit the provenance semantics
instead of using it only as a statistical feature. Hence, having at disposal a shortcut
to identify all the provenance traces (and corresponding annotations) belonging to a
given stereotype, facilitates the handling of stereotypes.

For representing provenance information we adopt the W3C Recommendation
PROV-O Ontology [9], which provides founding types and relations for represent-
ing this specific kind of information, like entities and activities, which coincide with
tags and tag creation processes respectively.

8.2.4 Trust Management
We employ subjective logic for making our trust assessments, as described in Chap-
ter Preliminaries.

Trust is context-dependent (see Chapter Introduction), since different users and
annotations (or, more in general, agents and artifacts) may receive different trust
evaluations, depending on the context from which they originate and the reviewer. In
our scenarios we do not have at our disposal an explicit description of trust policies
by the museums, so we aim at learning a model that evaluates annotations as closely
as possible to what that museum would do, based on a small sample of evaluations
produced by the museum itself.

We define a stereotype reputation as a global value representing the expected
quality of the annotations obtained by users behaving particularly (e.g., annotating
at late night).

Once we decide how to group the provenance traces, we start collecting evidence
per group. We fix a limit to the amount of evidence needed to create the opinion rep-
resenting the stereotype’s reputation. (In the experiment described in the next section
we vary this limit to evaluate the impact it has on the accuracy of the reputation itself.)
The reputation is computed as in the build_reputation() procedure described in
Algorithm 8.2. First, we determine which stereotype the annotation belongs to. Then
we increment the evidence count for the evaluation of the current annotation until
we reach the limit per stereotype. Lastly, we convert the list of evidence counts in
subjective opinions.

Once the training set has been built, we evaluate the trustworthiness of the anno-
tations in the test set for each group. We compare each annotation to be evaluated
against each piece of evidence in the training set, and we use the semantic similarity
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emerging from that comparison to weigh the evidence and compute an opinion per
annotation.

Once we obtain one trust value per annotation, we have to decide whether or not
to accept the annotation itself. To be more precise, for each annotation we compute
an entire opinion, representing the probabilities for each annotation to be correctly
evaluated with one of the possible evaluations. Now we must decide which evaluation to
assign to the annotation. One strategy would use, for each annotation, the evaluation
having the higher probability. We do not adopt this strategy because by doing so
we would most likely tend to evaluate all annotations of a given stereotype with the
same dominant evaluation. For instance, if 95% of the training set annotations of one
stereotype are useful, we will most likely evaluate all its annotations in the test set as
useful. In turn, this implies that we do not take into account that we estimated that
5% of the annotations are not useful.

So we use an approach that combines the stereotype reputation with the trust
values of the annotations, because we want to take fully into account the probabil-
ities that are estimated by means of the reputation, and trust values estimate the
trustworthiness of annotations. Algorithm 8.2 presents the algorithm for annotation
evaluation.

Algorithm 8.1: Procedure for computing user reputation.
1 procedure build_reputation()

Input: A list of annotations with their corresponding provenance
information

Output: A list of reputations, one per provenance stereotype
2 for annotation in training_set_annotations do
3 i← annotation.get_stereotype_id()
4 if length(trainingset[stereotypes[i])])<n then
5 trainingset[length(trainingset[stereotypes[i]]) + 1]←

get_eval(annotation)
6 else
7 testset[length(testset[stereotypes[i]]) + 1]← get_eval(annotation)

8 for s in stereotypes do
9 rep[s]← compute_reputations(s)

10 return rep

Suppose that a user, Alex, created an annotation (“Chinese”) on Monday at 13.00.
Suppose, further, that in the group Monday-afternoon already the annotations {Ja-
panese, Christian} have been evaluated as useful, while {rose} has been evaluated as
not useful. Now the trust value of the annotation Chinese is evaluated as before, with
as only difference that the evaluation is made on the basis of the provenance group it
belongs to, and not of the author.
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Algorithm 8.2: Algorithm to compute trust values of annotations using prove-
nance stereotypes.
Input: A list of annotations with their corresponding provenance information
Output: A finite set of evaluated annotations

Result_Test_set = {〈annotation, trust_values〉}
1 for s in trainingset[stereotypes] do
2 rep[s]← build_reputation(Training_set)
3 Result ← {}
4 for s in testset[stereotypes] do
5 for Annotation ← annotation[s][1] to annotation[s][n] do
6 trust_values[Annotation]← compute_tv(Training_set)
7 s_annotations ← sort_annotations(trust_values)
8 Result ← Result ∪ assess(s_annotations,rep[s])
9 return Result

pmChinese = sim(Chinese, Japanese) + sim(Chinese,Christian) = 0.9 + 0.63 = 1.53

nmChinese = sim(Chinese, rose) = 0.57

ωmChinese

(
1.53

1.53 + 0.57 + 2 ,
0.57

1.53 + 0.57 + 2 ,
2

1.53 + 0.57 + 2 ,
1
2

)
E(ωmChinese) = 0.62

The reputation of the group is as follows.

ωmGroup

(
2
5 ,

1
5 ,

2
5 ,

1
2

)
E(ωmGroup) = 0.6

So the annotation inserted by Alex will be accepted only if it is one of the 60%
best annotations belonging to that group.

Implementation

The code for the representation and assessment of the annotations with the Open
Annotation model has been developed using SWI-Prolog Semantic Web Library [174]
and the Python libraries rdflib [133] and hcluster [48], and is available on the Web1.

1The code is available at http://trustingwebdata.org/phdthesis/dceolin.

http://trustingwebdata.org/phdthesis/dceolin
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8.3 Evaluation

8.3.1 Datasets Adopted
We validate the algorithm we propose over two datasets of annotations of images. The
first is a dataset from a SEALINC Media project experiment, that consists of 2,650
annotations of artifacts collected by the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam evaluated using
a scale ranging from one to five. The second is the Steve.Museum project dataset, that
consists of 45,860 crowdsourced painting annotations manually evaluated by museum
professionals as “useful”, “problematic” or “non-useful”. Both these datasets have
already been introduced in Chapter 7. We refer the reader to Section 7.4 for additional
details. In the SEALINC Media dataset, we consider only the annotations having an
evaluation higher than three as positive pieces of evidence, while in the Steve.Museum
case, only those classified as “useful” are considered as positive. We build our training
set using a fixed amount of evaluated annotations for each of the users, and form the
test set using the remaining annotations. The number of annotations used to build
the reputation and the percentage of the dataset covered are presented in Tables 8.1
and 8.2.

8.3.2 Results and Discussion
We evaluate the algorithm that we propose by running it on Steve.Museum and SEAL-
INC Media experiment datasets. As described before, we split each dataset into a
training and a test set, learn a model based on the training set, and evaluate it on
the test set. There is a tradeoff between complexity and performance. On the one
hand, a larger training set in general produces a more accurate model. On the other
hand, an increased size of the training set induces a larger number of comparisons for
each estimate, and hence an increased computation cost. To determine an optimal
size for the training set in each case study, we ran the algorithm with different train-
ing set sizes, expressed in terms of annotations per user reputation, and tracked their
performance. Table 8.1 and Table 8.2 present the results for the SEALINC Media
and the Steve.Museum dataset, respectively. We run this evaluation with the same
setting as before. Since we are interested only in checking whether the trustworthiness
estimations based on provenance stereotypes perform as well as those based on user
reputations in terms of precision and recall, we do not report the execution times of
the algorithm.

In Table 8.1 precision is about 88% and recall ranges between 73% and 88%. The
decrease in accuracy for the training set built with 20 annotations per reputation
is plausibly due to the fact that many provenance stereotypes do not have 20 or
more annotations available, so these groups cannot contribute to the overall accuracy
measurement, while they do with 5, 10 or 15 annotations per reputation. So, some
errors can be due to intrinsic limitations of the experiment rather than imprecision of
the algorithms. For instance, since training and test set are part of the same dataset,
a larger training set means a smaller test set, and vice versa. Since our prediction
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is probabilistic, a small training set forces us to discretize our predictions, and this
increases our error rate. Also, while an increase of the number of annotations used for
building a reputation produces an increase of the reliability of the reputation itself,
such an increase has the downside to reduce our test set size, since often only few
annotators produce a large number of annotations.

Moreover, the amount of evidence needed to make these assessments is low, as
demonstrated by the percentage covered by the training set over the dataset. In Ta-
ble 8.2 the performance is even higher than in Table 8.1. First, this is due to the
existence of a correlation between the provenance group an annotation belongs to and
its trustworthiness. Second, the fact that the provenance stereotypes that we consider
for this experiment are 21, which is much less than the number of users, together with
the imbalance between useful and non-useful annotations in the Steve.Museum dataset
(the first are much more plentiful than the latter) compensates a collateral effect of
smoothing. In fact, smoothing helps in allocating some probability to unseen events
(for instance, possible future mistakes of good users). So, because of smoothing, we
predict the existence of non-useful annotations for users who actually did not produce
them (the dataset contains only relatively few non-useful annotations). Since there
are many more users than provenance stereotypes, this error is higher with user-based
estimates, where there are many more smoothed probability distributions (one per
author), which causes many more annotations to be wrongly evaluated as non-useful.
On the other hand, with provenance stereotypes, this error is much more limited,
because the corresponding smoothed reputations introduce fewer wrong non-useful
evaluations. Still, we will continue employing smoothing, as these are posterior con-
siderations based on the availability of privileged information about the test set (i.e.,
its evaluation), and smoothing allows us to compensate the lack of this information.
On the other hand, the specific Steve.Museum dataset possibly shows a limitation of
smoothing.

Annotations Accuracy Training set Precision Recall F-measure
in each coverage

reputation
5 0.68 1.69% 0.88 0.73 0.80
10 0.71 3.35% 0.87 0.80 0.83
15 0.78 4.97% 0.88 0.88 0.88
20 0.72 6.45% 0.87 0.80 0.83

Table 8.1: Results of the evaluation of Algorithm 8.2 over the SEALINC Media dataset
for training sets formed by aggregating 5, 10, 15 and 20 reputations per user. We report
the percentage of dataset covered by the training set, the accuracy, the precision, the
recall and the F-measure of our prediction.

In the previous section, we hypothesized that the time of creation of an annotation
may implicitly affect its trustworthiness and that the users follow approximatively reg-
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Annotations Accuracy Training set Precision Recall F-measure
in each coverage

reputation
5 0.84 0.25% 0.84 0.99 0.90
10 0.84 0.45% 0.84 0.99 0.90
15 0.84 0.66% 0.84 0.99 0.90
20 0.84 0.86% 0.84 0.99 0.90
25 0.84 1.04 % 0.84 0.99 0.90
30 0.84 1.22 % 0.84 0.99 0.90

Table 8.2: Results of the evaluation of Algorithm 8.2 over the Steve.Museum dataset
for training sets formed by aggregating 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 reputations per user.
We report the percentage of dataset covered by the training set, the accuracy, the
precision, the recall and the F-measure of our prediction.

ular patterns in their behaviors. To support these statements, we made the following
analyses:

• we computed the average of the user reputations per provenance group. The av-
erages vary from 0.73 to 0.84 in the Steve.Museum case study and from 0.75 to
0.91 in the SEALINC Media case study. Each user that took part in the SEAL-
INC Media experiment participated only once. Moreover, their contributions are
concentrated in the mid part of the weekdays, so we could not make additional
checks. In the Steve.Museum dataset, instead, we also run a series of Wilcoxon
signed-ranked tests at 95% confidence level (since the data distribution is not
always normally distributed, as shown by a Shapiro-Wilk test at 95% confidence
level, we prefer not to use a t-student test), and we discovered that:

– there is no significant difference within user reputations in the morning,
afternoon, and night slots respectively across the week. For instance, we
took the reputations in the morning slots for Monday, Tuesday, etc. and
the Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed no significant difference. The same
holds for the afternoon and the night ones;

– there is a significant difference between the morning and the afternoon
slots and the afternoon and night slots. Here we compared the series of
reputations per slot across the week;

– if we compare the averages of the reputations with respect to the days (for
instance, considering the three slots of Monday versus the three slots of
Tuesday, etc.) we see no significant difference;

– there is no significant difference between weekends and weekdays.

The first two points support our hypothesis because they show that actually
there are some relevant differences between groups and actually these depend on
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the time of creation of an annotation. The third and the fourth point show that,
at least in this case study, it is not useful to keep track of the day of the week
when the annotation was created. On the other hand, the fact that we recorded
the day of the week allowed us to check if there is any difference both among
days and between weekend and weekdays, while if we started directly with this
latter distinction, we could not have decreased the granularity.

• as we stated in the previous item, the average number of provenance groups
a user contribution belongs to is 1 in the SEALINC Media dataset. In the
Steve.Museum dataset, instead, the average number of groups a user contri-
butions belongs to is 1.17, variance 0.56. This means that most of the users’
contributions belong to one group. So we can say that, approximatively, there
exists a one-to-many relation that links the groups with the users: given a group,
we can identify a group of users that provide annotations mostly in that group.
This means that, when we analyze the annotations that belong to a given group,
then we implicitly analyze the annotations produced by a group of users that
annotate mostly in that time interval. So the provenance group acts as a proxy
to this group of users, and hence, in practice, we analyze the annotations in that
group based on the reputations of the users linked to that group. In principle,
there may be a high variance among the users belonging to a given provenance
group. However, in the case studies analyzed in this paper, this does not happen
to be the case, since the variance of the users reputation belonging to a given
group is low.

• in the Steve.Museum case study, the variance of the user reputations ranges be-
tween 0.12 and 0.15. This shows that, even if the averages of user reputations per
group range between 0.73 and 0.84, the reputations are not sparsely distributed.
Rather, within provenance groups users tend to be rather homogeneous in terms
of reputation. The same holds for the SEALINC Media case study, where the
variance of user reputation per provenance group ranges between 0.004 and 0.01;

• the time that we used in our computation is the server time and the fact that,
in principle, the annotations are collected worldwide, this might imply that our
calculations are misleading. However, since: (1) as shown before, there is a con-
sistent distinction between morning, afternoon and night reputations (which is
determined by user performance, and users tend to contribute at fixed times),
(2) the amount of tags annotated as “problematic-foreign” is very small (about
1.9%) and (3) the artifact annotated in the case study belong mainly to U.S. cul-
tural heritage institutions, we assume that the annotations are approximatively
provided by users in the same time zone or in the neighboring ones.

When grouping the tags based on time, the choice between coarser and finer granu-
larity is not trivial and, in general, affects the uncertainty of the final result. Grouping
the tags at a coarser granularity allows easily collecting evidence for a given group and
finding a semantic justification for the differences between groups. If we find a differ-
ence between morning and afternoon tags, we can easily suppose (and possibly test)
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that this is due to the influence that different parts of the day have on the user condi-
tions (tired, sleepy, etc.). If we find a difference between tags made at 8.00 a.m. and
at 9.00 a.m., we may need additional information to justify semantically the reasons
of such differences. On the other hand, a finer granularity may reveal to be useful to
avoid to group together heterogeneous tags. All these are generic considerations, and
the choice of the best granularity depends on the peculiarities of the single use case
evaluated. In our cases, as is evident from the considerations above, we chose a coarser
granularity for the hours of the day and a finer one for the days of the week, because
this combination was the most significant and gave us the highest accuracy. Future
work will investigate the possibility to automatically determine the best granularity
level for this grouping.

8.4 Conclusion
We present an algorithm for automatically evaluating the trustworthiness of user-
contributed annotations by using subjective logic and semantic similarity measures
to learn a model from a limited set of annotations evaluated by an institution. In
particular, our model predicts the annotation trustworthiness based on the prove-
nance stereotype that the annotation belongs to, that is, on the temporal frame when
the annotation was created. This represents an attempt to go beyond the classical
reputation-based trust management (like those presented in Chapters 1, 6 and 7) and
move the focus from the reputation of the user to the reputation of the behavior as-
sumed by him. It turns out to be useful, for instance, in cases when the user or his
reputation is not known. This kind of approach also might prove to be useful to prevent
some prejudice against particular classes of users who might affect the quality of the
annotation assessment: for instance, a young annotator might not be highly trusted
because of his apparent low expertise, but this kind of analysis might help in adjusting
such an estimate, if necessary. Finally, this approach can also be used to suggest to the
user to adopt particular behaviors that have shown to lead to particularly trustwor-
thy annotations. Also in Chapter 6 we propose a model for making trust predictions
based on provenance stereotypes, but here we merge that achievement with the im-
provements provided in Chapter 7. Hence, here we merge successfully the accuracy
of the probabilistic approach proposed in Chapter 7, that relies on the combination
of subjective logic with semantic similarity measures proposed in Chapter 3, with the
efficiency of the provenance-based approach proposed in Chapter 6. We evaluate each
algorithm on two different datasets of annotations from the cultural heritage domain.
Our algorithm satisfactorily allows us to estimate the annotation trustworthiness with
a level of accuracy of about 80% in one case and 73% in the other one.





Conclusion and Discussion

This chapter presents conclusions we draw about the work presented in this
thesis. We revisit the research questions presented in Chapter Introduction,
then we present a final discussion and future work indication.

The overall problem addressed in this thesis is represented by the following research
question: How can the trustworthiness of semi-structured Web data be adequately esti-
mated? We develop our research around the following statement, that represents the
core message of the thesis:

The trustworthiness of semi-structured Web data can be ade-
quately estimated by making use of uncertainty reasoning, possi-
bly assisted by provenance analysis and semantic similarity mea-
sures.

Based on this statement, we decompose the main research question in four subques-
tions and, for each of them, we perform a series of experiments intended to validate
a subcomponent of the thesis statement. First, we analyze whether uncertainty
reasoning is a key element for determining the trustworthiness of semi-
structured Web data. In Chapters 1 and 2, we perform two preliminary studies
about the use of uncertainty reasoning together with Web data to make trust assess-
ments on two datasets provided by the Naturalis Museum in the Netherlands. From
these two case studies emerge the basic procedures adopted through the rest of the
thesis as the starting point for determining the trustworthiness of semi-structured
Web data. Then, in Chapters 3 and 4 we explore in depth the use of uncertainty rea-
soning techniques, and in particular of higher-order probability distributions and of
subjective logic to model, represent and estimate Web data and their trustworthiness.
From these analyses we derive a representation of Web data with higher-order prob-
ability distributions that we apply on a dataset of piracy attacks. Also, we provide
an advanced procedure for estimating the reliability of Web data, that extends the
procedures introduced before and is evaluated on a set of Police open and closed data.
Then, we analyze the role played by provenance in assisting uncertainty reasoning
for trust assessment of semi-structured Web data. In Chapter 5 we propose a first
procedure for applying uncertainty reasoning over provenance graphs to estimate the
trustworthiness of Web data (AIS ship messages in the specific case study analyzed).
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In Chapter 6 we introduce the concept of “provenance stereotype” (that we further
developed in Chapter 8) and we propose a series of procedures that employ provenance
stereotypes to estimate the trustworthiness of video tags. Lastly, we analyze the use
of semantic similarity measures to assist the trustworthiness estimation of Web
data. First we propose a procedure for estimating the trustworthiness of museum an-
notations that makes use of user reputation in combination with semantic similarity
measures in Chapter 7 and then, in Chapter 8 we substitute users with provenance
stereotypes, and we show how it is possible to combine uncertainty reasoning, prove-
nance analysis and semantic similarity measures to estimate the trustworthiness of
Web data. Another important characteristics of these two latter procedures is that
they not only allow estimating the trustworthiness of data, but they also allow dis-
tinguishing the trusted data from the untrusted ones (i.e., they allow “placing trust”,
following the theory of O’Hara [121]) in an automated manner. These procedures are
evaluated on two datasets from the cultural heritage domain.

The Research Questions Revisited

Research Question 1 - Can Web data help the trust evaluation
of semi-structured data?
This research question is tackled throughout the thesis, but in particular Chapters 1
and 2 present insights about this issue. First, in Chapter 1 we demonstrate the value
of enriching data internally curated by an authority with trusted Web data. The use of
Web data permits to increase the performance of the trust algorithm that we propose,
and the use of Semantic Web technologies facilitates the data aggregation process. This
result is only based on a limited case study and makes use of selected Web sources that
are trusted and known to be authoritative. Therefore, on the one hand, it represents
a positive partial answer to the research question, while on the other hand the result
can not be generalized for all Web data. These data need to be properly selected and
handled in order to fruitfully and safely use them for trust assessments but, when this
selection is applied correctly, linking the data to be evaluated to Web data is useful
to find patterns that help in the process of trust assessment. Moreover, the use of
uncertainty reasoning techniques reveals to be a positive choice to handle this kind of
data, for two reasons. First, it allows us to take into account the inner uncertainty
in these data and in their representativity (often we observe just a sample data, and
we do not know how representative it is of the entire data population). Second, this
probabilistic logic allows us to reason over trust while taking advantage of the graph
structure of the aggregated data.

Chapter 2 shows another case study that makes use of Web data to estimate the
confidence of semi-structured data. Here we evaluate the use of a series of heuristics
(some of which are Web-based) to make assessments about the confidence in some
georeferenced records. Despite the work presented in the first chapter, in Chapter 2
we evaluate a series of heuristics developed to estimate the confidence in a series of
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georeferenced entries, and some of these heuristics turn out not to be correct indicators
of the confidence in the georeferenced records. So, this confirms that it is possible to
use Web data to make trust assessments of semi-structured data (some of the heuristics
worked decently), but the correct choice of these sources is crucial for the success of
the trust estimation process and again, uncertainty reasoning techniques are found to
be useful to properly handle Web data used for trust assessments. Also, the choice of
the Web data for making trust assessments depends not only on the authoritativeness
of the sources, but also on their relevance in a specific context, confirming that trust
is context-dependent, as stated in the theory of O’Hara [121].

In general, Web sources could have been too noisy or unreliable for us. Moreover,
the Web is so vast that it could have been hard to find out reliable data sources.
These chapters show that, when we choose sources that are known to be authorita-
tive (Chapter 1) or when we select the most useful and reliable sources after having
analyzed them (Chapter 2), we can use the data that these expose for making trust
assessments. Therefore, the work presented in these chapters is fundamental for the
rest of the thesis because it shows that we can extract useful data from Web sources,
either directly or after filtering them. We need to handle such data with care, and we
address this issue by tackling the following research question, but the fact that we can
use them (at least, in specific use cases) is a crucial achievement.

Research Question 2 - How can uncertainty reasoning be effec-
tively used to estimate the trustworthiness of semi-structured
data?
Chapter 3 starts by showing that second-order probability distributions can be effec-
tively used to model categorical Web data. The idea behind a statistical representation
of Web data is that usually we observe only small portions of these, and to be able to
effectively use them for making trust assessments, we need to understand how repre-
sentative these data are. The probability distributions used in that chapter are shown
to be particularly useful in plausibly depicting the sample representativity. Also, some
of the probability distributions adopted in that chapter represent the statistical back-
ground of subjective logic that we use in Chapters 1 and 2. These facts motivate us
to: (1) continue adopting this logic, at least for the representation of trust values; and
(2) tighten the connection between the probabilistic logic and the probability distri-
butions. From this effort results the development of open world opinions, that are
subjective opinions based on Dirichlet processes, which extend subjective logic. That
chapter moreover describes other subjective logic extensions aimed at integrating the
logic and other kinds of Web-based knowledge, being partial evidence observations and
semantic similarity measures. The first extension is particularly useful in Chapter 6,
since it provides a method for computing trust values based on number of matches for
tag entries from the video tagging platform Waisda?. The second extension, instead,
creates a bridge between Part I and Part IV, because it motivates the choice of un-
certainty reasoning techniques for handling Web data for trust assessment, and lays
the foundations for using semantic similarity measures in combination with subjective
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logic as done in Chapters 7 and 8.
Chapter 4 addresses this issue from a different perspective. In Chapter 3 un-

certainty reasoning is employed to estimate the data representativity and use them
accordingly, and subjective logic is extended to provide a uniform framework for trust
assessments using Web sources. In Chapter 4, instead, uncertainty reasoning is used
for two reasons. In that chapter trust is interpreted in terms of reliability and the
analyses proposed are aimed at assessing the reliability of a set of police open data de-
rived from a corresponding closed dataset. Uncertainty reasoning techniques are used
here, in the first instance, as a means to measure the reliability of open data. In fact,
we know that some differences between open and closed data have been introduced by
purpose (for privacy reasons), so choosing uncertainty reasoning techniques to mea-
sure the difference between open and closed data is a means to identify relevant (i.e.,
statistically significant) differences without dwelling on small differences that were
intentionally introduced. Then, uncertainty reasoning is used to test the similarity
between consecutive open datasets, and to aggregate the results thus obtained. The
search for reliability changes in a series of open datasets is subject to high degrees of
uncertainty because its outcome can not be confirmed by closed data. Uncertainty
reasoning here helps in dealing with such uncertainty. Subjective logic allows us to
aggregate the evidence collected by means of tests that may be informative or not.

Chapter 5 tackles the research question with the use of provenance data, hence
establishing a link between Part II and Part III. In that chapter we use the logical
facilities of subjective logic to combine opinions about elements of the graphs describing
the provenance of artifacts. By aggregating all the opinions using subjective logic
operators, we obtain a final opinion representing the estimated trustworthiness of the
artifact of interest.

Summarizing, we show that uncertainty reasoning helps in estimating the trust-
worthiness of semi-structured data in three manners.

• By giving a means to estimate the data distribution and the sample representa-
tivity, hence allowing us to handle the data prudently.

• By giving a means to estimate data similarity, to identify regularities in the data.

• By giving a means to combine observations about different facts that might affect
the data trustworthiness. And by aggregating those observations in a properly
weighted manner.

We show in the previous subsection that there exist Web sources that expose
reliable semi-structured data that are useful for our computations. Nevertheless, these
data present also regularities and patterns, despite a degree of uncertainty. This is
crucial because it means that we can build model to mimic, predict or represent at
least part of them. We had no prior assurance that the data were regular enough
to be modeled by means of the relatively simple uncertainty reasoning techniques
that we adopt. The choice of a suitable model could have been not trivial, and such a
model could have been particularly complicated and computationally heavy. However,
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we show that it is possible to use the techniques mentioned above to model and to
handle semi-structured data (and, in particular, Web data), and the fact that these
are effective in dealing with the uncertainty in the data that we use, and that their
computation burden is light, makes these models ideal for our needs.

Research Question 3 - How can provenance information be used
for making accurate trustworthiness estimations of semi-struc-
tured data?
Chapter 5 addresses the problem of trusting semi-structured data by using subjective
logic. That chapter also makes use of a particular useful class of meta-information of
these data, that is provenance. Provenance describes how, by whom, when and where
artifacts (semi-structured data in this case) have been produced. It is an important
class of information that needs to be considered when estimating the trustworthiness
of semi-structured data. Especially when we can not judge data from their content,
knowing the reputation of whom produced them, or of the processes that led to them,
might give useful hints about their trustworthiness.

Provenance gives relevant support to the process of trust estimation of semi-
structured data. However, provenance needs to be properly managed in order to
be effective. How could otherwise the fact that a given piece of data was produced by
a given agent help us to estimate the data trustworthiness? Per se, that information
does not provide enough warranties, because that kind of information needs to be
interpreted in order to furnish indications about the data trustworthiness or untrust-
worthiness. Uncertainty reasoning techniques are employed in Chapter 5 to compute
the reputation of a set of provenance artifacts belonging to the provenance traces of a
given piece of data, and particular operators are used to aggregate such trust values in
order to reflect the processes that actually took place over those artifacts. Subjective
logic is used to its full potential in this application. In fact, the trustworthiness of
each artifact is determined on the basis of the observations at our disposal, and the
logic’s operators are a handy tool to correctly combine the opinions about the artifacts
from which the artifact of our interest is derived. A case study presented in Chapter 5
shows how it is possible to determine the trustworthiness of AIS messages based on
estimates of the trustworthiness of each subcomponent of these messages used in the
naval domain.

However, the approach presented in Chapter 5, despite its high potential testified by
the ability to produce trust values for a set of AIS messages, has two possible problems
that might limit its generalizability. One is that it relies on the availability of evidence
for each artifact involved in the provenance trace. Although subjective logic allows us
to compute a trust value even when no evidence is available, a good outcome depends
on the availability of observations for each artifact. The second limitation regards
the choice of the subjective operators that aggregate the trust values of the artifact
according to the process that was operated over these artifacts. In some cases, the
choice of this operator could not be trivial, especially in case of particularly complex
provenance processes.
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In Chapter 6 we tackle the research question with another method that aims also
at overcoming the limitations just described. In that chapter we use machine learning
algorithms to predict the trustworthiness of crowdsourced media annotations based
on similarities in their provenance graphs. This approach is useful because it allows
us to “blindly” use provenance to make trust assessments, since the machine learning
algorithm is used as a “black box” which does not require any knowledge about how
the artifacts and agents involved in the process of annotation creation affects the
trustworthiness of the annotation. The results are satisfactory, although clearly this
approach, even if it solves some of the previous limitations, achieves this result by
renouncing to consider some of the semantics captured by the provenance graphs.
There is, therefore, room for future research in this direction, and we elaborate on this
in the following section.

One last remark regards the fact that we can also reinterpret the results presented
in Chapter 1 in the light of the considerations above. In that chapter we linked the data
at our disposal to Web data and, even if that was not explicit, the type of information
that we retrieved from the Web was actually provenance information. For instance,
the author of a bird specimen annotation is easily encoded as a prov:Agent in the
PROV Ontology [9]. Amongst others, in the case study described in Chapter 1 we
make use of the Dublin Core ontology [46], and a mapping with the PROV Ontology
is also officially proposed by the W3C [111], as to testify that part of the information
used in that case is provenance information.

Provenance reveals to be very useful in the process of trust assessment. Either
because we are able to interpret the process of data creation in trust terms, or because
provenance gives a means to identify regularities in the data that would otherwise be
hidden. Our evaluations of provenance-based trust estimates suggest that this is an
interesting direction to take also in the future. Provenance alone does not provide the
necessary knowledge to make useful trust estimates, but the coupling with uncertainty
reasoning shows positive results. The fact that this coupling is effective is important,
because it tells us which direction to take when using provenance for estimating trust.
Moreover, it tells us that there exists a correlation between specific provenance features
and the trustworthiness of a given artifact. It is intuitive that knowing, for instance,
who made something can help us to estimate how good that artifact is. However, here
we show that such an intuitive fact is exploitable for making reliable trust assessments
because, at least in some contexts, it holds consistently.

Suppose that users produce tags with random trustworthiness: in that case we
would not have been able to use uncertainty reasoning techniques to estimate the
trustworthiness of these tags. This reasoning can be extended also to the other prove-
nance features we make use of: we could make our provenance-based estimates because
there exists a relationship between provenance and artifact trustworthiness. Suppose,
further, that the provenance information that hints at the trustworthiness of the arti-
facts that we analyze is so complex and specific to require tailored methods for each
specific estimation. This would have been a relevant problem that could have compro-
mised the applicability of our solutions. In part we run into this problem in Chapter 5,
but we solved it by manually selecting the subjective logic operators to use in that
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case and by employing more generic methods in the subsequent case studies presented
in Chapters 6 and 8.

Research Question 4 - Can semantic similarity measures improve
the accuracy of trust estimates of semi-structured data based on
uncertainty reasoning?
Semantic similarity measures represent a complementary means for improving the
management of evidence at our disposal for making trust assessments. This kind of
measures takes advantage of Web sources, either in case we use deterministic semantic
similarity measures (like the Wu & Palmer similarity measure, that is based on Word-
Net) or in case we use probabilistic ones (like the Normalized Google Distance, that
is based on the results given by the Google search engine).

We employ semantic similarity measures for assessing trust only in one specific
domain, the cultural heritage domain, but other developments are possible as well. In
Chapters 7 and 8 we use the Wu and Palmer semantic similarity measure to properly
weigh the evidence used in the uncertainty reasoning techniques adopted for assessing
the trustworthiness of annotations. We combine semantic similarity with subjective
logic and demonstrate how it is possible to extend the logic to include that measure in
a theoretically sound manner in Chapter 3. The use of the similarity measures allows
us to improve the management of evidence about the performance of annotators, hence
adapting the interpretation that we make of this evidence according to the context of
the assessment. So, if we are evaluating a given annotation provided by an annotator,
we weigh all the observations (i.e., an evaluated annotation) we already have about
that annotator in order to give higher weight to the observations that are semantically
closer to the annotation to be evaluated.

We run our evaluation on two datasets, using an annotator-centered algorithm
in Chapter 7 and provenance-based one in Chapter 8, and the results we obtain are
promising. The use of semantic similarity measures in combination with uncertainty
reasoning can be seen as a refinement of the use of those reasoning techniques over
provenance. Semantic similarity measures have the goal to help to estimate the ex-
pertise of a given annotator (or in general, of an artifact creator), depending on a set
of evaluated artifact created by her. The expertise is implicitly determined every time
an artifact of the same author is evaluated.

Besides their accuracy, semantic similarity measures are used in Chapter 7 to
improve the computation time of the uncertainty reasoning-based algorithms. This
is orthogonal to the research question tackled here, but the fact that the accuracy is
not compromised by this addition, shows another potential for the use of semantic
similarity measures in trust assessment.

Finally, already in Chapter 4 we show how statistical similarity measures are a
helpful means to obtain hints about the trustworthiness of categorical data. These
and the semantic similarity measures adopted in Chapters 3, 7 and 8 perform a sim-
ilar task in two domains: semantic similarity measures allow us to identify similarity
in textual evidence, while statistical semantic similarity allow us to identify similarity
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in categorical evidence. Both kinds of similarity measures are important in the trust-
worthiness estimation process. In the same way as provenance allows us to identify
links in our data that would otherwise be hidden, similarity measures allow us to iden-
tify regularities in the data and refine our estimates. We plan to further investigate
the use of both kinds of similarity measures and their combination for making trust
assessments, for instance by measuring the semantic similarity between categories in
categorical data and comparing such similarity with the results of statistical similarity
measures run on such categorical data.

Tackling the previous research questions, we saw that when using uncertainty rea-
soning techniques and in particular, subjective logic, the more pieces of evidence we
have, the more reliable our estimates are. In principle, the use of semantic similarity
measures is aimed at extending the set of evidence at our disposal. Semantic similarity
measures allow considering also evidence about different subjects than those of inter-
est. On the other hand, since this evidence is weighed, we run the risk to reduce the
accuracy of our predictions, since these measures inevitably reduce the evidence counts
at our disposal, because we multiply semantic similarity measures by that evidence,
and the semantic similarity measures we use range between zero and one. If a piece
of evidence is semantically identical to the target of our evaluation, then it is counted
as one. Otherwise, it is counted as a number between zero and one, corresponding to
the value of the similarity. The ability to extend the set of evidence considered and,
at the same time, to understand the qualitative importance of each piece of evidence,
case by case, rewarded us. This explains why the use of semantic similarity measures
is helpful to improve the accuracy of our estimates.

Discussion and Future Work

Reflection on the Applicability of the Procedures for Trustwor-
thiness Estimation
In this thesis we propose a set of procedures for estimating the trustworthiness of
semi-structured Web data and deciding which of them to trust. The procedures are
designed to address specific research questions identified in the case studies described,
and they differ with respect to the aspects they emphasize (e.g., provenance analysis).
However, based on them, we identify a common methodology that a data analyst can
adopt to determine the trustworthiness of Web data. We present it as follows.

1. Identify a set of evaluations for at least a subset of the data to be evaluated. Trust
assessments are subjective, so it is crucial to have at our disposal a sample set of
evaluation to be used to train our models. If such evaluations are not available,
then an estimate of such a gold standard is needed, e.g. based on user agreement
and disagreement [3, 78, 145]. Given that we estimate the trustworthiness of
data based on metadata and, in a limited manner, on their content (by means
of semantic similarity measurements), it is necessary that this requirement is
fulfilled to be able to apply this methodology.
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2. Identify a creator for each piece of data. If such information is unavailable,
then define user stereotypes based on the provenance information available and
identify which stereotype each piece of data belongs to. Again, the availability
of metadata is crucial for being able to apply our method. If no metadata is
available, then a possibility could be to move to a content-based approach, if
applicable.

3. If creators or provenance stereotypes have been identified, then compute a rep-
utation for each of them, by using the evaluations at our disposal. We propose
to use subjective opinions to represent user reputations because it allows aggre-
gating and smoothing the evidence at our disposal, depending on the size of the
evidence set. Other approaches may be possible as well.

4. Are the data comparable by means of a similarity measure (e.g., semantic simi-
larity in the case of annotations)? If yes, then compute a trust value per piece
of data to be evaluated, by weighing the relevant evidence with respect to the
similarity with it. The relevant evidence is the evidence related, for instance, to
a given author or provenance stereotype. The combination of subjective logic
with semantic similarity measures we propose in Chapter 3 that is used in Chap-
ters 7 and 8 exemplifies this approach. Once we computed such a trust value, we
can use it to decide which data to trust and which not, for instance by setting
a threshold and accepting only the values above it (see Chapter 6), or through
ranking (see Chapters 7 and 8). If data are not comparable by means of a sim-
ilarity measure, then one can use a probabilistic strategy to evaluate them by
starting from a user or stereotype reputation estimated using the training set.
Chapter 1 offers a range of decision strategies that are applicable in this case.
Other strategies will be investigated in the future.

This approach may be subject to additions and changes in the future, as new re-
search will be devoted to the topic. However, it has been effectively applied throughout
the thesis, so we consider it at least as a starting point with respect to the methodology
for trust assessment of semi-structured Web data.

Depending on which data and metadata are available, there is a progression of re-
sults that is possible to obtain with the method above: user or stereotype reputations,
data trustworthiness estimations, trusted data selection. In principle, the role played
by semantic similarity measures in assisting the computation of trustworthiness esti-
mates tailored for each piece of data may be played by metrics based on provenance
analysis as well. We will investigate this use of the analysis of provenance information
in the future.

Future Research Outline
We identify here some limitations and open research questions for the work presented
in this thesis.
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1. The analyses of provenance for trust estimation that we propose represent only
a starting point about the potential offered by this class of information.

2. The methods presented make a bland use of semantics. Since we make use of Web
data in our analyses, it is worth investigating the use of semantically enriched
data in our estimations.

3. Trust representation is mainly adopted for storing the results of computations,
but a deeper study of this aspect might improve it and enhance the sharing and
reuse of the results.

4. The human aspect is almost neglected in the analyses made. It might be useful
to incorporate more social and human-centered aspects in the evaluation of data
trustworthiness.

5. As a consequence of the previous point, security needs to be considered. It was
not a focal point of the research presented here, but it becomes more relevant in
a social perspective.

We address these limitations in detail and, by doing so, we describe future direc-
tions that we envision for this research.

1. Provenance We use provenance analysis for trust estimation in three chapters
of this thesis. The results are promising, but the use of provenance can be further
investigated, in order to identify more precisely the provenance features one needs to
focus on to estimate the trustworthiness of pieces of data, and to fully take advantage
of the semantics of provenance graphs. If general rules could be learnt, we might be
able to evaluate the trustworthiness of a piece of data based on the characteristics of its
provenance graph without having to learn, again, a model that fits particular require-
ments, as we do in our case studies. It would be sufficient to adjust the evaluation to
the required constraints, and apply the generic rules to obtain it. Otherwise, a deeper
analysis would at least allow us to guide the selection of provenance features to look at.
In fact, having to deal with complex provenance graphs might lead to computational
issues. Being able to identify links between specific provenance features and the trust
evaluation of specific artifacts would be heavily beneficial for our computations, so we
believe this is one direction worth investigating.

Another interesting related issue is the combination of provenance- and reputa-
tion-based estimates that has been touched in Chapter 6. User reputation-based trust
estimates combined with provenance-based ones show to be particularly effective in the
case study presented in that chapter. We will apply that combination in other domains
as well, and we will study deeply the methods for combining the two estimates.

2. Semantics The use of semantics might be further enhanced in our calculations,
in order to grasp the meaning of the data analyzed and process them specifically. For
instance, by interpreting the fact that some data belong to a specific class might lead
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to the use of a specific probability distribution to describe them or to a particular
weighing of the observations considered in our estimates. Moreover, if two categorical
data belong to sibling classes, then we can take advantage of such dependencies in our
predictions. In general the potential is still big, because so far in our computations we
make a prevalent use of statistics to obtain trust estimates, but by properly combining
it with logics and semantics, we might be able to further improve the results achieved
and to fully take advantage of all the information at our disposal. For instance, the use
of subjective logic has mostly been limited to its ability to represent contextual trust
values and its statistical representation of trust values. Only in a few cases we employ
the logics of subjective logic, and this technique can be further applied and better
tightened with ontological reasoning. By moving our focus to the semantics aspects,
we might take full advantage of the huge volume of data available in the Linked Open
Data cloud (similar to what we do in Chapter 1) and start evaluating the data not
only based on their metadata, but also considering their meaning.

Semantics alone is not sufficient to show whether a given piece of data is correct or
not, because, for instance, although a semantic interpretation can help to tell whether
a given tag is correctly spelled and used in the right context, semantics alone can
hardly tell if the annotation is, for instance, correctly linked to the right specimen.
However, the combination of this knowledge with the techniques already presented in
this thesis is promising and will be further investigated.

3. Social and Psychological Aspects In this thesis we focus on the analysis of
the data themselves: where they come from, how they are produced, what is their
expected representativity, etc., and all these elements are considered when evaluating
their trustworthiness. However, there is a human factor in all this that can become
relevant, for two reasons. First, by properly analyzing the social interactions existing
between people involved in the process of data creation we can improve the trust
estimation, like Golbeck suggests [65]. Considering the social implications of trust can
be done by reusing at least some of the techniques already adopted: for instance, in this
context, subjective logic has already been explored by Bakar et al. [5]. At the same
time, the uncertainty reasoning techniques used in this thesis need to be combined
with social network analysis techniques in order to properly tackle this interesting
angle. Moreover, by considering more the social aspect in our analysis, security needs
to be taken into account as well. Our definition of trust does not need to consider the
reasons that make a piece of data untrustworthy: whether it is because of malicious
intentions or because of lack of competence of its author, that neither is known to us,
nor is the focus of our research. However, by moving in this direction, we must also
consider the incentives that move people, and study them deeply in order to improve
the accuracy of our predictions and avoid us to misinterpret our observations.

There is also another aspect that is worth considering when looking at the human
aspects of trust estimation of semi-structured data. Social analyses give another means
to understand the data trustworthiness, but it might be useful and interesting also
to consider how people interpret the trustworthiness of these data. We adopt one
specific trust definition but, although there are also other definitions of trust, and
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different people (or entities) with different constraints and goals in mind can implement
such a definition in different manners. For instance, in Chapters 7 and 8, we take
the point of view of specific institutions, learnt from their evaluations and built a
model from a sample of evaluations. Different institutions and different people might
apply different evaluations strategies: some consistent and some not, etc. In order to
facilitate the adoption of the methods and techniques developed in this thesis, it would
be useful to evaluate their adaptability in different contexts in order to measure also
the trustworthiness of the trust management systems themselves and their ability to
really understand user requirements in terms of trustworthiness.

Pariser [122] describes the problem that exacerbated personalization prevents peo-
ple from accessing contents that they might enjoy but that are not presented to them
because they are too far from their known profiles. Here, although the intentions are
different, we run the risk to encounter a similar problem. If some classes of content
are mistakenly considered to be untrustworthy or if some sources are erroneously eval-
uated as more trustworthy than they actually are, we might stumble on a problem
similar to The Filter Bubble: user overexposure to content from limited sources, at
the expense of other, potentially useful content. Here recommender systems might
help: although these are aimed at a different goal than trust management systems,
the latter ones might borrow from recommender systems methods that are necessary
to employ to prevent filter bubbles.

4. Trust Representation We employ the RDF Data Cube and the Open Anno-
tation ontologies to represent trust values. Our goal is merely to store the results of
our computations for further use. However, considering a possible extension of this
research in the social domain, the trust representation might become even more im-
portant. We represent the trust values we compute by means of subjective opinions
because we find them simple and complete, but by moving to the social domain, this
representation may be sided by others and, in general, the sharing of these results
might become more important. Webs of trust have already been widely studied, but a
more data-oriented (instead of user-oriented) sharing of subjective opinions by means
of Semantic Web technologies may be an interesting direction to take. By sharing sub-
jective opinions about different facts we might allow reusing them and, hence, reduce
the dependence from observation availability in our computations, because it allows
reusing a second-hand opinion instead of looking for first-hand evidence. Of course,
this requires the ability to properly weigh the opinions that one might retrieve from a
social network, as well as a deep study of the requirements for representing subjective
opinions in such a scenario: RDF Data Cube and Open Annotation might be ideal
tools for accomplishing this task, but it is important to validate this aspect to avoid
pitfalls or mistakes. A standardization of the trustworthiness and trust representation
is desirable and such a representation should be, in our opinion, lightweight, complete
and precise. URIs are the ideal tool to represent the elements involved in the expres-
sion of trust (trustor, trustee, context) in order to make the trust evaluation reusable
and interpretable by other entities. Research needs to be done about the best means to
represent the trust evaluations, to balance the need for them to be easily understood
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but not bound to a specific calculation method. Moreover, we propose to handle these
shareable trust statements at RDF level in order to allow sharing subjective trust
assessments about single RDF triples. A given triple may be believed to be true by
one or more sources, based on evidence at their disposal. This would not affect the
semantics of the triple itself, rather, the fact that a possibly unreliable proxy refers us
about its trustworthiness, and we rely on it, with some possible precautions. Having
the possibility of encoding this information with an extended version of RDF would
increase the compactness and the portability of the trust representation. However,
this probably requires a deep research effort and, in the short run, solutions based on
the Open Annotation model and RDF Data Cube are a good compromise. Hence, a
first standardization round needs probably to start from these vocabularies and, in
the long run, hopefully a more compact and precise representation will be possible.

5. Security Although trust is tightly connected with security issues, we do not
tackle this aspect in this thesis. We do not investigate the motivations that lead
actors involved in the process of data creation to the production of bad data, when
it happens. Whether it is because an actor does not hold the necessary expertise or
knowledge, because of chance, or because of malicious intentions, we do not treat the
error differently, because we can not validate any result about this. The only thing
we can do is to check and predict the data trustworthiness per se, and this is what we
focus on. However, as soon as we extend our focus to social and psychological aspects
of trust, security issues become more relevant, because when people are incentivized
to be more involved in the system, then the possible gain from a system deception
rises, as highlighted several times in the volume of Hasum and Tovey [109]. So, in
that perspective, the incentives and the motivations that pull people to produce and
share data and trust assessments become more important and need to be researched.
This will tighten the link with computer security, or simply pose more attention to
the security aspects of trust. As a consequence, more attention will have to be paid
to the robustness of the trust management techniques, since these will have to resist
security attacks from malicious users. Also, in this context, the trust management
mechanism becomes part of an incentive system. Therefore, it will not only have to
correctly estimate the trustworthiness of the data and resist the users attack, but also
help to avoid such attacks by correctly incentivizing the users.

Looking Ahead
The importance of trust management is increasingly being considered, as testified, for
instance, by the recent developments of the IFIP Trust Management Working Group.
Also, since the beginning of the work presented in this thesis, the provenance models
evolved from OPM to the recent W3C recommendation PROV Ontology. This work
tries to bridge the gaps between these fields. Moreover, the use of semantic similarity
enables more free text-oriented applications of this work. Natural language processing
is not a trivial task per se, but there may be interesting parallels between the methods
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used here to analyze provenance and possible natural language processing analyses
for trust estimation. So, there is still a long way ahead, but the work developed here
hopefully poses useful indications about the directions to pursue.

To conclude, this work has focused on the estimation of the trustworthiness of semi-
structured Web data. With a growing amount of data being created and dispatched
every day, and with the growing complexity of our society, the ability to correctly
estimate the trustworthiness of data (and implicitly, of people) will help to improve
the society we belong to. As we have seen, this road is still full of challenges, and
some are also yet to be faced. In some situations, people consciousness about these
problems is still limited, in other situations the methods for coping with these threats
are limited and complex. Taking these issues seriously will lead to a better use of our
resources, to an elimination of the inefficiencies due to a lack of trust and, therefore,
to a lot of potential advances that will beneficial to us all.
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Summary
Trusting Semi-structured Web Data

This thesis tackles the problem of trusting semi-structured data, in particular in the
Web context. Different definitions of trust are in use in different areas. However, by
constraining the context of application of our analyses, we also constrain the definition
of trust that we adopt. In particular, we follow the definition of Castelfranchi and
Falcone, the definition of Camp and the theory of O’Hara.

We focus on how to properly make use of metadata to estimate the trustworthiness
of the corresponding data, given that this is the kind of information at our disposal
and the knowledge or time is lacking to determine the trustworthiness of the content
of these data. Moreover, we assume the existence of a correlation between metadata
and the trustworthiness of the data themselves. For instance, we can estimate the
trustworthiness of a piece of data by knowing who created it, and by observing part
of his or her behavior. In fact, there exists a probabilistic relation between the user
identity and the user trustworthiness, which is summarized by the user reputation. By
using appropriate smoothing techniques, the user reputation can be reliably estimated
based on a set of sample observations. The strength of this correlation is not the
same for all metadata, but our evaluations confirm that this approach (possibly after
combining data to strengthen the correlation) can be effective in estimating data
trustworthiness.

Chapter 1 gives a first hint about the use of metadata enriched with Web data to
assess the trustworthiness of museum annotations. That chapter presents an algorithm
for assessing the trust of annotations, as well as an evaluation of it on a collection of
bird specimen annotations from the Naturalis museum in Leiden in The Netherlands.
The algorithm employs subjective logic, an uncertainty reasoning technique, to learn
from a training set of evaluated annotations the relations between trust levels and
annotations metadata, some of which are derived from Web sources. That chapter
provides some useful insights. One is the fact that in order to make a trust assess-
ment, one can distinguish two distinct phases: trustworthiness estimation and trust
assessment (or decision strategy). Another insight is the fact that it shows how meta-
data are relevant features to be used to learn the trustworthiness of data, and how
we can leverage the metadata at our disposal to enlarge their availability by means of
Web sources, hence extending the information that we can use to accomplish our goal.

In this line of thinking, Chapter 2 shows that not all the metadata-based and Web-
based heuristics that we can formulate to help in our trustworthiness predictions are
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actually meaningful, and hence these need to be accurately selected. In that chapter we
evaluate a series of heuristics used to estimate the confidence in a set of georeferenced
records from specimen annotations from the Naturalis museum, and we show how the
best combination of these heuristics is not the one that includes all of them. Also, the
heuristics adopted in that case study present ample margins of improvement.

Both Chapters 1 and 2 share the use of statistical as well as evidential reasoning, in
particular as a means to handle the uncertainty that is present in our computations.
We use some information sources for our estimates, but we do not have any prior
warranty, neither about their utility, nor about the representativity of the samples we
face. We still use such information because it is the only handhold at our disposal,
but we treat it prudently. Evidential reasoning allows us to take into account that the
evidence that we did not observe about given metadata could have led us to different
conclusions. So, we adopt evidential reasoning as a means to draw prudent conclusions
about the data at our disposal, and in Chapter 3 we propose a series of case study
applications where uncertainty reasoning is used to model piracy attacks recorded in
a Web database. Also, we present a series of extensions of subjective logic which aim
at enhancing the logic’s usability in the Web environment, thus allowing the logic to
deal with semantic similarity, partial evidence observations and open world opinions.
Chapter 4 shows, by means of a case study based on police open data, that uncertainty
reasoning can also help to prudently extrapolate indications of reliability changes in
the data at our disposal, even when it is not possible to have sure indications about this
issue. By analyzing the data from different points of view (relative, absolute, etc.), we
may be able to obtain insights about their reliability. If this is not possible, uncertainty
reasoning can be employed again for aggregating such analyses and deriving weaker
but still prudent conclusions about data reliability.

Having understood that statistical and evidential reasoning is particularly impor-
tant to make trust assessments, we devote part of our research to the analysis of
an important class of metadata, that is, provenance information. This leads to two
different approaches: on the one hand we build Bayesian networks on top of small
provenance graphs to determine the trustworthiness of naval messages, based on the
trustworthiness of each single component used to build them (Chapter 5); on the
other hand we run supervised learning algorithms on top of aggregated provenance
graphs of media tags to predict the trustworthiness of these tags based on how they
were produced (Chapter 6). Both approaches share the attempt to learn statistically
some models that link information about how, when and by whom artifacts have been
created as well as about their trustworthiness. Provenance information has a great
potential for helping the trust assessment, and by using statistical techniques we are
able to connect some feature combinations with the trustworthiness of the artifacts.
This is a necessary step to rely on this class of information for our estimates, be-
cause provenance describes how artifacts have been produced, not how trustworthy
they are. We first group provenance graphs in classes called “provenance stereotypes”,
which represent user behaviors, and then use these stereotypes as a basis for trust
assessments via machine learning. In this way, we obtain meaningful models, while
overcoming possible problems due, for instance, to the complexity of the graphs. This
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comes at a cost, since we do not focus deeply on the semantics of these graphs, and
therefore we may have neglected useful knowledge. The results that we obtained are
already satisfactory. We have not investigated deeper into the link between provenance
semantics and trust, but we will in the future.

The last part of the thesis regards the use of semantic similarity measures in combi-
nation with uncertainty reasoning (as defined in Chapter 3) to make reputation-based
(Chapter 7) and provenance-based (Chapter 8) trust assessments, in particular in the
cultural heritage domain. Semantic similarity measures are useful at least for two
reasons. Firstly, the uncertainty reasoning techniques we use rely on the availability
of evidence, and the more evidence we get the better results we obtain. Semantic
similarity measures allow us to enlarge the evidence set at our disposal, while keep-
ing its relevance high. Secondly, semantic similarity measures allow us to reduce the
computation complexity in our estimates by avoiding repetition of computations for
pieces of evidence that are syntactically different but semantically similar. These are
important achievements. Although they are currently limited to specific domains, like
cultural heritage, in principle they may be adapted to other domains as well.





Samenvatting
Semi-gestructureerde Web Data Vertrouwen

Dit proefschrift behandelt het probleem van vertrouwen in semi-gestructureerde gege-
vens, in het bijzonder in verband met het Web. Verschillende definities van vertrouwen
zijn in gebruik op verschillende gebieden. Onze definitie hiervan is toegesneden op de
toepassingsgebieden van onze analyses. Met name volgen we de definitie van Castel-
franchi en Falcone, de definitie van Camp en de theorie van O’Hara.

Onze aandacht richt zich op het op een juiste wijze gebruiken van metadata bij
een schatting van het vertrouwen in de corresponderende gegevens, aangezien dit soort
informatie tot onze beschikking staat en de kennis of tijd ontbreekt om de betrouw-
baarheid van de inhoud van deze gegevens te bepalen. We zijn uitgegaan van het
bestaan van een correlatie tussen metadata en de betrouwbaarheid van de gegevens
zelf. Bijvoorbeeld, we kunnen de betrouwbaarheid van een stukje informatie afschat-
ten als we weten wie het heeft gecreëerd, en door zijn of haar gedrag te bestuderen. Er
bestaat een probabilistische relatie tussen de identiteit en de betrouwbaarheid van een
gebruiker, die wordt samengevat door de reputatie van deze gebruiker. Door geschikte
transformaties uit te voeren kan de reputatie van de gebruiker betrouwbaar worden
afgeschat, gebaseerd op een verzameling onservaties. De kracht van deze correlatie is
niet hetzelfde voor alle metadata, maar onze evaluaties bevestigen dat deze aanpak
(mogelijk na het combineren van gegevens om de correlatie te versterken) geschikt is
voor onze doeleinden.

Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een eerste aanwijzing over het gebruik van metadata verrijkt met
gegevens van het Web bij de beoordeling van de betrouwbaarheid van museumaan-
tekeningen. Dit hoofdstuk presenteert een algoritme voor het bepalen van vertrouwen
in aantekeningen, en een evaluatie hiervan op aantekeningen bij de vogelverzameling
van het Naturalis museum in Leiden. Het algoritme hanteert subjectieve logica om
van een trainingverzameling bestaande uit geëvalueerde aantekeningen de relaties te
leren tussen niveaus van betrouwbaarheid en metadata van annotaties, deels afkom-
stig uit nieuwsbronnen op het Web. Dit hoofdstuk geeft een aantal nuttige inzichten.
Eén daarvan is het feit dat het maken van een beoordeling van vertrouwen bestaat uit
twee verschillende fasen: afschatting van betrouwbaarheid en bepaling van betrouw-
baarheid (oftewel de beslissingsstrategie). Een ander inzicht is dat het laat zien hoe
metadata gebruikt kunnen worden om het vertrouwen in de gegevens te leren, en hoe
we het gebruik van de metadata die ons ter beschikking staan kunnen vergroten door
middel van bronnen op het Web, om aldus de informatie uit te breiden die kan wor-
den ingezet voor het bereiken van ons doel. Hierop voortbouwend laat Hoofdstuk 2
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zien dat niet alle metadata- en Web-gebaseerde heuristieken voor het bepalen van
vertrouwen daadwerkelijk zinvol zijn, en bijgevolg dat deze heuristieken heel precies
moeten worden geselecteerd. In dat hoofdstuk evalueren we een serie heuristieken voor
het schatten van vertrouwen in een verzameling van geo-informatie voorziene anno-
taties bij voorwerpen uit het Naturalis museum, en laten we zien dat de combinatie
van al deze heuristieken niet optimaal is. Ook zijn er voor de heuristieken die in deze
studie worden toegepast ruime marges voor verbetering mogelijk.

Hoofdstukken 1 en 2 delen het gebruik van zowel statistisch redeneren als analyse
van gegeven metadata, vooral om met de onzekerheid om te gaan die aanwezig is in
onze berekeningen. We gebruiken een aantal informatiebronnen voor onze schattingen,
zonder voorafgaande garantie over het nut of de representativiteit van de steekproef
waarmee we worden geconfronteerd. Desondanks gebruiken we zulke informatie, om-
dat dit het enige houvast is dat ons ter beschikking staat, maar we behandelen het
omzichtig. Analyse van gegeven metadata maakt het mogelijk om er rekening mee
te houden dat gegevens die we niet hebben gezien zouden kunnen leiden tot andere
conclusies. Aldus kunnen we prudente conclusies trekken over de gegevens die tot
onze beschikking staan. Hoofdstuk 3 bevat een aantal studies waarin redeneren met
onzekerheid wordt gebruikt om aanvallen van piraten die zijn geregistreerd in een
Web-database te analyseren. Ook presenteren we een aantal uitbreidingen van subjec-
tieve logica om de logica beter bruikbaar te maken voor het Web, doordat de logica
om kan gaan met semantische gelijkenis, gedeeltelijke waarnemingen en opinies in een
open wereld. Hoofdstuk 4 toont, door middel van een studie gebaseerd op open data
afkomstig van de politie, dat redeneren met onzekerheid ook kan helpen om zorgvuldig
indicaties te extrapoleren van betrouwbaarheidsveranderingen in de gegevens die ons
ter beschikking staan. Indien we niet vast kunnen stellen of deze gegevens betrouwbaar
zijn, kunnen we ze analyseren vanuit verschillende gezichtspunten (relatief, absoluut,
etc.), om aldus mogelijk inzicht te krijgen in hun betrouwbaarheid. Als we aldus
niet kunnen vaststellen of de gegevens die ons ter beschikking staan betrouwbaar zijn,
kunnen uiteindelijk technieken voor het redeneren met onzekerheid opnieuw worden
toegepast, om resultaten van dergelijke analyses te aggregeren en zwakkere maar nog
steeds prudente conclusies te trekken over hun betrouwbaarheid.

Nadat we aldus het inzicht hebben verworven dat statistisch redeneren en analyse
van gegeven metadata belangrijk zijn bij het beoordelen van vertrouwen, besteden we
een deel van ons onderzoek aan de analyse van een belangrijke klasse van metadata,
namelijk herkomst. Dit leidt tot twee verschillende aanpakken: enerzijds bouwen we
Bayesiaanse netwerken bovenop kleine grafen van herkomstrelaties voor het bepalen
van vertrouwen in nautische berichten, gebaseerd op de betrouwbaarheid van elk af-
zonderlijk onderdeel dat wordt gebruikt om ze te bouwen (Hoofdstuk 5); anderzijds
passen we algoritmen voor leren onder supervisie toe op geaggregeerde herkomstgrafen
van media-annotaties om de betrouwbaarheid van deze annotaties te voorspellen op
basis van hoe ze zijn geproduceerd (Hoofdstuk 6). Beide aanpakken pogen statistisch
modellen te leren die informatie relateren over hoe, wanneer en door wie artefacten
zijn gemaakt zowel als hun betrouwbaarheid. Informatie over herkomst heeft een groot
potentieel om het beoordelen van betrouwbaarheid te ondersteunen, en met behulp
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van statistische technieken zijn we in staat om sommige combinaties van eigenschap-
pen te verbinden met de betrouwbaarheid van artefacten. Dit is een noodzakelijke
stap om afhankelijk te kunnen zijn van dit soort informatie voor onze schattingen,
omdat herkomst beschrijft hoe artefacten zijn geproduceerd, en niet hoe betrouwbaar
ze zijn. We groeperen eerst herkomstgrafen in zogeheten “herkomst stereotypes”, die
gedrag van gebruikers representeren, en gebruiken vervolgens deze stereotypes als een
basis voor het beoordelen van vertrouwen via machinaal leren. Op deze manier verkri-
jgen we zinvolle modellen, terwijl we mogelijk problemen overwinnen ten gevolge van
bijvoorbeeld de complexiteit van de grafen. Dit heeft een prijs, want aangezien we
niet diep kijken naar de semantiek van deze grafen, laten we mogelijk nuttige kennis
buiten beschouwing. De resultaten die we hebben verkregen zijn al bevredigend. In
de toekomst zullen we de connectie tussen herkomstsemantiek en vertrouwen dieper
onderzoeken.

Het laatste deel van het proefschrift betreft het gebruik van methoden voor seman-
tische gelijkenis in combinatie met het redeneren over onzekerheid (zoals gedefinieerd
in Hoofdstuk 3) om beoordelingen van vertrouwen te geven op basis van reputatie
(Hoofdstuk 7) en herkomst (Hoofdstuk 8), met name in het domein van cultureel
erfgoed. Methoden voor semantische gelijkenis zijn nuttig vanwege ten minste twee
redenen. Ten eerste zijn de technieken voor het redeneren met onzekerheid afhankelijk
van de beschikbaarheid van gegevens, en des te meer gegevens er zijn des te beter de
resultaten die we verkrijgen. Semantische gelijkenis maakt het mogelijk de hoeveel-
heid gegevens waarover we beschikken te vergroten, terwijl de relevantie ervan hoog
blijft. Ten tweede staat semantische gelijkenis het ons toe om de complexiteit van
berekeningen in onze ramingen te verminderen door herhaalde berekeningen te ver-
mijden voor gegevens die syntactisch verschillen maar semantisch vergelijkbaar zijn.
Dit zijn belangrijke resultaten. Alhoewel ze momenteel nog beperkt zijn tot speci-
fieke domeinen, zoals cultureel erfgoed, kunnen ze in principe worden aangepast voor
andere toepassingsgebieden.
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